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ABSTRACT 

This paper consists of seven chapters，① introduction，② description of the method for magnetic and 

gravity field analysis ，③ crustal structure of Kurile and Honsyu arcs as revealed from magnetic and 

gravity field analysis，④crustal structure of the Izu田Ogasawara(Bonin) Arcs as revealed from magnetic 

and gravity field analysis，⑤crustal structure of the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas as revealed from 

magnetic and gravity field analysis,R crustal structure of the Daito ridge as revealed from magnetic 

and gravity field analysis, and ⑦ discussions and conclusions. 

In succession of chapter I , the methods used in the present study are explained in chapter II with 

the results of the numerical examples, i.e. (1) two-dimensional inversion of magnetic anomaly to obtain 

the magnetic basement relief using the Fourier expansion method, (2) three-dimensional inversion 

method based on Oldenburg’s two-dimensional formula, (3) definition of the magneto-gravity response 

function to derive the magnetization direction and ρ／J ratio of the source body, (4) definition of 

magneto-gravity response filter to extract the magnetic anomalies correlative with gravity anomalies. 
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The method of correlation analysis in the space domain is also described to obtain the magnetization 

intensity and p/J ratio of the source bodies. The new method described in (3) and (4) will enable us 

to derive an inclination of magnetization vector without any assumption of the shape and location of the 

source body. These methods can also discriminate between the magnetic anomaly produced by the 

upper boundary and that by the lower boundary of the magnetized layer. 

In chapter III, magnetic basement structures of Kurile and Honsyu arcs consistent with gravity field 

are presented by selecting typical anomalies such as the Sanriku-Isikari linear anomaly(SILA) in the 

northeast Honsyu, the Kusiro-Nemuro linear anomaly(KNLA) in the coastal region of the southeastern 

part of Hokkaido, the southwest Honsyu linear anomaly (SWHLA) in the inner region of southwest 

Honsyu, and the broad negative anomalies in the outer region of central Honsyu. The model for SILA 

derived reveals a good agreement between the Conrad surface and the magnetic basement uplift. The 

model for KNLA also shows the magnetic layer corresponding to the density boundary within the crust. 

The negative broad magnetic anomaly of the central part of Honsyu seems to be ascribed to the seismic 

velocity boundaryin the crust. A considerably large dimension of the magnetic source is required for 

SWHLA, but the associated Bouguer gravity anomaly is featureless. 

The magnetic basement models presented above reveal the magnetic sources in the upper crust with 

low p/J ratio as well as those in the lower crust with appreciable density contrast as is the case of SILA 

and KNLA. The former source may be the granitic rocks of magnetite series or serpentinite suites of 

high magnetic susceptibility. The magnetic structures of northeast Honsyu and Kurile arcs are consis” 

tent with lithological model inferred from the magnetization of xenolith samples. 

In chapter IV, the magnetic basement model covering the Izu-Ogasawara Arc is completed from the 

geological/ geophysical considerations. Different features of magnetic basement are confirmed between 

the northern and the southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc with the border at the Sofugan tectonic 

line (Yuasa, 1992). The magnetic massives of the inner forearc highs of the northern arc show relatively 

low p/J ratio correlative to acidic to andesitic buried bodies. The magnetic anomalies of the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge are well explained by the normal magnetization of topographic uplifts. 

ThebuH王magnetizationper unit km2 along the Quaternary volcanic front of the southern arc becomes 

2. 3 times as strong as that of the northern arc. These features may be explained by the stable location 

of the volcanic front in the southern arc as inferred from old volcanic edifices overlapped by the 

Quaternary volcanic ones. 

In chapter V, the magnetic basement model over the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas is completed 

from the geological/ geophysical considerations. This model reveals the existence of the segmented 

large magnetic massives having low p/J ratio beneath the Tunghai Shelf break. Besides, the Miocene 

volcanic basement block located in the trenchward side of the Quaternary volcanic front suggests the 

southeastward migration of the central Ryukyu. 

In chapter VI, the magnetization of the Daito ridge is discussed based on the magneto-gravity 

response analysis. The inclination of the magnetization vector derived shows a good agreement with the 

present field direction, contrary to the shallow inclination derived from the DSDP sediment core 
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previously. The above features suggest that the magnetization of the Daito ridge is caused by an 

enhanced magnetic susceptibility or viscous remanent magnetization. 

Throughout the present study, the characteristic features of the crust are made apparent for the 

Japanese Island Arcs from the viewpoint of the magnetic, gravity and topographic features. Especially, 

the distribution of the magnetic massives with low p/J ratio becomes apparent, i.e.in the inner zone 

of southwest Honsyu Arc, the forearc area of the northern part of the Izu・OgasawaraArc, and the 

eastern margin of the Tunghai Shelf. The granitic to andesitic rocks rich in magnetite seem to be the 

most plausible candidate as the source body. Until now, the granitic rock of magnetite series have been 

thought to be produced in the back同arcside of the arc-trench system. The present study, however, 

proposes the other case outcropping in the forearc region of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. Forearc mag-

matism in the initial stage of subduction and dehydration process of the subducting plate may be related 

with the origin of these magnetic sources in the forearc region. 

The magnetic and gravity field analyses on the Izu-Ogasawara and Ryukyu arcs suggest that the 

undulation of the Moho boundary may be the source of the regional trend of the surface magnetic 

anomalies. Present study also reveals the significant contribution of magnetic susceptibility to the 

observed magnetic anomalies. This mechanism may arise from enhanced intial susceptibility at high 

temperature and/ or the enhanced viscous remanent magnetization of the deep-seated source. The 

experimental results concerning the enhanced susceptibility may give a significant constrain for 

constructing the magnetic structure of the crust in the Japanese Islands and the surroundingareas. 

CHAPTER I .INTRODUCTION 
tectonics and the origin of the characteristic fea-

tures of the continental crust of the arcs. 

The main point of this paper is that it handles To clarify the structure of these islands arcs is 

almost all the magnetic, gravity and topographic an important clue for understanding petro-

data available around Japan and processes them physical properties of the crust, rock magnetism 

by a new and unified method. of deep seated source body, geological structures 

The Japanese Island Arcs consist of several and petrological/chemical condition at depth, as 

arcs such as Kurile, Honsyu, Ryukyu, and Iztト wellas for the construction of the tectonic frame-

Ogasawara arcs. These arcs face subducting work of the arcs. 

plate boundaries , being characterized by thick In recent years, the data base of topography 

continental crust. They are also accompanied by and magnetic/gravity anomaly has become avail-

active volcanism, seismicity and high heat flow in able through the Japan Oceanographic Data Cen-

the back-arc region. The Daito ridge is also a ter (JODC) as the results of enormous surveys 

remnant old-island arc as inferred from the exis- conducted by the organizations in charge of 

tence of the thick continental crust. Although the mapping the geophysical data. The data base has 

plate tectonics has paved the way to the under- enabled us to compile regional/ global map of 

standing of the global tectonic history, there still topography, magnetic and gravity field anom-

remain unsolved subjects related to the regional alies. These maps are helpful for understanding 
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the geological/ geophysical features of the island 

arcs, but, the potential field anomaly map itself 

is insufficient to understand the crustal structure 

in the quantitative manner. For instance, the 

magnetic body of the same shape with the same 

magnetization intensity produces different mag-

netic anomalies when the body is placed at differ-

ent geographic position due to skewness effect 

depending on ambient field directions. 

To elucidate the crustal structure of the island 

arcs using these data bases is an indispensible 

subject for understanding the physical/ chemical 

state of the crust as well as its compositional 

state. For this purpose, it is urged to establish a 

comprehensive analysis method incorporating 

magnetic, gravity and topographic data. In 

response to the above circumstances, this paper 

presents several new ideas for comprehensive 

analysis method of magnetic and gravity anonト

alies using the topographic data and shows the 

magnetic structure of the Japanese Island Arcs 

and the Daito ridge through geological and geo-

physical interpretations. 

The analytical methods developed in this study 

are the synthetic analysis of magnetic and gravity 

anomalies using magneto-gravity response func” 

tion and the extraction of magnetic anomalies 

correlative with gravity anomalies using 

magneto-gravity response filter. These new 

methods enable us to obtain the direction of 

magnetization vector without assuming the geom・

etry and location of the source body. Two同

dimensional and three-dimensional magnetic 

inversion method to calculate magnetic basement 

from magnetic anomalies are presented with 

some numerical examples. The correlation analy-

sis in space domain is also formulated for calcula-

tion of the density over magnetization ratioρ／J 

and magnetization intensity of the topographic 

uplift. 

The above methods will be applied for the 

representative transections over the Kurile and 

Honsyu Arcs and for the areal survey data cover-

ing the Izu-Ogasawara Arc, the Ryukyu Arc and 

its adjacent seas, and the Daito ridge, as shown 

in Fig .1.1, to clarify the characteristic features 

of the continental crust. 

The data source of magnetic transections of the 

Kurile and Honsyu Arcs are from the results of 

airborne magnetic surveys conducted by the 

Hydrographic Department of Japan(JHD) from 

1984 to 1985 (JHD, 1988) . The above magnetic 

data provide long transections crossing these arcs 

free of secular variation field, which attracts the 

author to analyze these magnetic profiles by the 

newly developed magneto-gravity response 

method to elucidate the crustal structure of the 

arcs. The areal data used for the present study 

are based on MGD77 data files supplied from 

JODC. The original data were also measured by 

JHD as part of the continental shelf survey pro-

ject covering the seas in the vicinity of the 

Japanese Island Arcs and its marine economical 

zones. The MGD77 data files are composed of the 

digital data of water depth, magnetic anomaly, 

and free-air gravity anomaly, as well as those of 

the date of survey and ship’s location. These data 

enable us to calculate the grid data covering the 

regional areas shown in Fig .1.1. 

Regional magnetic anomaly maps covering the 

Japanese Islands and their adjacent seas have 

been compiled by several authors (Segawa and 

Oshima, 1975; Okubo et al. , 1985; Oshima, 1987) . 

These maps reveal that the continental crust also 

produces conspicuous linear magnetic anomalies 

with large amplitude comparable with oceanic 
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Fig .1.1 Location map of the profiles and areal su円 eydata used for present study. 

N45 
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magnetic lineations, as seen over northeast Hon- tal crust will be made apparent through the pres” 

syu and the continental shelf in the south offing of ent study as shown in the inner part of southwest 

southeast Hokkaido. Segawa and Oshima (1975) Honsyu, in the forearc region of the Izu田

named these anomalies the continental linear Ogasawara Arc, and in the eastern margin of the 

anomalies. But, the origin of these anomalies is Tunghai shelf of the East China Sea. The broad 

still of debate. Magnetic modelling of the conti” negative anomalies also become apparent in the 

nental linear magnetic anomaly over northeast outer region of central Honsyu. These continen-

Honsyu (Sanriku・Isikarilinear anomaly:SILA) tal magnetic anomalies are helpful to investigate 

has been cited as the palaeomagnetic evidence the crustal structure and rockmagnetism at 

showing the clockwise rotation of northeast depth. Magneto-gravity response analysis of 

Honsyu. However, there remain some ambigu- these continental anomalies may offer more con-

ities of magnetization diretion due to arbitrary vincing constraints for the origin and 

assumption of the location and shape of the palaeomagnetic implications of these manetic 

source body. In addition to the above continental anomalies because of more objective assumptions 

linear anomalies, distribution of distinguished involved in the analysis. 

magnetic anomalies or包inatedfrom the continen町 Asto the Izu-Ogasawara Arc, the different 
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geophysical and petrochemical features between 

the northern and southern Izu田OgasawaraArc 

bordered at the Sofugan Tectonic line are 

proposed by Yuasa and Mural王ami(1985) . The 

above different features may be related to the 

different state of mantle materials as inferred 

from the distinct change of the subducting plate 

angle between the northern and southern arcs. 

Besides, the different tectonic history may also 

be plausibly asigned as suggested by Yuasa and 

N ohara (1992) . The recent fulfilment of geophysi-

cal surveys may give a significant contribution to 

the tectonics of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. The 

following two different models have been 

proposed for the tectonic history of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. Uyeda and Miyashiro (197 4) 

ascribed the origin of the arc to the N -S trending 

transform fault of the Kula”Pacific Plate. On the 

other hand, Seno and Maruyama (1984) to the 

mにEtrending subduction zone in the Philippine 

basin at the Eocene age. The palaeomagnetic 

measurements of the igneous rocks sampled from 

the Ogasawara ridge (Haston and Fuller, 1991) is 

in favour of the latter model. The above easterly 

deflected magnetization, however, should be 

confirmed by the potential field analysis in a 

more convincing way. To study this subject, the 

assumption of normal magnetization of the uplifts 

of the Nisi-Sitito ridge and the Ogasawara ridge 

is examined based on the correlation analysis in 

space domain. 

Concerning the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent 

seas, zonal arrangement of geological structures 

have been proposed by several authors 

(Hatae, 1955; Konishi, 1965; Kizaki, 1978) . These 

zonations also assume that the topographic 

depressions of the Tokara channel and the Ker-

ama Gap as the left lateral faults segmenting the 

Ryul王yuArc, which may be related to the south-

eastward migration of the Ryukyu Arc. Prelimi-

nary magnetic zonation was assumed by Ueda 

(1986) to assess the above geological zonation of 

the N ansei-Syoto islands covering the Ryukyu 

Arc. Dense sea-bottom surveys conducted by 

JHD also made apparent the detailed features of 

topography, magnetic, and gravity anomalies of 

the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas (Oshima et 

al. , 1988;0kuma et al. , 1991;Kasuga et al. , 1992) . 

These results have provided more convincing 

magnetic zonations covering the Ryukyu arc-

trench system and the Tunghai shelf region, tak-

ing into account the topographic and gravity 

features. 

The magnetic modelling of the Okinawa 

Trough given by Oshida et al. (1992) indicates 

that the anomalies are not the spreading linear 

anomalies but the reflection of the magnetized 

layers of P-wave velocity 3.6-6.4km/s. But, the 

upheaved Bouguer gravity anomaly over the 

Okinawa Trough is not taken into account in 

their model. In the present study, an alternative 

model to explain both magnetic and gravity fea-

tures in a consistent way is proposed. 

The Daito ridge is thought to be a remnant 

old”island arc as inferred from crystalline schist 

and acidic plutonic rocks discovered from the 

ridge (Shiki et al. , 1979) . The gravity analysis on 

the Daito ridge (Segawa, 1976) also clarify the 

thick continental crust showing isostatic compen-

sation. In spite of the above aspects, conspicuous 

magnetic anomalies are associated with the Daito 

ridge (Kasuga et al. , 1986) . The magneto-gravity 

response analysis on the Daito ridge may clarify 

the significant role of enhanced magnetic suscep-

tibility and/ or viscous remanent magnetization 

instead of thermal remanent magnetization. 
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Through the present study, the characteristic 

features of the crustal structure of the Japanese 

Island Arcs will be summarized and their tectonic 

implications will be made more apparent. The 

magnetic structure thus derived may contribute 

significantly to the establishment of the lith-

ological model of the crust when combined with 

rockmagnetism of xenolith samples. The magn-

etic property of the crust is also constrained by 

the fugacity(02)-temperature equilibrium condi-

ti on as well as mineral composition. These condi回

tions are closely related with dehydration process 

of the subducting plate (Tatsumi, 1989) . The new 

aspect of the existence of the magnetic sources of 

low p/J ratio may offer the basic constraint for 

the construction of the tectonic framework and 

magmatism in the deep crust. The significant 

role of the enhanced magnetic susceptibility and/ 

or viscous remanent magnetization of the deep-

seated magnetic sources will be discussed based 

on the derived magnetic structural models. The 

magnetic signals of the Moho boundary are also 

described for the case of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

and the Okinawa Trough. These results may be 

significant for undertanding petrophysical, 

petrological features of the lower crust above the 

Moho boundary. 

CHAPTER II. DESCRIPTION OF 

THE METHOD FOR MAGNETIC 

AND GRAVITY FIELD ANALYSIS 

2 .1 Two-dimensional inversion method to 

derive magnetic basement relief from mag-

netic anomaly using Fourier expansion 

method 

2 .1. 1 Theoretical background 

Let us consider a rectangular coodinate system 

with the positive z-axis pointing downward. 

Then, magnetic potential in free space is given by 

ゆm=fvJ・凶仕／州， ( 1) 

where J represents magnetization vector and v 

the volume of a source body. 

According to Kato (1975a, b) , a pseudo-gravity 

potential</>pg, and pseudo gravity Fpg are defined 

as 

</>pg= iv (J／州， F～δq,pg/az. ( 2) 

Then, gravity potential （弘） is given by 恥ニ

かg・ρ・Gc/Jand gravity anomaly (FG) by FGニ

FPG・ρ・Gc/J,where Ge is the gravitational con” 

stant. 

The magnetic potential </>m and the magnetic 

anomaly field P1 are related with the pseudo-

gravity </>pg by 

ゆmニ＜／＞pg／δβ，FM=a恥／θαニθ2</>pg／δαδβ，（  3) 

whereα，βrepresent the direction of magnetic 

field and magnetization respectively. 

Consider a two-dimensional coordinate system 

shown in Fig. 2 .1, where Z-axis is positive down-

ward and X-axis in the profile direction. Then, a 

pseudo-gravityδFPG due to a horizontal plate at 

depth Z and with the thickness <JZ is given by 

<JFPG (Z）ェ2πJ<JZ, ( 4) 

T .N. 

D 

t 

Fig. 2 .1 Coordinate system of two-dimensional 

magnetic analysis. 
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where J is magnetic moment per unit volume. 

As the magnetic moment varies in the X-

direction, J (x) can be expressed in terms of 

Fourier expansion series: 

J (x）ニヱm(am1cosmx十bm1sinmx)

F(x）ニヱm(amcosmx + bmsinmx) . emz I Z=O' (11) 

where, the observed plane is defined as z = 0. 

After Kato (1975a, 1975b) , the above equation 

can be expressed as a matrix product as 

F(x)= {Am} ｛ムm}emz I Z=O• (12) 

ニヱmJm ( 5) where, {Am}= (am,bm), ｛ ~m}= (cosmx,sinmx)T. 

where m=2nM／λo , M is wavenumber, and λ。is
basic wavelength. Equation (4) can be expressed 

by the Fourier term of wavenumber m in the 

following way: 

oFmPG (Z) =2nJmoZ, ( 6) 

Then, the pseudo-gravity at ground level (zニ 0)is 

given by 

oFmPG(Q) =2πJm・e-mz・oZ, ( 7) 

The magnetic anomaly due to a plate with the 

upper and the lower depths at Z1 , Z2 is calculated 

through vertical integration of Eq. (7) as follows: 

Fm吋）ニf2πJm e-mz dZ 

=2πJm・（e-mz1_e-mz2)/m, ( 8) 

From Eq. (8) magnetic moment of wavenumber 

m becomes 

The first derivation of F (x) along the direction 

cosine vector α(l,m,n) is given by 

δF ( x) Iδα＝θF(x）／δx・I+δF(x）／δz・n

=k {Am'} ｛ ~m} emz I z=O• (13) 

where 1 is positive in the X direction, n is positive 

downward, and Y-axis is normal to the X-Z 

plane. In the above equation, the coefficient 

vector {Aイ｝ is related to {Am} by 

{Am’｝ニmC:Vn){Am} T= {Dm} {Am}. (14) 

Th色abovematrix {Dm} is called，“differential 

operator”. If the direction cosine vector (1, m, n) 

is parallel to the present magnetic field, 1 and n 

are given by 

l=cos(I。）cos（ψD0),n=sin(I。） (15) 

where 10, D0 are inclination and declination of the 

Jmニ mFm同（0)/{2π（e-mzi e-mz2) } ( 9 ) present field and ψis the azimuth of the X-axis. 

The distribution of the magnetic moment of a 

horizontal layer with a finite thickness符 canbe 

transformed to the relief of magnetic basement 

with constant magnetization J。onthe assumption 
that the product δ＇t ・ J (x) is equal to Jo・H(x),

where H (x) represents the relief of magnetic 

basement with constant magnetic moment Jo ・

From this relation, H (x) becomes 

Furthermore, an effective inclination I。’ is

related to the direction cosine by 

tanlo’＝n/l, (n2+l2)112= I sinI。／sinl。’ I. (16) 

Using the above relation, it becomes apparent 

that the differential operator multiplies the ampli-

tude by a factor of m ・ ¥ sinl。／sinlo’Iand shifts 

the phase by δO二 π／2-Io'. 

On the other hand, we can derive the integral 

日（x)=±at・ J (x) /Jo' (10) operator {Im} from the inverse relation of 

where a positive sign is adopted for derivation of 

an upper surface and a negative sign for deriva-

tion of a lower boundary (Ueda and Kato, 1991) . 

2 .1. 2 Algorithm 

Let the magnetic anomaly profile be denoted by 

F (x) . This can be expressed in terms of Fourier 

expansion series as 

{E}= {Dm｝・ {Im} (17) 

where {E} denotes a unit matrix. From the above 

equation, the integral operator becomes 

{Im｝ェl/m・（n2+ l2) (_nln) . (18) 

Taking Eq. (16) into consideration, the integral 

operator multiplies the amplitude by a factor of 

I si山’／msinl。Iand shift the phase by 
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6'8=lo＇ π／2. 

From Eq. (3), we can derive Fourier coeffi-

cients of the pseudo-gravity {Am PG} from Fourier 

coefficients of magnetic anomaly field {Am} by 

conducting the double integration along polarized 

direction β（L,M,N) and magnetic field direction 

α(I, m, n) and then single differentiation in the 

downward direction. These operations are ex町

DL(x) =BT。＋ ci'~＂ JL(x)/Jo ， λLo ＜ λUP ＜ λLI

(23) 

where JU (x) , JL (x) are magnetic moments cor-

responding to the upper and lower boundary 

derived from band passed anomalies. 

The topographic uplifts with wavelengths shor-

ter than 160km are considered to be sustained by 

the elasticity of the crust, but those with wave-

lengths longer than 160km are compensated for pressed in terms of the operators as 

{AmPG}=m {Im} L,N {Im} 1,n {Am}・ (19) by isostasy (Hagiwara, 1979) . In the present 

Total amount of phase shift by the above opera- study, it is tentatively assumed that high-pass 

tions becomes filtered anomalies with the wavelengths shorter 

6'8=l。’＋v－π． (20) than 160km can be ascribed to the undulation of 

This parameter has the same form as the skew-

ness parameter defined by Schouten and Mccamy 

(1972) . 

Referring to Eq. (9) , Fourier coefficients 

{Am1} of the magnetic moment distribution on 

the horizontal tabular body with a constant thick-

ness 22 z1 become 

{Am1} =m {AmPG}/ {2π（e-mzl e-m口）｝．

ニm2{Im} L,N {Im} l,n {Am}/ {2π 

(e-mz1 -e mz2) } . (21) 

Using the above coefficients, we can obtain the 

distribution function of magnetic moment J (x) as 

J(x)=};m {Am1} ｛ムm}. (22) 

Let denote the upper surface and the lower 

boundary of a magnetic layer by DU (x) and DL 

(x) , and their mean depth by UP。andBTo, 

respectively. It is reasonable to separate mag-

netic anomaly into two components by filtering; 

one is relatively short-wavelength anomalies 

attributable to the upper surface of the causative 

magnetic layer and the other relatively long-

wavelength ones attributable to the lower bound-

ary. Referring to Eq. (10) , the relief DU (x) and 

DL (x) become 

DU(x）二UP。一δs・JU(x)/Jo， λu1＜λup＜λUl

the upper surface and the low-pass filtered anom” 

alies with the wavelengths longer than 160km to 

the lower boundary of the magnetic layer. Such 

operation is easily conducted by incorporating 

filtering algorithm. In the application of this 

method, the optimum window parameter may be 

determined by trial and error while adjusting 

cut-off wavelengths. Equation (23) is an approxi-

mation to convert the distribution of magnetic 

moment with a finite thickness to the undulation 

of the magnetic layer of constant magnetization 

intensity. Because this approximation ignores the 

contribution from the second and higher order 

terms of the relief to the Fourier components of 

magnetic anomaly (Parker, 1972) , the relief 

obtained by the above method is somewhat differ-

ent from the real relief from the exact point of 

view. So, the exact magnetization intensity 

should be re-evaluated by the least squares 

method. For this purpose, the magnetic layer 

derived from the above procedure is approximat-

ed by the sequence of horizontal tabular bodies as 

shown in Fig. 2 . 2. The magnetic anomalies of 

total force caused by these tabular bodies can be 

expressed as a sum of each contribution as 
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Xn Xn+1 x 

z 
Fig. 2. 2 Approximation of the magnetic layer by 

the s巴quenceof horizontal tabular bodies. 

follows: 

to a source mater匂lis D , that the relief h (x, y) 

is measured upward relative to a reference level 

of z=D plane and that an observed plane is locat-

ed in the X-Y plane at z=O. According to Parker 

(1972) , the Fourier transform of gravity anomaly 

G(u, v) is related to that of the relief of uneven 

layer as: 

G(u,v)=2πGcpe wo ・ ~n=1Wn 1/n！日n(u, v) (27) 

where Hn (u, v) denotes the Fourier transform of 

then-th degree of a relief given by hn(x,y) and w 

is (u2十世） 112. Parker (1972) also demonstrated A (x) ＝ ~nJxK1 (X,Xn, Zn)+ JzK2 (X,Xn, Zn) 

=kn] (K1coslr’＋K2sinlr’） (24) that the summation of the Fourier transform 

where K1 and K2 are parameters related to the 

model geometry, Ir' is an effective inclination of 

magnetization vector, Xn, Zn are coordinates of 

the four corners of the n-th tabular body (John-

son, 1969). The magnitude of J can be determined 

by the least squares algorithm from the observed 

F (x) and calculated A (x) anomalies. In the 

above calculation, a standard deviation and 

goodness-of-fitting ratio GFR (Uyeda and Richa子

ds, 1966) defined by the following Eq. (25) , (26) 

are calculated to confirm the accuracy of the 

model derived. 

σ＝ (kn (A (x1) -F (x1)) 2/N) 112, (25) 

GFR=ln I F(x1) I /ln I A(x1)-F(x1) I. (26) 

where N is the total number of data. 

2. 2 Inversion method to derive magnetic base司

ment relief from magnetic anomaly based 

on Fourier transform method 

2. 2 .1 Basic formula 

Parker (1972) contrived the calculation method 

of potential field caused by a layer of uneven 

topography based on FFT algorithm. Let us 

consider a cartesian coordinate with z-axis point-

ing downward as shown in Fig. 2 .1. In the follow” 

ing explanation, we assume that the mean depth 

components converges under the condition of 

Max {h(x,y) }/D<l independently of wavenum” 

ber w. Oldenburg (197 4) rean百 igedEq. (27) to 

yield an iterative procedure for inverting two-

dimensional gravity profiles. Here is shown the 

iterative formula for calculating the three-

dimensional relief h (x, y) from areal gravity field 

as: 

H(u,v) =G(u,v）・ewD/(2πGcp)-ln=2Wn 1/n!' 

Hn(u,v) (28) 

=G(u,v）・ewD/(2πGcp） ε（0)' 

where ε（0) is a small term, which is usually 

neglected in a thin-layer approximation. This 

iterative algorithm at first begins under the 

assumption ofε （0）ニ0, and then the newest esti-

mation of s (0) iteratively obtained is subtracted 

from the first term for the de rivation of updated 

relief h (x, y) . The above iteration is carried out 

until h (x, y) converges. In practice, there exist 

the lower limit of内 1nand the upper limit of the 

reference depth Dmax in order to have the iteration 

converged. In relation to these conditions, Olden-

burg (197 4) incorpolated low-pass filter algorithm 

to eliminate divergence of the result in the high 

frequency range, which is caused by downward 

continuation by the factor of ewo as seen in the 
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term of Eq. (28) . 

For the inversion of magnetic anomaly to 

magnetic relief, we use pseudo-gravity defined in 

Eq. (2) instead of gravity field and replace the 

product ρ・Geby J. In this case, the iteration 

formula corresponding to Eq (28) becomes 

H(u,v) =Gpg(u,v）・e附／（2πJ) ~n=2Wn 1/n！・

Hn(u,v) (29) 

=Gpg (u, v）・eWD/(2πJ)-s(O)'

where Gpg(u,v) is the Fourier transform of 

pseudo-gravity. 

The Four色rtransform of Gpg (u, v) is deduced 

from the Fourier transform of magnetic field F 

(u, v) as follows (Hagiwara, 1980; Kubota et 

al. , 1989): 

Gpg(u,v) = -w・1/(1 u十mv-inw）・1/(Lu十

Mv-iNw) ・ F(u, v). (30) 

The combination of Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) gives 

the formula of magnetic inversion for the deriva-

tion of magnetic basement relief. 

2 .2 .2 Numerical example 

To know the criterion on which the above 

magnetic inversion method can be applied to the 

field analysis, a numerical examination is con-

ducted using the magnetic anomalies caused by 

three-dimensional uplift. Figure 2. 3 (a) shows the 

three-dimensional uplift giving rise to magnetic 

anomaly illustrated in Fig. 2. 3 (b) . The magnetic 

anomalies are calculated based on Parker's inver-

sion formula, where the magnetization is 

assumed as J=7 .OA/m, Dr＝一70。， Ir=-15' and 

the ambient magnetic field direction is D。＝－
3. 5', I0 = 35' respectively. The magnetic anomaly 

was then processed according to the inversion 

algorithm of Eq. (29), (30). The inversion was 

conducted under differ官 itJT and ITR, where JT 

means the maximum of n adopted for the estima-

ti on of Hn (u, v) and ITR iteration number. The 

” ‘”・

(a) T。porrapl山 data

” Ott 

1esh ・interval is 3. 25k1 

.. 
跡調’

グ！
” ‘... " 

・＂＇鳴，

( b) Calculated Karnetic anouly 
Df=・3.5・，If’＝35・
J=7 .OA!a, Dr＝・70・， Ir＝ー15・

Fig. 2. 3 Numerical test of 3-D iteration method 

using Oldenburg’s formula. 

results of numerical experiment are shown in 

Figs. 2. 4 to 2. 6. Figure 2. 4 (a) is the uplift 

obtained under the condition JT=l and ITR=l, 

which corresponds to the thin-layer approxima-

tion. The calculated uplift under the above condi-

ti on differs considerably from the original model. 

The difference amounts to 0. 45km around the 

summit area as shown in Fig. 2. 4 (b) . This dis-

agreement exceeds 20% of the elevation of the 

real uplift. Figures 2. 5 and 2. 6 give the result for 

JT=2, ITR=2 and JTニ 2,ITR = 3, respective-

ly. If compared with Fig 2. 4, the difference from 

the real uplift decrease significantly. For the case 

of JTニ 2,ITR二 3,especially, the relative error is 

supressed below 2% of the elevation of the input 

model. The inversion up to degree JTニ 3was also 
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(a) Calculated・arrteticbaseaent 

(JT=l, ITR=I) 
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Fig. 2. 4 Calculated magnetic basement for input 

data shown in Fig. 2. 3 (a). 

attempted, but it proved to be a failure because 

of divergence of the result. Taking the above 

experiments into consideration, we adopt JT=2, 

ITR = 3 for further inversion to obtain magnetic 

basement relief. 

2. 3 Definition of magneto・gravity response 

function 

2. 3 .1 Two-dimensional magneto田 gravity

response function 

(1) Derivation of formula 

As already shown in the previous section, 

(a) Calculated aacnetic base•ent 
(JT=2, JTR=2) 
σ＝4.4xl0"2k量
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Fig. 2. 5 Calculated magnetic basement for input 

data shown in Fig,2.3(a). 

where the symbols have the same meaning as 

mentioned before. 

In case of two-dimensional geometry of the 

source shown in Fig. 2 .1, these parameters vary 

only in the x-direction. Assuming that a function 

f (x, z) is magnetic anomaly profile at altitude Z = 

z,and let F(u,z) be the Fourier transform of f(x, 

z), then: 

f(x,z) =1/2πJ F(u,z) e1哨（32)

where u is a wavenumber of the transformed 

function. 

By differentiating Eq. (32) in the x-direction, 

magnetic potential 恥 isrelated to gravity poten鴫 weobtain 

ti 

ゆm=J/(Gc・ρ）θ和／δβ (31) This relation indicates that differential opera-
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(a) Calculated u1netic baaeaent 
{JT=2, ITR=3) 

。＝1.7x10・＇k”

( b) Difference{cal ・t。po)

integral operation in the x-direction in space 

domain results in dividing the original Fourier 

transform by iu. 

By differentiating Eq (31) in the magnetic field 

direction, we obtain 

f二 θ恥／δαニ J/(Gc・p）δ2q,g／δαθβ. (37) 

Using the Fourier transform of magnetic anom-

aly and gravity potential, differential form of 

Eq. (37) can be expressed by: 

F(u)=J/(Gc・ρ）・（iul+nu）・（iuL+Nu）・φg(u). 

(38) 

As the Fourier transform of gravity field is 

related to that of gravity potential by G (u）ニu・φg

(u), Eq. (38) becomes 

F(u）ニJ/(Gc・p）・（il十n）・（iL+N) ・u・G(u). (39) 

From this equation, Four色rtransform G ( u) is 

given by 

G(u）二一（Gc・p)/J・l/(l in）・1/(L iN）・

l/u-F (u) . (40) 

This equation is a formula to convert Fourier 

Fig. 2. 6 Calculated magnetic basement for input transform of magnetic anomaly to that of gravity 

data shown in Fig. 2. 3 (a) . anomaly (Ueda, 1990) . 

ti on in the x -direction inspace domain corre-

sponds to multiplying the Fourier transform of 

the original function by iu (Oosaki, 1976; Kubota 

et al. ,1989). Besides, potential field f(x,z) must 

satisfy the relation 

マ2f＝δ2f／δzx＋θ2f/θ2z二 0. (34) 

This is equivalent to 

δ2F(u,z）／δzzニu2・F(u,z). (35) 

Solving Eq. (35) under the condition of conver-

gence(z→－ Z) , we can breakdown the function 

of F(u,z) as 

F(u,z) =F(u) ・euz. (36) 

This equation implies that differential operation 

in the z-direction in space domain corresponds to 

multiplying the original Fourier transform by u in 

the frequency-domain. It is also apparent that the 

Now that, 

(12十nz）山ェ Isinlo/sinlo' I 

(L2十N2)112= I sinlr/sinlr' I (41) 

we get: 

1-in =(l2+n2)112・e-IIO'

工 Isinlo/sinlo' I ・e口

L一iNこ（L2+Nz) 112.e一IIr ， 

ニ Isinlr/ sinlr’｜・eHr•. (42) 

Now, a combination of Eq(40) and Eq(41), 

(42) yields: 

G(u) =C・1/u・Isinlr' ・ sinl。’ I/ I sinlr ・ sinlo I ・ 
exp {i (Ir’十I。’一π）｝・F(u)

ニ RES(u)・F(u), (43) 

where C=Gc・ρ／J,Gc=6.672×10-8cm3 / g/ sec2 . 

Equation (43) gives the response function in 

frequency domain which yields gravity field as an 
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output from magnetic field as an input. The "'" '"''"' o戸－8',I戸 54・
I,'=!03・

effective inclination of magnetization vector can 

be estimated from the phase factor (o) of Eq (43) 

as: 

lr'=o-Io，十π (44) 

without any assumption on the size and shape of 

the source body. 

In the case of three-component magnetic field, Eq 

( 44) is reduced to: 

Ir’ニδ十πforhorizontal component, 

Ir’ニδ＋π／2for vertical component. (45) 

Besides, the above method offers the frequency 

dependence of the effective inclination of magnet-

ization vector. The effective inclinations in long句

wavelength zone may be related to the magnetiza-

tion of relatively deep-seated sources or relatively 

shallow sources with large horizontal dimension 

and those in short”wavelength zone related to the 

shallow-seated souces with intermediate to small 

dimension. In addition to the above features, the 

response function method enables us to judge 

whether the magnetic anomalies originated from 

the upper boundary or the lower boundary of the 

magnetic source layer. When the lower boundary 

of the causative layer polarized in the present 

magnetic field direction contributes to surface 

magnetic anomalies, the effective inclination of 

magnetization of Ir' may shift by about 180。from

the value of 10' of the present magnetic field, 

because of a negative density contrast of the 

lower boundary. This feature is especially useful 

for elucidating magnetic characteristics of the 

Moho boundary. 

(2) Numerical example 

To confirm the accuracy of the method in 

2. 3 .1, numerical experiments are conducted. 

Figure 2. 7 (a) shows a tabular model and its 

calculated magnetic and gravity anomalies. The 

口仏＝・45''. I,=45' 
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Fig. 2. 7 Numerical examples of two-dimensional 

magneto-gravity respons巴analysis.

(a): Magnetic and gravity anomaly profil巴sof a 

two-dimensional tabular body, which is used 

as numerical test data for verification of 

response function method. G:gravity anom-

aly, H:horizontal component, Z:vertical 

component, F:total intensity anomaly. 

Parameter of this model are listed in Table 

2.1. 

(b): Effective inclination of magnetization vector 

(Ir') for the mod巴lshown in (a) . 

I。’：effectiveinclination of magnetic field, 

Coh:coherenc巴b巴tw巴engravity and magnetic 

anomali巴S

model parameter are listed in Table 2 .1. Using 

the 256 calculated equi-distance data (4km inter-

val) , effective inclinations of magnetization are 

estimated. The results are indicated in 

Fig. 2. 7 (b) . It should be noted that the derived 

effective inclination Ir' precisely agrees with the 

assummed value 130'. 
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Table 2 .1 Parameters for calculation of magnetic 

and gravity anomalies for Fig. 2. 7. 

Parameters of毘ode! Value 
Top, bottom and width 5km, 15km, 50km 
Dec & Inc of飽agnetlcfleld -8' ' 54・
Effective Inc. of field 103・
Dec島Incof magnetization 開 45・， 45・
Effective inc. of眠agnetizatlon 130・
Hagnetization intensity J .ox 10-•e刷／cc

Effective殴agnetization 2. 75x10-•emu/cc 
Density contrast 0.4g/cc 
Azi悶ulhof proflle IOI・

Figure 2. 8 shows another example of numerical 

experiment. The model parameters are listed in 

Table 2. 2. In the case of this example, the 

deep-seated source (model B) and the shallow 

source (model A) have different effective inclina-

tion Ir，二103° and Ir，ニ120。， respectively. With 

the same procedure, the derived Ir' are plotted 

against the wave-number as shown in Fig. 2. 8 (b) . 

It is noticeable that the value of Ir' becomes very 

close to the value of Ir'エ 103。 in the long-

wavelength zone, which gradually approaches the 

value of 120° in the short-wavelength zone, 

although considerable differences occur in the 

intermediate zone. The derived value in the long-

wavelength zone corresponds to the effective 

inclination of magnetization of the deep-seated 

source and those in short勾wavelengthsto shallow 

source. These numerical experiments may ensure 

the plausibility of response function method when 

applied to the field data. 

2. 3. 2 Three-dimensional magneto-gravity 

response function 

(1) Derivation of formula 

Let us consider a three-dimensional coordinate 

system shown in Fig. 2. 9. The relation between 

the Fourier transforms of areal magnetic and 

gravity field are given by 

G(u,v)= 1・C・w・l/ (lu+mv inw）・1/(Lu十

Mv-iNw）・F(u, v) (46) 

where u, v are wavenumbers defined by 2π／λx' 2 

Table 2. 2 Parameters for calculation of magnetic 

and gravity anomalies for Fig. 2. 8. 

Parameter 翻ode!A 国凶elB 
Top depth Jkm lOkm 
Bottom depth 6k闘 20k随

Width 20km 80km 

Dec of magnetization -45・ -8・
Inc of殴agnetlation 55・ 54・
Effective Inc Ir' 120・ 103・
Hagneti zatlon intenslty(emu/cc) 日.004 0.003 
Effect! ve Jn lenslty(emu/cc) 自.0038 o. 0025 

Dec & Inc of magnetic field -8' ' 54・
Effective Inc of magnetic field 103・
Azi固uthof profile 101・
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Fig. 2. 8 Numerical examples of two-dimensional 

magneto-gravity response analysis. 

(a): Magnetic and gravity anomaly profiles 

ca us巴dby two sources of two-dimensional 

tabular bodi巴s,which ar巴us巴das numerical 

test data for verification of response function 

method. G:gravity anomaly, F:total inten-

sity anomaly. Parameter・ofthis model are 

listed in Table 2 . 2. 

(b): Effective inclination of magnetization v巴ctor

(Ir') for the model shown in (a) . 

l0':effi巴ctiveinclination of magnetic field, 

Coh:coherence between gravity and magnetic 

anomalies. 
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π／λy in the X and Y direction and w= (u2+v2）山，

C=Gc・p/J, respectively.α（l,m,n) and β（L,M, 

N) are direction cosine of the present magnetic 

field and the magnetization vector, respectively. 

This formula is deduced from the original equa-

tion given by Hagiwara (1980) and Kubota et al. 

(1989) with minor modifications. The direction 

cosins are given by: 

l=cos(I。）・cos(D。）

m=cos(I。） ・sin(D。）

n=sin(I。）

L=cos(Ir）・cos(Dr) 

M=cos(Ir) ・sin(Dr) 

(47) 

N=sin(Ir). 

Here, we define the angle Br and Br as shown in 

Fig. 2. 9, then 

Lu+Mv=(u,v）・（L,M)

=w・Icoslr I・cos(Br) . (48) 

Hence, Lu十Mv-iNw

= (u2十v2)112・（L2+M2) 112・ {cos (Br) -iN/ 

(L2十M2）山｝

ニw・cos(Ir）・｛cos(Br)-i・tan(Ir)} 

ニ w・cos(Ir）・｛COS(Br)/ COS (Ir’）｝・e-llr> (49) 

here, 

I tan (Ir') I = I tan (Ir)/ cos (Br) I 
ミ Itan (Ir) I . 
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Fig.2.9 Thre巴－dimensionalcoordinat巴 systemfor 

derivation of magneto-gravity response func-

ti on. Abbreviations shown in figure are as 

follows, 

F: magnetic fi巴Iddirection, J: magnetization 

vector, (u, v): a wavenumber vector with 

component of (u, v), where u=2n／λx, v=2n/ 

λy, unit in radian/km, er:horizontal proj巴C”

tion of magnetization vector of unit length 

with horizontal component of(L,M), e1:hori-

zontal proj巴ctionof magnetic field vector of 

unit l巴ngthwith horizontal component of (I, 

m). 

(50) Ir' becomes minimum when the direction of the 

wavenumber vector (u, v) coincides with the 

Combination of eq. (46) to (50) yields: 

G(u, v) =C/w・cos(Ir'）・cos(Ia')/{cos(Ir) ・cos

(I。）・cos(Br）・cos(Br）｝・

exp { i (Ir'+ I。’一π）｝・F(u,v)

ニRES(u,v）・F(u,v)

azimuth of magnetization vector projected on a 

horizontal plane under the condition that (u2+ 

v2) 112=constant. Thus, theoretically it is possible 

(51) to determine the declination of magnetization 

vector by finding the direction of the wavenumber 

where RES (u, v) is magneto-gravity response vector which gives the minimum magnitude of 

function. effective inclination Ir'. Then, the minimum 

As I0' is a known parameter, the value of Ir' magnitude of Ir' corresponds to the inclination Ir 

can be estimated from phase factoro cJ of Eq. of magnetization vector. 

(51) as follows: (2) Numerical example 

Ir'＝δ－I。’＋π． (52) 

From Eq. (50), it is seen that the magnitude of cation of the above method, numerical experi-

To examine the effectiveness of practical appli-
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ments are conducted by using the calculated 

magnetic/gravity anomalies caused by prismatic 

bodies. The calculated gravity and magnetic 

total intensity anomalies are shown in Fig. 2 .10. 

The assumed magnetization of the prism model is 

J=5A/m, Dr=30。， Ir=60。anddensity contrast is 

1. Og/ cm3. The phase factor of magneto-gravity 

response function is evaluated based on Eq. (51) , 

and the estimated value of the effective inclina-

tion of Ir' is plotted against the azimuth of wave 

vector as shown in Fig. 2 .11. It is found that the 

effective inclination has the minimum value of 60' 

at the azimuth direction of 30'. These values 

correspond to the assumed inclination and decli-

nation of the magnetized vector. Another numeri-

cal experiment is also conducted using the calcu-

lated magnetic anomaly shown in Fig. 2 .12 (a) , 

which is originated from the same prism with of response function method for determining 

Elllli且二塁1l&'lrし 旦盟主Mニ且M;_

⑩ 窃；
Fig. 2 .10 Gravity and magnetic anomalies ca us巴dby 

a prism body. 

Density contrast is 1. Og/cm3, magnetic field 

direction is D1=0。， Ir=45'and polariz巴dvector 

is Dr=30', Ir=60。， ］＝5.0A/m,Top and bottom 

are 5km and 15km , horizontal dimension is 

5km×5km and observ巴dheight is Okm. 

(a) 
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Fig. 2 .11 Numerical example of three-dimensional 

magneto-gravity response analysis. 

(a): The values of effective inclination (Ir’） of 

magnetization vector against azimuth of 

wavenumber vector of (u, v). The value of 

Ir' becomes the minimum valu巴 of60。atthe 

azimuth of 30。.These values coincide with 

the inclination and declination of magnetiza-

tion vector of a source body. 

(b): Effective inclination (Ir') of magnetization 

are plott巴din the two-dimensional coordinate 

system defined by wavenumber u and v. 

Effective inclination of magnetization vector 

becomes the minimum value of 60' at the 

azimuth of 30。．

different magnetization of Dr= -15', Ir= 30'. three-dimensional magnetization direction as well 

From the result shown in Fig. 2 .12 (b) , it is recog網 astwo-dimensional case mentioned in the previ-

nized that the effective inclination derived has the ous section. 

negative sign and takes the minimum magnitude 

of -30' around the azimuth of -15'. These 

numerical examples manifests the effectiveness 
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Fig. 2 .12 Numerical example of three-dimensional 

magneto-gravity respons巴analysis.

(a): Magnetic anomaly caus巴dby a prism body . 

Magnetic field direction is Do=O。， Ioコ45° and 

magnetization vector of the prism body is Dr 

＝ー15。，Ir=-30。，］＝5.0A/m.Top and bottom 

depth of the prism are 5km and 15km, hori-

zontal dimension is 5km×5km and observed 

height is Okm. 

(b): The values of effective inclination (Ir’） of 

magnetization v巴ctoragainst azimuth of 

wave number vector of (u,v). The value of 

Ir' becomes the maximum value of 30。at

the azimuth of 15'. These values agree 

with the inclination and declination of 

magnetization vector of a source body. 

2. 4 Definition of magneto-gravity response 

filter 

f=fg十fn・

From the relationship given by Eq. (43) and 

Eq. (51), fg can be evaluated by a convolution 

integration as (Clarke,1971; Ueda,1992): 

fg(x,y)= J J h(xo.Yo) g(x Xo,y-yo)dxodYo 

(53) 

where h (x0, y0) is an inpulse response. 

By calculating the Fourier transform of both side 

of Eq. (53) , we have: 

F(u,v) ニ九（u,v)+Fn(u,v) (54) 

ニφ（u,v）・G(u,v)+Fn(u,v)

where F (u, v), Fg (u, v), Fn (u, v) denote the Four-

ier transform of f, fg , fn and φ（u,v) is.a transfer 

function of the unknown filter h (x0, Yo) . In the 

present paper, 1／φ（ u , v) is defined as response 

fundion as given by Eq. (51) . 

Because fn does not correlate with g, the cross-

spectrum S1. g between magnetic and gravity field 

become: 

Sr .g ニ Srg ・ E十 Srn•g

Sig・g. (55) 

The transfer function φ（u, v) is derived from 

the cross-spectrum as: 

φ（u,v)=Sr ・g/Sg・ (56) 

Substituting Eq. (56) to Eq. (54) , we obtain 

F(u,v) = (Sr.g/Sg）・G(u,v)+Fn(u,v). (57) 

The raw spectrum of S1.g and Sg are given by 

Si ・gニF(u,v）・G(u,v）ぺ Sg=G(u,v）・G(u,v）キ，

where * means the conjugate value. (58) 

In the present study, smoothing of two-

dimensional spectrum of S1. g and Sg was perfor-

med by sampling mean method. On the other 

hand, smoothing of one-dimensional spectrum 

2. 4 .1 Derivation of basic formula was executed by the convolution filter using 

Here we would like to introduce an idea that Hanning window coefficients as: 

magnetic anomalies f consist of two components, [Sn] = 0. 25・Sn-1+0.5・Sn十0.25・Sn+1 (59) 

one (fg) that is correlated with the gravity anom- where n denotes wavenumber. 

aly and the other (fn) that is uncorrelated as: Using the smoothed spectrum obtained above, 
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we can derive the magneto-gravity response filter 

as: 

［φ（u,v)]= [S1.g]/ [Sg] (60) 

where bracket [ ] means smoothing operation. 

The coherence between magnetism and gravity 

is also calculated in a conventional form as: 

Coh(u,v)=([S1.g])2/ [Sg・S1]. (61) 

Using the magneto-gravity response filter 

defined in the above, we can extract magnetic 

anomaly correlative to gravity anomaly as fol-

lows: 

九＝fj Fg（叩）e＇…Y>dudv

二 jj [S1.g]/ [Sg] ・G（日） ・e＇…刈 dv.

(62) 

Then, the magnetic anomaly uncorrelative to 

gravity anomaly becomes: 

f0=f-fg・ (63) 

2. 4. 2 Numerical example 

A numerical experiment is conducted using 

prismatic bodies which yield both magnetic and 

gravity anomalies in order to know the perfor-

mance of magneto-gravity response filter for 

extracting magnetic field correlative with gravity 

field from a contaminated magnetic anomaly 

field. Fig. 2 .13 (a) and , 2 .13 (b) show magnetic 

and gravity anomaly caused by the prism with 

magnetization of Dr= -4", Ir= 38°, J = 3. OA/ m 

and density contrast ρニ 0.3g/cm3. In 

Fig. 2 .13 (c) , is illustrated the composite mag-

netic anomaly which is the sum of the correlated 

magnetic anomaly shown in Fig. 2 .13 (a) and 

uncorrelated magnetic field produced by a sub-

prism having magnetization without density con・

trast. The magneto-gravity response filter was 

evaluated as an input-output system between the 

gravity anomaly shown in Fig. 2 .13 (b) and the 

composite magnetic anomaly shown in 

Fig.2.13(c) in accordance with Eq. (60). Then, 

the magnetic anomaly correlative with gravity 

field is calculated using Eq. (62). The magnetic 

anomaly thus obtained is illustrated in 

Fig. 2 .13 (d) . In comparison with Fig. 2 .13 (a) 

some discrepancies are found in the pattern of 

Fig. 2 .13 (d) in detailed part. The positive peak is 

somewhat supressed in the extracted magnetic 

anomaly of Fig. 2 .13 (d) , but the features of 

Fig. 2 .13 (d) generally represent a dipole pattern. 

2. 5 Response of gravity to topography 

Similarly to sections 2. 3 and 2. 4, we can define 

a response function between topography and 

gravity field. Fourier transform of gravity field 

can be correlated with Fourier transform of topo” 

graphic relief as shown in Eq. (27) . By summing 

up the Fourier transform of topographic term, 

Eq. (27) is reduced to 

G(u,v) =2πGeρ・)l¥(u,v) (64) 

where, )K(u,v）土ewd};n~1Wn-I/n!·Hn(u,v). 

From Eq. (64) the density contrast p can be 

calculated by: 

ρ＝G(u,v)/ {2πGe・）K(u,v)}. (65) 

When the topographic uplift has a uniform 

density contrast and is not compensated isos-

tatically, the derived densityρis to be constant 

againt the wavelength of the gravity field. On the 

other hand, if isostatic compensation holds, the 

derived density contrast is to be reduced as the 

wavelengthof gravity anomaly becomes longer. 

Figure 6. 4 shows apparent density variation 

against the wavelengths of the free-air gravity 

anomaly for the case of the Daito ridge. The 

obtained density means the density contrast 

against the surrounding water density of 1. 03g/ 

cm3. This figure indicates that the density con” 

trast of the Daito ridge is too small in the long-

wavelength range. It is less than 1. Og/ cm3 for the 
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Fig. 2 .13 Numerical example of three-dimensional magneto-gravity respons巴filter.

(a): Magnetic anomaly caused by a prism body. Top and bottom is Zkm and 7km below the obs巴rvedplane, 

hor包ontaldimension is ZOkm×20km, magnetization intensity and direction ar巴3.OA/m, Dr= -4°, Ir= 

38°, respectively. 

(b): Gravity anomaly caused by th巴prismbody of (a). Density contrast is 0.3g/cm3. This gravity anomaly 

is used as the output gravity field for calculation of response filter. 

(c): Magnetic anomaly caused by another prism body without density contrast is added to (a), which is used 

as input magnetic anomaly data for calculation of r巴sponsefilter. 

(d): Output magnetic anomaly of magneto-gravity response filter for input field of (c). 

wavelengths longer than about 80km. This fact 

may imply that the isostatic compensation holds 

to a considerable degree as depicted from the 

crustal model proposed by Segawa (1976). 

2. 6 Correlation analysis in the space domain 

Using the inversion technique mentioned in the 

fore-going section, magnetic anomaly can be 

converted to a magnetic basement relief and 

pseudo-gravity. These converted data offer use” 

ful information about the crustal structure, when 

compared with the raw topographic relief, free-

air and Bouguer gravity anomalies. In Fig. 2.14 

the correlation methods used in the present study 
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are summarized. J=Jo・r, (67) 

Calculation of correlation coefficients (cor) and where Jo denotes magnetization intensity used for 

amplitude ratio (r) between two-dimensional vari- calculation of magnetic basement. It may also be 

ables of topographic height (dlJ) and magnetic possible to determine magnetization direction by 

basement high (hlJ) is given by: finding the magnetization direction giving the 

cor=kk(hu・dlJ)/[kkh1J2・du2] i12 

r=kk (h2u) /kkhu・dlJ

(66) maximum correlation coefficients. Thus, the 

where （自） denote grid coordinate of two-

dimensional variables (Grauch, 1987). In the 

above procedure, calculations are carried out at 

each grid point using a moving window which 

defines the range of calculation. The size of the 

window should be determined in accordance with 

the wavelengths of interest. 

The correlation between magnetic basement 

and topography gives information of magnetiza” 

tion of the topographic uplift. When the topo” 

graphic uplift has uniform magnetization, the 

positive correlation is expected between the der-

ived magnetic basement and topography when the 

assumed direction of magnetization coincides 

with that of the uplift. The low correlation coeffi-

dents may occur when the uplift has nonぺmiform 

magnetization or the magnetization direction 

differs from the assumed direction of magnetiza-

tion. We can also estimate the magnitude of 

magnetization from the amplitude ratio (r) as 
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f11 

30-inverむon

↓ 
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above correlation method is helpful for a rapid 

estimation of magnetization of topographic up-

lifts. 

A correlation between pseudo-gravity and ob-

served gravity field gives the p/J ratio of the 

causative body. As a free-air gravity anomaly 

mainly reflects topographic relief, the correlation 

between free-air anomaly and pseudo-gravity 

provides ρ／J ratio of the near surface structure 

(Hagiwara, 1980). On the other hand, the corre-

lation between Bouguer gravity anomaly 

(assumed density=2.67g/cc for Bouguer correc-

tion) and pseudo-gravity offers the ρ／J ratio of 

the deep-seated magnetic body with the density 

greater than 2.67g/cc. As already mentioned in 

section 2. 5, it is generally conceived that the 

gravity anomaly with wavelengths longer than 

160km is partly compensated isostatically （狂ag”

iwara, 1979) . However, the shallow source with 

a large horizontal dimension also creats the long-

wavelength gravity anomaly. Taking the above 

PSE市DO BOUGER 
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pg ' bg" 

co re1a lOn 

Short-wavelength Long可~~elength
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or 
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Fig. 2 .14 Flow chart of magnetic and gravity analysis in space don1ain. 
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mentioned matters into consideration, we may 

judge that the correlation in the wavelengths 

longer than 160km may reveal the p/J ratio at the 

Moho boundary or the relatively shallow source 

with a large lateral dimension. On the contrary, 

the correlation in the short wavelengths informs 

us of the p/J ratio of the shallow source in the 

crust. 

CHAPTER III. CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF 

KURILE AND HONSYU ARCS AS 

REVEALED FROM MAGNETIC AND 

GRAVITY FIELD ANALYSIS 

second. The attitude angles were used for the 

conversion of the rectangular coordinate system 

fixed to the magnetic senser to the absolute 

geographical coordinate system with x-axis dir-

ected north, y-axis east, and z-axis downward. 

The total intensity of magnetic field, which was 

calculated geometrically from the three axial 

components of the fluxgate magnetometer is free 

from attitude angles of the aircraft. So, the 

resultant accuracy of total intensity value is 

better than that of each component by a factor of 

one order. A proton precession magnetometer 

was also used to measure the total intensity field 

3 .1 Airborne magnetic survey by the Hydro- for the transection of the Izu・ogasawaraArc. 

graphic Department of Japan(JHD) These data as well as those by the fluxgate 

magnetometer are used in the present study. 

The magnetic anomaly profiles analyzed in the 

present study were measured by a YS-11 aircraft 

as part of the 12th whole Japan magnetic survey 

program conducted by the Hydrographic Depart 

ment of Japan(JHD) from Oct.1984 to Nov.1985 

(JHD, 1988). The YS”11 employed for magnetic 

survey was capable of continuous flight as long as 

1200 n.m. at a standard speed of 200 mile/h. The 

position of the aircraft was determined with a 

VLF Omega positioning system. Flight altitude 

was 12500ft except for the case of flight over 

Minami-Tori-sima (Marcus) island (6000ft.). A 

ring-core type flux-gate magnetometer was in-

stalled in the tail-stinger attached to the rear of 

the aircraft. Attitude of the aircraft was mea-

sured with an inertial system composed of three 

axial gyros. Resolution of the magnetometer was 

lnT and that of the inertial system is 0 .1° for 

pitching and rolling angles and 0. 2。forheading 

angle (JHD, 1988) . These measurements were 

combined with positions and clock signals and 

recorded on a cassette MT in a digital form every 

3. 2 Data processing of airborne magnetic suト

vey data 

3. 2 .1 Correction for aircraft’s magnetization 

Prior to the airborne magnetic survey, aircraft’ 

s magnetic field was measured in case of calibra-

tion flight in the eight directions of different 

azimuth with the interval of 45。，crossingan aero-

nautical beacon station at Cape Siono Misaki at 

the tip of the Kii Peninsula. For the case of the 

total intensity values measured by a proton 

precession magnetometer, an azimuth depen-

dence shows the sinusoidal curve with the ampli-

tude of about 40nT. On the other hand, the 

azimuth dependence of total intensity values 

measured by a fluxgate magnetometer are twice 

as large as that of the proton precession 

magnetometer(Ueda, 1990). This may be attrib-

utable to the difference of the sensor position in 

the tail-stinger. The azimuth dependence 

mentioned above was approximated by 

trigonometric functions to be used for the correc-
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tion for the aircraft’s magnetic field. 

3. 2 . 2 External field correction 

As the external field variation caused by the 

ionosphere was relatively calm as indicated by 

k-index which is less or equal to 3 during the 

period of the magnetic surveys, an external field 

correction was executed based on hourly mean 

values on the ground at the magnetic observatory 

which is located close to the track lines. Varia匂

tions of hourly means were approximated in the 

form of Fourier expansion series with respect to 

local time. The diurnal variation at the position 

of the aircraft was estimated by the above 

trigonometric approximation while taking into 

account the local time diffrence. 

3. 2. 3 Calculation of magnetic anomaly 

The WC-85 main field model derived by Quinn 

et al. (1986) was adopted as the reference mag-

netic field model for the calculation of magnetic 

anomalies. This model was derived based on the 

MAGSAT data collected from 1979 to 1980 and 

the Project MAGNET vector data acquired by 

NAVOCEANO during the period of 1980司1983.

The WC-85 model, which was authorized by the 

International Hydrographic Office as the model 

for calculation of magnetic variation cited in the 

nautical chart for the epoch between 1985. 0 and 

1990. 0, consists of spherical harmonics coeffi-

dents of degree and order 12. Truncating this 

model to degree 10 yields the US-UK model, 

whose weighted mean coefficients, together with 

those of the other candidate models, are adopted 

as DGRF1985. Langel and Estes (1982) reported 

that the degree and order 12 or 13 was necessary 

to represent the core field in terms of the spheri-

cal harmonics coefficients. According to this 

opinion, the author has adopted WC-85 model 

instead of DGRF1985 of degree and order 10. 

3.3 Gravity anomaly data used in the present 

study 

Reginal gravity anomaly maps covering the 

Japanese islands have been compiled by several 

authors and organizations. Tomoda and Fu-

jimoto (1982) compiled the Bouguer gravity anom-

aly map at the scale of 1/3, 000, 000. Although 

their map is now widely quoted, the contour lines 

with the interval of 20mgal is a little too rough for 

numerical analysis. Ganeko and Harada (1982) 

also produced 10’× 10’grid data file by the 

least-squares estimation technique. These grid 

data, which are available from JODC at present, 

were interpolated along the track lines of air-

borne magnetic surveys at 4km intervals for 

analytical use. The topographic profiles were 

also digitized from the bathymetric map 

(No. 6301, 6302) for calculation of terrain correc-

tion value. Thus, the Bouguer gravity anomaly 

profiles (assumed density is 2. 67 g/ cm3) were 

made for the sea areas in the vicinity of Japan. 

As to the land area, Bouguer gravity anomaly 

map, published by the Geographycal Survey Insti-

tute (GSI, 1985) with the scale of 1/2, 000, 000 was 

digitized along tracklines at 4km intervals. The 

above Bouguer gravity anomaly profiles were 

then merged and adopted for the synthetic mag-

netic and gravity field analysis. 

3 .4 General features of magnetic anomaly pro・

files over the Japanese Islands and their 

adjacent seas 

Total intensity magnetic anomaly profiles are 

shown in Fig. 3 .1. This figure shows characteris-

tic features of magnetic anomalies originating 

from the continental crust of the Japanese Island 

Arcs. Several papers can be cited for the consid-
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Fig.3.1 Total intensity magnetic anomaly profiles along track lines. 

Numerals mean the identified number of profiles. Observed height is about 3800 meters above sea level. 

VF:volcanic front, OK:Okusiri ridge, NYY:Kitayamato bank, YT:Yamato bank, OT:Oki bank, AK: 

Amami plateau, DK:Daito ridge, ODK:Oki Daito ridge, KP:Kyusyu-Palau ridge, KK:Kinan seamount 

chaines, NK:Nisi-Sitito ridge, ZK:Zenisu ridge, TK:Tanakura tectonic line, ML:Median tectonic line, 

MK:Mikabu tectonic line, BL:Butsuzo tectonic line, trench axis is shown by broken lines. 

eration of magnetic anomalies in and around the 

Japanese Islands, as reported by Oshima et al. 

(1975) , Segawa and Oshima (1975) , Segawa and 

Furuta (1978), Ogawa and Suyama (1975) , 

Kobayashi et al. (1979) , Tanaka et al. (1984, 198 

6) , Okubo et al. (1985) , Isezaki and Miki (1979) , 

Isezaki (1986) , Ueda (1986) , and Oshima (1987) . 

In reference to these articles and tectonic map 

shown in Fig. 3. 2, the characteristic features of 

the magnetic anomalies are briefly summarized 

as follows. 

On the northeast Japan and its adjacent seas, 

three prominent linear magnetic anomalies 

marked by Ll, L2, L3 are found: L1 lies on the 

continental shelf and the slope in the south offing 

of Hokkaido, L2 corresponds to the intrusive 
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Fig.3.2 Tectonic map of the Japanese Islands. 

l:Hida belt, 2:Hida marginal belt, 3:Sangun, 

Mino and Tamba belts, 4:Maizuru belt, 5: 

Asio block, 6:Ryok巴 belt, 7:Sambagawa 

belt, S:Chichibu belt, 9:Shimanto b巴It,10: 

Abukuma belt, ll:Southern part of Kitagami 

block, 12:N orthern part of Kitagami block, 

13:Ishikari, Kamuikotan belts, 14 :Hidaka, 

1、okorobelts (after Geological survey of 

Japan,1982). 

(L7). The anomaly zone LG coincides well with 

the distribution of Cretaceous to Early Tertiary 

granitic massives of magnetite series. In the 

outer region of central to southwest Honsyu, we 

see the broad nagative anomaly zone (LS) trend-. 

ing parallel to the Median tectonicline. It is well 

known that the mafic rock outcrops along the 

Kurosegawa tectonic belt, but the associated 

magnetic anomaly is subtle. This fact implies 

that the Kurosegawa tectonic belt does not have 

significant underground magnetic structure. 

As to the Izu-Ogasawara Arc, the peculiar 

magnetic anomalies (Z2, Z3, Z4) are recognized 

over the continental shelf and slope. On the other 

hand, magnetic anomaly of the Ryukyu Arc is 

generally featureless except for the positive 

anomalies (L9, L9’） lying over the outer margin of 

the Tunghai shelf. These features also appear in 

the areal magnetic anomaly maps, which are to 

be described in detail in Chapters IV and V . 

The magnetic anomalies over the ocean basin 

mafic bodies of the Kamuikotan metamorphic are also observed: prominent magnetic lineations 

belt, and L3 to <Sanriku・Isikarilinear anomaly. trending in ENE－＼司！SWdirection in the northwest-

Parallel to L3, two N S trending anomalies are ern Pacific Basin, small amplitude magnetic 

recognized as shownby L4 along the Okusiri ridge lineations in the Sikoku Basin, and obscured 

in the Japan Sea and L5 along the continental lineations trending NE-SW over the Yamato 

slope of northeast Honsyu. Magnetic anomalies Basin. In the Philippine Basin, conspicuous 

corresponding to volcanic front are less promi- magnetic anomalies are recognized over the 

nent in amplitude in contrast to those of Ll, L2, Kyusyu』Palauridge, the Amami plateau and tbe 

L3. As to the origin of Ll, L3, Segawa and Daito ridge. The Oki ridge in the Yamato Basin 

Oshima (1975) ascribed these anomalies to basic also shows a remarkable magnetic anomaly of 

rocks corresponding to the Mesozoic volcanic reversed pattern. It should be pointed out that the 

front. On the other hand, Okubo et al. (1985) ridges having continental crust show more dis-

ascribed L3 to granitic massives of magnetite tinct magnetic anomalies than the surrounding 

series. In the inner region of southwest to central oceanic crust. 

Honsyu, prominent positive anomaly zones (LG, 

L 7) , with intermediate amplitude ( > 300nT) lie 

over San-in district (L6) and Hokuriku district 
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3 . 5 Hokkaido and northeast Honsyu 

The magnetic and gravity anomalies of the 

representative profiles in Fig. 3 .1 are analyzed 

with the method described in chapter II and their 

tectonic implications are discussed from geologi-

cal and geophysical point of view. 

3. 5 .1 Hokkaido and Tohoku region 

3. 5 .1-1 Analysis of profile-1 (Kamuikotan belt) 

The profile-1 transects the Tesio and Kitami 

massives in the northern part of Hokkaido from 

west to east. The geological unit of northern part 

of Hokkaido consists of several groups tr官 iding

m Nδdirection (Fig. 3. 3) . The westernmost 

zone is a volcanic belt of Miocene age, and to the 

east there are Kabato massif of pre-Cretaceous 

volcanic zone, Isikari belt, Kamuikotan 

metamorphic belt and Hidal-王ametamorphic belt. 

A prominent positive anomaly amounting to 300 

nT (a in Fig. 3. 4A) is seen over the Kamuikotan 

belt in association with mafic to ultramafic intru-

固

四

四

回

Fig. 3. 3 Geological map of Hokkaido, Japan. 

l:Miocene volcanic rocks, 2:N emuro group 

in Late Cretaceous age, 3:Early Cr巴taceous

volcanic rocks, 4:mafic rocks in th巴Kamui-

kotan belt, a, b, c, d: tectonic boundary, a -

b: Ishikari depression zone. (modified from 

Fujii and Sogabe, 1978) 
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Fig. 3. 4 Magnetic basement model of profile-01. 

Solid line is observed magnetic anomaly 

(MA), and broken line calculated one. Dot-

t巴dline is Bouguer gravity anomaly (BG) . 

Parameters for model A and B are as fol-

lows; 

A: Effective intensity of magnetization is 5. 5 

A/m, upper surface：λ＜160km, 

Low巴rboundary：λ＞160km. 

B: Effective intenslty of magnetization is 5. O 

A/m, 

sive rocks. Another peal王amountingto 150nT (b 

in Fig. 3. 4A) lies over extrusions of andesite and 

basaltic rocks of Miocene age, which are widely 

distributed in Teuri and Yagisiri islands. The 

negative bias of about -lOOnT (c in Fig. 3. 4A) is 

observed to the east of the Kamuikotan belt. In 

the lower part of Fig. 3. 4A and B, are shown the 

best-fit magnetic structures for this profile. In 

derivation of model A, magnetic anomalies of 

wavelengths shorter than 160km are ascribed to 

the upper boundary and those of wavelengths 

longer than 160km to the lower boundary of the 

magnetic layer. On the other hand, model B 

explains the magnetic anomalies by the upper 
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boundary of the magnetic layer only. The lower 

boundary of the magnetic layer is usually defined 

by either Curie point depth or Moho boundary if 

it is above Curie point isotherm. If model A 

should be true, the elevated Curie isotherm is 

expected to the east of Kamuikotan belt, but 

such features are not confirmed by geophysical 

sounding. According to model B, the upper sur-

face of the magnetic basement is depressed 

toward east of the Kamuikotan belt. It is unrea” 

sonable to ascribe the depression to the thick 

sedimentary layer because of positive trend of the 

Bouguer gravity anomaly profile. 

Recent study of tectonics of Hokkaido reveals 

that the eastern margin of the Kamuikotan belt 

was a subduction zone of the old oceanic plate 

coming from east in Early Cretaceous age 

(Kimura, 1985) . In the course of subduction, the 

eastern part of Hokkaido which was part of the 

Okhotsk block collided against the southwestern 

part of Hokkaido of the northeast Japan block in 

the middle Miocene, which resulted in the forma” 

tion of Hidal王amassif. This hypothesis may lead 

us to ascribe the conspicuous difference of mag-

netic structure mentioned above to the different 

magnetic property of the respective blocks once 

having collided each other. 

3. 5 .1-2 Analysis of Hokkaido-Kurile linear 

anomaly (profile”4, Fig.3.5) 

The outstanding feature of this profile is a 

large amplitude ( > 400nT) and widely spreading 

magnetic linear anomaly (a in Fig. 3. 5) located in 

the south offing of Kusiro district, southeastern 

part of Hokkaido. Several names are given for 

this linear anomaly, such as Doto magnetic belt 

(Ogawa and Suyama, 1975), Tokati-Kurile !in-

ear magnetic anomaly (Oshima et al., 1975), the 

Hokkaido-Kurile linear anomaly (Segawa and 

Furuta, 1978) . Referring to Fig .1 of Segawa and 

Furuta (1978) , this anomaly is elongated in the 

ENE direction along the continental slope facing 

the Kurile trench. It should be pointed out that 

another anomaly b is located to the north of 

anomaly a. The latter anomaly b , accompanied 

by the N emuro group formed by the igneous 

activity in the late Cretaceous time, is associated 

with a marked positive Bouguer gravity anom-

aly. Here, we name the former linear anomaly 

the Hokkaido”Kurile linear anomaly (HKLA) and 

the latter the Kusiro・Nemuro linear anomaly 

(KNLA) . The magnetic anomaly over the 

Quaternary volcanic zone ( c in Fig. 3. 5) is small 

in amplitude in comparison with that of HKLA. 

The oceanic lineations (M7, M8) belonging to the 

Japanese !ineation set are also recognized in the 

left side of the profile. 

For calculating 2-D magneto-gravity response 

function, the regional trend of the Bouguer grav-

ity anomaly is approximated by running mean 

method and removed from the original Bouguer 

gravity anomaly. Then, 2D-magneto”gravity 

response function is calculated for the range 

between A and B as marked in Fig. 3. 5 (a) . The 

calculated effective inclination is plotted against 

the wavenumber as shown in Fig. 3. 5 (b) . The 

effective inclination has a value about 35° in the 

wavelengths longer than 40km, and then 

approaches the present effective inclination at 

wavelengths around 25km. The coherence is good 

in the long”wavelength range and becomes poor in 

the short-wavelength zone, which reduces the 

reliability of the derived effective inclination 

values in the short-wavelength zone ( < 20km) . As 

the azimuth of the profile points nearly to the 

north, the effective inclination may reveal the 

real inclination of a magnetized body. Although 
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the derived effective inclination does not agree 

with that of the present field direction in the 

long-wavelength range in a strict sense of the 

word, but, they deny the equatorial origin of the 

magnetic body, which may be true with the 

oceanic crust showing the Japanese lineation sets 

in the offing of Hokkaido (Hilde et al. , 1976) . 

The magnetic structure estimated by magneto-

gravity response filter is shown in Fig. 3. 5 (c) . 

This result shows a close correlation between the 

KNLA and Bouguer gravity high and no appre-

ciable correlation with the HKLA. The magnetic 

Fig. 3. 5 Magneto-gravity response analysis on 

profile-04. 

Total intensity magnetic anomaly (solid) and 

trend-removed Bouguer gravity anomaly 

(dot) profiles. Data between A and B were 

adopted for analysis. 

a:Honsyu-Kuril linear anomaly, b:Kusiro-

N巴murolinear anomaly, M7, MS: Oceanic 

magnetic lineations. 

(b) Effective inclination of magnetization v巴ctor 

(a) 

(Ir') and that of magnetic field(I0'). Coh is 

coherence betw巴enmagnetic and gravity 

anomalies. 

(c) Magnetic bas巴mentmodel of profile 04 der-

ived from r巴spons巴 filtermethod. Dotted 

magnetic basement is from gravity cor-

related magnetic anomalies (magnetic 

response) , and ov巴rlappingbasement relief 

is from residuals. Assumed magnetization is 

Dr=O。，Ir=35°,]=4.0 A/m. 

l:observed Bouguer gravity (Solid) and 

pseudo-gravity(dot) calculated from mag-

netic response, 2: observed magn巴ticanom-

aly (solid) and magnetic response (dot) , 3: 

residual magnetic anomaly, 4:magnetic base-

ment for resudual anomaly, 5:magnetic bas巴－

ment for gravity-correlated magn巴ticanom-

aly whose ρ／Jeff is 119 g/emu. 

basement relief for KNLA amounts to about 10 

km and has the ρ／Jeff ratio (g/emu) of 119. If the 

density contrast is in the range between 0. 4 and 

0. 5g/ cm3, the resulting magnetization falls in the 

range between 3.3A/m and 4.2A/m. Taking this 

estimation into consideration, we may conceive 

the possible magnetic source for the KNLA to be 

basic rocks with high density contrast. On the 

other hand, the origin of the HKLA is to be 

ascribed to serpentinized materials with high-

magnetization and low density contrast. 

Ogawa and Suyama (1975) assume that the 
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HKLA is caused by the intrusive body of ser-

pentinized mafic rocks outcropping presumably in 

the Early Cretaceous age. As for KNLA, Oshirpa 

et al. (1975) ascribed it to the igneous rocks in the 

late Cretaceous to Oligocene age forming the 

N emuro group. Their interpretations are sugges-

tive, but they neglected the difference of mag-

netic structures for the HKLA and KNLA. 

Concerning the origin of KNLA, following two 

interpretations may be possible. One attributes 

the source to the Conrad boundary, and the other 

to the detached oceanic crust itself. The former 

is based on the idea that the Conrad boundary is 

the most distinguishable density boundary within 

the crust, but, more sensitive seismic exploration 

may be necesarry to confirm the plausibility. The 

latter may have arised from the phenomenon of 

ridge descent inferred from the chronology of the 

Japanese lineation sets (Uyeda and Miyashir-

o, 197 4) . We think, however, that the derived 

inclination of magnetization seems to be in favour 

of the former interpretation. 

The magnetic source of HKLA is thought to be 

serpentinized materials as mentioned above. As 

for the origin of the serpentinite suites, there are 

two possibilities, one is serpentinization of lower 

crust basic rocks caused by water supply from the 

subducting Pacific plate, and the other is the 

serpentinized oceanic crust accreted to the con ti -

nental crust. Taking the model derived (see to 

Fig. 3. 5 (c)) into consideration, which indicates a 

serpentinized magnetic source overlapping the 

buried magnetic basement high within the lower 

crust, the former interpretation seems likely. 

However, we can not get a unique solution in this 

stage. 

A cross-section of seismic hypocenter distribu-

tion along profile田4shows three inactive zones, as 

制r－·~··~ ..、 I'>々、.，＿.，，. ..-...... ，.~－ 
l V'-V"='o4 v：」
.－~ ~ー＼

Fig. 3. 6 Cross-section of hypoc巴ntersalong profile-

04. 

SI, S2 and S3 indicates non-active s巴ismic

reg10ns. 

marked by Sl, S2 and S3 (see Fig. 3. 6) . It 

appears that the zone SZ corresponds to magnetic 

basement high of KNLA and S3 to the aseismic 

mantle wedge. The above correspondence 

bewteen the magnetic massif and the inactive 

seismic zone is also reported for the northeast 

Honsyu Arc, and the forearc region of the north” 

ern Izu・Ogasawara Arc (Oshima,1987, Ueda, 

1990) . 

3. 5 .1-3 Analysis of the Sanriku-Isikari linear 

anomaly (profile, 3, 6) 

(1) Previous work 

The Sanriku-Isikari linear anomaly(SILA) is 

one of the most conspicuous anomalies observed 

in the Japanese Islands (Oshima et al.1975; 

Ogawa and Suyama, 1975; Segawa and Fur-

uta, 1978) . Some models have been proposed to 

explain the anomaly. Oshima et al. (1975) anal-

yzed the west-east cross-section of SILA along 

N 41° by a tabular body of 4km wide and 30km 
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thick with a top at a depth of lOkm, which is 

magnetized in the dip angle of 125。（asmeasured 

from eastward horizontal axis) with magnetiza-

tion 10.0A/m. In the northern extension of 

SILA, two test drillings were performed at Sorati 

(about 3. 7km in depth) and N anporo (about 4. 3 

km in depth) sites in Hokkaido (Petroleum 

Development Corporation Agency:PDCA, 1971 

and 1973; Segawa and Furuta, 1978) . Basement 

rocks obtained from Sora ti and N anporo sites are 

meta basalt and metadolerite, respectively. The 

magnetization intensity, vector sum of remanent 

and induced magnetization of these samples, is 

less than 3.5A/m. This value is considerably 

smaller than that of the Oshima’s model. Based 

on the above information, Segawa and Furuta 

(1978) proposed another tabular model magnet司

ized in the direction of Dec =-45°, Inc =53° with a 

magnetization intensity of 3. OA/m. The top and 

bottom of their tabular model are located at the 

depth of 5km and 15km with a width of 20km. 

The declination of magnetization vector of these 

models which is deflected westward is based on 

the fact that the Cretaceous granitic rocks col-

lected from northeast Honsyu are magnetized in 

the N45°W direction (Kawai et al., 1971) . On the 

contrary, Koenigsberger ratio (Q-ratio) of the 

drilled specimens ranges from 0. 3 to 0. 4, which is 

too small for the source body to keep the west-

ward deflected magnetization vector. 

Recent palaeomagnetic study about Tertiary 

rocks sampled at northeast Honsyu revealed that 

the mean direction of magnetization becomes Dec 

= -41. 2°, Inc =56. 5° with the samples whose age 

ranges from 21Ma to 32Ma (Otofuji et al., 1985) . 

This result supports the counter～clockwise 

rotaion of northeast Honsyu. As mentioned 

above, elucidation of magnetization of SILA is 

an important subject related to tectonics of north-

east Honsyu. In this section profile-3 and profile-

6 crossing SILA are analyzed with the method 

described in the fore-going section. 

(2) Results of analyses of profile-3 

This profile is a transection from the Japan Sea 

to the western Pacific Ocean, crossing the 

Okusiri ridge and the Osima peninsula in ESE 

direction. We can recognize four anomaly zones 

(a, b, c and d in Fig. 3. 7) over the continental 

Fig. 3. 7 Magnetic basement model of profile-03. 

Solid lines are obs巴rvedmagnetic anomalies 

(MA) , BG:Bouguer gravity anomaly. Effec-

tive magnetization intensity is 3. 2 A/m, 

Azimuth of profile is 100°. 

Directions of magnetization v巴ctorare as 

follows, 

Model A: present field direction (Ir’＝102。），

Model B: Ir’＝118。，

Model C: Ir’＝135°. 
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crust. Magnetic lineations caused by sea-floor 

spreading are recognized in the right end of the 

profile. Anomaly a corresponds to the Okusiri 

ridge, b to the Quaternary volcanic zone, c to 

SILA. Anomaly d runs in N-S direction parallel 

to SILA from the east offing of the Sanriku 

district to the south offing of the Erimo cape, 

Hokkaido. For the elucidation of magnetization 

of SILA, the magnetic structural models derived 

by Fourier expansion method are described at 

first, and then proceed to 2D-Mangeto-gravity 

response analysis. 

[Magnetic structural model derived by Fourier 

expansion method] 

Figure 3. 7 shows the results of magnetic ana-

lyses for three different magnetization directions 

(model A,B and C), where a value of 3.2 A/mis 

assumed as an effective magnetization intensity. 

Model A is the result under the assumption that 

the magnetization direction coincides with the 

present field direction. As the skewness parame-

ter of model A is relatively small (24°), the posi-

tions of four upheavals of the magnetic basement 

(A to D in model A) coincide with those of mag-

netic anomaly highs. The magnetic basement of 

the Quaternary volcanic zone shows a gentle 

slope, i.e. lOOkm in width and 3～4km in eleva-

ti on, whereas that of SILA is an isolated struc-

ture, i.e. about 20km in width and 4～6km in 

elevation. Model B is derived under the assump-

tion of westerly declination of the magnetization 

vector (Dec =-41°, Inc =56。） , whose effective 

inclination of magnetization vector becomes 118°. 

The magnetic basement high corresponding to 

SILA becomes more symmetric in shape in model 

B than in model A. This tendency is strengthened 

in model C, where the valueof 135° is assumed for 

the effective inclination of magnetization vector. 

The fact that the symmetry is enhanced as the 

effective inclination increases may support west-

erly deflected magnetization vector of the buried 

magnetized body, when the vertical tabular body 

is assumed as the source geometry of SILA as 

conducted by Oshima et al. (1975) and Segawa 

and Furuta (1978) . 

The lower boundary of the magnetic layer for 

these models is downward bent beneath SILA. 

These features imply the thickening of magnetic 

layer, which otherwise is likely to be interpreted 

by the upheaval of a magnetized lower crust. The 

model obtained here does not take into account 

the features of the Bouguer gravity anomaly, so 

the synthetic analysis of magnetic and gravity 

anomalies is to be described in the following 

section. 

[2D-magneto-gravity response analysis] 

The 2D-response function was calculated for 
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Fig. 3. 8 Magneto-gravity response analysis on 

profile-03. 

(a): Data between A and B were adopt巴dfor 

analysis. MA:magnetic anomaly, BG: 

Bouguer gravity anomaly. 

(b): Effective inclination of magnetization vector 

(Ir') and coherence (coh) 
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the magnetic and gravity anomalies between A 

and B shown in Fig. 3. 8 (a) , and the derived 

effective inclination is indicated in the lower 

part. Although the effective inclination of mag-

netic field is 95。inthis profile, that of magnetiza-

tion vector ranges from 150° to -170° in the 

long wavelength band （λ＞60km). This will indi-

cate that the bur匂dmagnetized body responsible 

for SILA is magnetized in the westerly direction 

with small upward component. Figure 3. 9 shows 

the comparison between the Bouguer gravity and 

pseudo-gravity profiles derived under the assump-

tion of different effective inclination of Ir' ( a = 

-173。， b工113°,c =95°) . Possible combinations of 

declination and inclination become ( 45。，－5。）

for Ir’＝ 173°,( 41°,56。） for r..'=113° and (-8°, 

56。：presentfield direction) for I/=95°, although 

P""do-g=vllr on profile 03 

安OOmOel

1•-173(-<0,-•) 

100km 

(a) 

200111Gal 

1•113(-.,,"6>

マ曲km

）
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Fig.3.9 Ps巴udo-gravityanalysis on profile司03.

The correlation coefficient between Bouguer 

gravity anomaly and pseudo-gravity becomes 

the highest valu巴formodel (a), which gives 

the valu巴sof corr. =O. 95 and p /J err=69. 

respectively. Azimuth of profile is 90°. 

(a) :Ir'= 173°, (b) :Ir'= 113°, (c) Ir'=95°. 

the unique combination can not be determined. 

The second combination of the above is from the 

result of palaeo-magnetic measurement by Otofu-

ji et al. (1988) . The correlation coefficient for Ir' 

= 173° has the maximum value of 0. 95 among 

the three cases, which is consistent with the 

result obtained by ZD-response function method. 

Now that the ρ／Jerr ratio for the optimum case 

has the value of 64, J err varies from 3. lA/m to 

6. 3A/m with the range of density contrast from 

0.2g/cm3 to 0.4g/cm3. 

Figure 3 .10 indicates the magnetic structure 

calculated by ZD-response filter method. This 

。

4回 目 可 叡XtrnGnl

。

30km 

'If: Volcanic front 

Fig. 3 .10 Magnetic basement model of profile”03 

d巴rivedfrom magneto-gravity response fiト

ter. 

Dotted magn巴ticbasement is from gravity-

correlat巴danomalies, and overlapping base-

ment relief is from residuals. Effective 

magnetization intensity is 2. 8 A/m. Calcula-

tion is conducted for th巴 azimuthof 90°. 

l:observ巴d Bouguer gravity (Solid) and 

pseudo-gravity calculated from magnetic 

respons巴， 2: obs巴rv巴d magnetic anomaly 

(solid) and magnetic response for λ注50km

(dot), 3: r・esidualmagnetic anomaly, 4:mag-

netic basement for residual (J =4. OA/m, Dr 

= 45°, Ir= 5。） , 5:magnetic bas巴ment for 

gravity-corr巴latedmagnetic anomaly(mag-

netic response) whose Jerr is 2.SA/m, Ir'=-

173° 0=4.0A/m, Dr= 45°,lr=-5°) andp/Jerr 

becomes 69 g/emu. 
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structure shows the large-scale basement high (5 

in Fig.3.10) producing the main features of the 

Bouguer gravity anomaly on which lies the mag-

netic basement relief of low density contrast ( 4 in 

Fig. 3 .10) , corresponding to residual anomalies (3 

in Fig. 3 .10) . The assumed magnetization direc-

tion for the residual anomaly is not definitive, so 

another magnetization direction can be assigned 

for this overlapping body. The underlyning mag-

netic body (5 in Fig. 3 .10) seems to extend to the 

lower crust . 

(3) Results of analyses of profile-6 

Profile-6 is a transection over northeast Hon-

syu from the I a pan Sea to the northwest Pacific 

basin. Four lineations denoted by a to d (see 

Fig. 3 .11) can be traced northward as in profile-

3. The most prominent anomaly marked by c is 

SILA, which has a good correspondence to 

Bouguer gravity high. The magnetic structure 

:go弓~~ア
。三字予切手烹弓王者

一一正f ’ t ｜ 

oJ.mg•I ... 

Fig. 3 .11 Magnetic basement model of profile”06. 

MA:magnetic anomaly, BG:Bouguer gravity 

anomaly. Calculat巴dparameters of models 

A and B are as follows; 

model A: I/=103。，Dr=-8°,Ir=54。，J err=2. OA/ 

m,AGL=lOl' 

model B: Ir’＝118。，Dr= 41。，Ir=56''J eff=2. OA/ 

m,AGL=lOl。

derived by Fourier expansion method is shown in 

the lower part. The magnetic layer is assumed to 

be magnetized in the present field direction for 

model A and in the westerly magnetization direc-

tion (Dec =-41' ,Inc =56') for model B with an 

effective magnetization intensity of 2. OA/m. 

Four upheavals of magnetic basement are seen in 

correspondence to magnetic anomaly highs. The 

magnetic basement high for the Quaternary vol-

canic zone (B in model A) is about lOOkm in 

width and about 5km in elevation, whereas that 

of SILA is about 60km in width with an elevation 

of about 6～ 8km. Although no remarkable differ-

ence of magnetic basement is recognized between 

Model A and B due to small difference in effec-

tive inclination of the magnetization vector, it 

should be pointed out that the symmetry of 

western and eastern basement depths for SILA 

becomes better for the westerly magnetization 

model as is the case for profile-3 . This features 

may imply that the short wavelength anomalies 

of SILA are ascribed to the westerly magnetiza-

ti on of the source. It should also be noted that the 

upheaval of magnetic basement of SILA coin-

cides well with that of the lower crust inferred 

from seismic velocity structure (Y oshii and 

Asano, 1972) . Thickening of effective magnetic 

layer beneath SILA can be interpreted by the 

upheaval of the magnetic lower crust which is in 

harmony with seismic velocity structure. In the 

following section, more convincing results are 

given by the 2D-magneto-gravity response analy-

SIS. 

[2D-magneto-gravity response analysis] 

Prior to the calculation of 2D”magneto-gravity 

response function, the regional trend of Bouguer 

gravity anomaly is removed using the method 

similar to that described in section 3. 5 .1-2. The 
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upper part of Fig. 3 .12 shows the reduced 

Bouguer gravity anomaly and the magnetic anom” 

aly adopted for the analysis. The derived effec-

tive inclination of magnetization vector is shown 

in the middle part. This result indicates that 

effective inclination in the long-wavelength band 

（λ＞ 45km) is stable around the value of 80° and 

then changes to about -170。inthe short wave-

length band （λ＜25km). The above feature 

implies that the buried magnetic bodies respon-

sible for SILA can be separated into two sources, 

one is the normally magnetized body located at 

depth with considerable horizontal dimension, 

and the other is the westerly magnetized body at 

shallow depth. The third part shows the magnetic 

basement model derived from 2D”magneto-

Fig. 3 .12 Magneto-gravity response analysis on 

profile-06. 

(a): Profiles of total intensity magnetic anomaly 

印！£A)and Bouguer gravity anomaly(BG) 

along profile-06, Data between A and B are 

adopted for analysis. The seismic velocity 

structure is shown in the lower part (after 

Y oshii and Asano, 1972) . 

(b): Effective inclination of magnetization vector 

and coh巴rence(coh) calculat巴dby response 

funtion. 

(c): Magnetic bas巴ment model derived from 

magneto-gravity response filter. 

1: observed magnetic anomaly (solid) and 

magnetic response (dot) , 2: observed 

Bouguer gravity anomaly (solid) and ps巴udo-

gravity of r巴sponsemagnetic anomaly(dot), 

3: residual, 4: magnetic basement for resid-

ual, 5: magnetic basement for gravity 

correlat巴d magnetic anomaly (magnetic 

response) whose ρ/Jeff is 121 and Jeff=2.7A/ 

m, Ir’＝81。，respectively.

gravity response filter method. Dotted magnetic 

basement high (5 in Fig. 3 .12 (c)) corresponds to 

a gravity-correlated magnetic anomaly, and the 

overlying structure (4 in Fig. 3 .12 (c)) to a resid-

ual magnetic anomaly. It is noteworthy that the 

dotted magnetic basement high agrees well with 

the Conrad boundary estimated from seismic 

explosion investigation (Yoshii and 

Asano,1972). The p/Jeff(g/emu) ratio of this 

basement high become 121, which is very close to 

the value obtained for KNLA of profile-4. 

(4) Concluding remarks concerning magnetic 

structure of SILA 

The magnetic and gravity field analysis of 

SILA reveals that the short wavelength anomaly 

of SILA is well explained by westerly deflected 
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magnetization with slight upward component. On 

the other hand, the long”wavelength component is 

to be ascribed to the upheaval of the magnetic 

lower crust. The lower crust beneath profile-6 is 

magnetized nearly in the normal field direction, 

but that of profile-3 is magnetized in the similar 

direction as that of short wavelength anomalies. 

If magnetic and gravity anomalies associated 

with SILA are originated from a common source, 

the effective inclination derived from profile-3 

suggests that the magnetic body producing SILA 

was generated at the equatorial region in the 

southern hemisphere, and then emplaced to the 

continental crust of the palaeo-Asian continent 

along with subduction process of the oceanic 

crust. If the source of SILA appearing in profile” 

3 is different from that of the Bouguer gravity 

high, the effective inclination suggesting the 

westerly deflected magnetization with slight up-

ward component may be unsubstantial. 

The normal magnetization of the lower crust of 

profile-6, on the other hand, may be attributable 

to induced magnetization or viscous remanent 

magnetization acquired during Brunhes normal 

epoch. This is more convincing because of a good 

agreement between the derived model and the 

seismic velocity structure. 

The magneto-gravity analysis of profile-6 sug-

gests that the lower crust beneath northeast 

Honsyu is magnetic. This aspect gives some 

information concerning rock.magnetism and 

petrochemistry of the deep-seated lower crust 

facing active subduction zone. 

3.6 Central Honsyu 

3. 6-1 Background 

The magnetic anomalies denoted by L7 and LS 

characterize magnetic featur・esof central Hon-

syu. The positive anomaly zone(L7) is an ENE 

extension of L6 overlying San-in district as shown 

in Fig. 3 .1. The negative anomaly zone (LS) 

occurs over the land area from Tokai district to 

the inland part of the Kii peninsula. Fig. 3 .13 

shows the magnetic and Bouguer gravity anom-

alies along the profiles from 12 to 20. This figure 

illustrates the continuity of the negative magnetic 

anomaly zone (LS) , which is particularly evident 

in profile-12 to profile-14. The Median tectonic 

line (denoted by ↑） is located within the coverage 

of this negative anom aly zone, but no significant 

local anomaly associated with the tectonic line is 

recognized. 

3. 6-2 Magnetic basement models and pseudo-

gravity of profile 12 to 14. 

Fig. 3 .14 shows pseudo田gravityand derived 

magnetic basement structures of profile町12to 

profile-14. According to this figure, the negative 

magnetic anomaly zone (LS) should be explained 

by the magnetic basement tilted down toward the 

inland area of central Honsyu. It is controversial 

300nT、400mGal

てJ

T :trench t :ML 

Fig.3.13 Total int巴nsitymagnetic anomaly and 

Bouguer gravity anomaly along profil巴sof 12 

to 20 . T :trench，↑：Median tectonic line. 
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Mngnellc hnsnmonl model on Profile 12目13nod 14 
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Fig. 3 .14 Magnetic basem巴ntmodels of profiles 12, 

13 and 14. 

The valu巴sof p/Jeff ratio derived ar巴indicat-

ed on巴achprofile. Effective magn巴tization

int巴nsity of th巴 magnetic basement is 

assumed to be 2. OA/m and magnetization 

direction to be pres巴ntfield direction. 

MA:magnetic anomaly, BG:Bougu巴rgravity 

anomaly, PG:Pseudo-gravity (dot) , BW: 

Biwa lake. 

(a) :p/Jeff= 159 g/emu, (b): p/Jerr= 170 g／巴mu,

(c): p/Jeff=383 g／巴mu,

that the inclined magnetic basement corresponds 

to the real magnetic layer existing in the crust or 

merely a ghost reflecting magnetic anomaly of 

the subducting plate. Here, we examine the for-

mer posibility at first and then proceed to the 

latter case. 

The correlation coefficients between Bouguer 

gravity anomaly and pseudo-gravity becomes 

0. 99 for profile-12, 0. 93 for profile-13 and 0. 97 

for profile-14 for the range of the negative mag-

netic anomaly zones. The best fitting p/Je11 (g/ 

emu) ratio obtained from the above calculations 

are 159 (profile-12), 170 (profile-13) and 

383 (profile-14), respectively. These values may 

give the maximum estimates of the ρ／J ratio. 

The high correlation coefficients mentioned 

above imply that the magnetic basement plays the 

role of the density boundary producing the con勾

cave features of the Bouguer gravity anomaly. 

The increasing trend of p/Jeff ratio, as seen for 

the above profiles from 12 to 14, can be ex-

plained in two ways, one is the increasing density 

contrast, the other is decreasing effective 

magnetization intensity. Now that the ρ／Jeff 

ratio increases with the decreasing amplitude of 

the negative magnetic anomaly (LS) , the change 

of p/Jeff ratio may be attributable to decreasing 

trend of Jerr・Ifthe density contrast is 0. 3g/ cm3, 

then the effective magnetization intensity 

becomes 1.89A/m, 1.76A/m and 0.78A/m for 

the corresponding p/Jeff ratios of 159 ,170, and 

383, respectively. If these magnetization inten” 

sity values were adopted in calculation of each 

magnetic basement, the depressions of the mag-

netic basements shown by thick lines in Fig. 3 .14 

might become the similar scale among three 

models. 

A seismic velocity structure beneath central 

part of Honsyu was investigated by Aoki et al. 

(1972) as shown in Fig. 3 .15. This structure is 

helpful for the interpretation of magnetic base-

ment structure of profile 12, 13. The general 

features of the upper surface of the velocity layer 

of 6.0-6.3km/s are analogous to that of the der-

ived magnetic basement; the seismic surface is 
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Fig.3.15 S巴ismicvelocity structure of central Hon-

syu(Aoki et al. ,1972) 

relatively flat from the trench axis to the land 

area in about lOOkm from the coast and then 

gently tilts down toward the inland. This resem-

blance, though there remain some disagreements 

in the vertical size and relative position of the 

tilted surface in a strict sense, may imply that the 

inclined magnetic basement reflects the seismic 

velocity boundary within the crust. These fea-

tures may become more apparent through the 2 

D-magneto-gravity response analysis mentioned 

in the following section. 

As to the profile”14, the derived magnetic base-

ment is depressed beneath the lake Biwa. These 

features are consistent with a seismic velocity 

structure obtained by Hurukawa. N. (1983) , 

which suggests that the Conrad and Moho bound-

aries beneath the lake Biwa are depressed by the 

amount of several kms in comparison with the 

surrounding depths. 

3. 6-3 2D-magneto-gravity response analysis of 

profile-12 

Prior to the calculation of 2D-response func-

tion, the regional trend of Bouguer gravity anom-

aly was removed to delineate gravity anomalies 

corresponding to density boundary within the 

crust. Fig. 3 .16 shows the result of analysis of 

profile-12. The upper part indicates the effective 

inclinations of magnetization against the wave田

，軍、 1.0

400nT 200mGnl 

i 1 門~主ζL ~『てデ、~BG

1 ~~ t. - （ーかLMA 

~or . 3ーかと為

抽 J1時計勺
Fig. 3 .16 Magneto-gravity response analysis on 

profile-12. 

(a): Effective inclination of magnetization vector 

(Ir') and coh巴rence(Coh) calculat巴d by 

response function. 

(b): Magnetic basement model derived from 

magneto-gravity response filter. 

1: observed Bouguer gravity(Solid) and 

pseudo-gravity calculated from magnetic 

response, 2: observed magnetic anomaly 

(solid) and magnetic response (dot), 3: resid-

ual magnetic anomaly, 4: magnetic basement 

for residuals, 5: magnetic basement for grav田

ity-correlat巴dmagnetic anomaly, magnet-

ization direction is present field dir巴ctionand 

Jeff is l.OA/m and p/Jerr is 127, corr=0.69. 

length of the anomaly field. It is noticeable that 

the value of Ir' can be explained by the present 

field direction for the magnetic anomalies with 

wavelengths longer than 40km. This result mani-

fests that the induced magnetization mainly con-

tributes to the observed magnetic anomalies. In 

the lower part, is shown the magnetic basement 

model derived by 2D”response filter method. The 
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magnetic basement correlated to gravity field (5 

in Fig. 3 .16 (b)) is marked by dotted pattern and 

the magnetic basement corresponding to residual 

anomaly is indicated by solid line 4. The similar” 

ity of the gravitycorrelated magnetic basement to 

the upper velocity layer (Fig. 3 .15) is much im-

proved compared with the model shown in 

Fig. 3 .14 (a) . Besides, the ρ/Jeff ratio is reduced 

to 127 for this profile. The magnetic basement 

high denoted by A seems to be composed of 

granitic rock of magnetite series, because the 

Bouguer gravity anomaly over the magnetic base-

ment high is not distinct. 

3. 6-4 Interpretaion of negative magnetic anom-

aly zone (LS) by the subducting plate 

In the former section, the negative magnetic 

anomaly zone was explained by the magnetic 

basement relief within the crust. Here, we con-

sider another possibility which ascribes the nega-

tive magnetic anomaly to the sudducting plate. 

Fig. 3 .17 indicates the negative peak position 

of the magnetic anomaly zone (ZS) by a dotted 

belt, together with the depth contour map of the 

subducting plate estimated from seismic 

hypocenters (Hagiwara, 1986) . It is noteworthy 

Fig.3.17 D巴pthto the upper surface of the subduct-

ing plate inferred from seismic hypocenters 

Numerals on the contour line mean the depth 

in lOkm unit ( after Hagiwara, 1986) . 

that the negative peak position is almost parallel 

to the depth contours of the subducting plate. 

These features suggest that the negative mag-

netic anomaly zone is related to the subducting 

plate. To inspect this possibility, the author 

attempted to explain the negative magnetic 

anomaly zone by the foward modelling of the 

subducting plate. It is usually assumed that the 

Moho boundary is a magnetic boundary below 

which the structure is nonmagnetic (Wasilewski 

et al. , 1979) . So, the effective magnetic thick-

ness of the subducting plate may be constrained 

by the Moho boundary. Taking the above condi-

tion into consideration, the magnetic layer of the 

subducting plate was approximated by two-

dimensional polygons with thickness of 6 to Skm. 

In calculation of magnetic anomalies produced by 

the subducting plate, the value of magnetic sus” 

ceptibility was adjusted so that the calculated 

anomaly fits to the observed one. The results are 

illustrated in Fig. 3 .18, from which it is seen that 

the agreement between observed and calculated 

magnetic anomalies is well as a whole, but a 

portion located at the tip of the subducting plate 

has to be neglected in the calculation except for 

profile-12 in order to have the calculated anomaly 

better fitted to the observed. Magnetic suscepti-

bility required for the fitting amounts to 0. 007cgs 

for the profile-12，”13 and it decreases to 0. 003cgs 

for the profile”15, -19. These values are consider-

ably larger than the mean susceptibility value 

(0. OOlcgs) of the basalt samples obtained by 

DSDP (Lowrie, 1973). This disagreement may be 

avoided if a larger thickness is assigned to the 

subducting plate model, but this will lead to the 

denial of the general conception that the Moho 

boundary is a magnetic boundary. It is also 

noteworthy that the region between profile-15 and 
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Dotted part of the plate model should be negl巴ctedin ord巴rto fit the calculated anomaly to the observed 

one. 1. O SI susceptibility= 1 

-19, which is characterized by low susceptibility 

of the subducting plate, corresponds to north陶

western extension of the extinct spreading axis of 

the Sikoku Basin. High heat flow is also con-

firmed in the vicinity of the extinct spreading axis 

(Watanabe, 1972) . These features suggest that 

the subducting plate near the extinct spreading 

axis is still hot, which reduces magnetic suscepti-

bility of the subducting plate for profile-15 to 19. 

On the other hand, the high susceptibility for 

profile-12 and 13 may reflect the cold subducting 

plate with high magnetic susceptibility. The 

above interpretation, based on subducting plate 

model, however, seems to be unacceptable 

because of the unusually high susceptibility need-

ed for simulating the observed anomalies. 

3.6-5 concluding remarks 

To explain the negative magnetic anomaly 

zone, two alternative interpretations were 

proposed, one is ascribing the magnetic anomaly 

source to the magnetic boundary existing within 

the crust, the other to the effective magnetic 

layer of the subducting plate. The former inter～ 

pretation seems to be consistent with a seismic 

velocity structure, but the latter needs unaccepta-

bly large susceptibility. Judging from these 

aspects, the former interpretation seems to be 

more plausible. 

3. 7 Southwest Honsyu 

3 . 7 -1 Background 

Southwest Honsyu is characterized by a 

remarkable positive anomaly trending in the 

WSW-ENE direction. The magnetic zone(L6) 

extends as far as Hokuriku district as shown by 

L 7 in Fig. 3 .1. This anomaly is comparable to the 
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continental linear anomalies of HKLA and SILA 

in scale. Hereafter, we name this continental 

anomaly as southwest Honsyu linear anomaly 

(SWHLA) for convenience sake. The distribu-

tion of SWHLA agrees well with the outcrops of 

granitic rocks of magnetite series (Ishihara, 1979) 

of Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary age. Here, 

we examine the possibility of ascribing SWHLA 

to granitic rocks of magnetite series. Palaeomag-

netic measurement of igneous rocks provides 

important constraints for a magnetic inversion. 

In regard to this, palaeomagnetic investigation 

conducted by Otofuji et al. (1988) is instructive; 

they indicate that the mean direction of the 

remanent magnetization becomes Dec =66。， Incニ

49° for the Tertiary igneous rocks of southwest 

Honsyu. The easterly deflected magnetization 

direction is interpreted as the result of opening of 

the Japan Sea. Magnetic field analysis of 

SWHLA may be helpful for the inspection of the 

above palaeomagnetic result. 

The outer region of southwest Japan can be 

divided into several tectonic belts which are 

arranged in parallel to the general trend of south-

west Japan (see Fig. 3. 2) . The Kurosegawa 

tectonic belt, which is located geographically in 

the Chichibu belt is characterized by serpentinite 

suits holding land masses of remnant arc complex 

or microcontinent origin. For consideration of 

accretional tectonics of southwest Japan, it is an 

important subject to estimate the vertical and 

lateral extent of buried bodies of the Kurosegawa 

teconic belt. The magnetic basement model 

presented here may be helpful for the above 

consideration. 

3. 7-2 Magnetic basement models of profile-19 to 

21. 

The magnetic and Bouguer gravity anomaly 

together with the derived magnetic basements of 

profile-19 to profile-21 are shown in Fig. 3 .19 (a) 

to 3 .19 (c) . In contrast to northeast Honsyu, the 

general features of the Bouguer gravity anomaly 

over southwest Honsyu is flat (GSI, 1985). These 

features are also apparent in the Bouguer gravity 

anomaly profile shown in Fig. 3 .19. The small 

gravity amplitude corresponding to SWHLA sug-

gests that the buried magnetic body producing 

SWHLA has no substantial density contrast. The 

correlation analysis between the observed 

Bouguer gravity and pseudo-gravity shows that 

the best-fit p/J0ff(g/emu) ratio becomes 50 to 60 

for profiles-20 and 21. These low p/Jerr ratios 

reflect the small density contrast and the large 

effective magnetization intensity of the causative 

magnetic body. This fact is in favour of grantic 

rocks of magnetite series as the source body of 

SWHLA. Referring to Ishihara (1979), granitic 

rock of magnetite series should have magnetic 

susceptibility larger than 50×10 6emu/g, but in 

the majority of cases, the value is less than 1× 

10 3emu/ g. For the susceptibility values varing 

from 1.0×10 4 to 1. 0×10 3emu/ g, the expected 

induced magnetization falls in the range from 0 .1 

A/m to 1. 3A/m under the ambient magnetic field 

of 47500nT. The thickness of the derived mag-

netic basement of profile-19 amounts to lOkm 

under the assumed magnetization intensity of 2. 0 

Alm (see Fig. 3 .19 (a)) , which is considerably 

large value for the granitic rock of magnetite 

series. The magnetic basement models of profile-

20 and 21, which were calculated under the 

assumed magnetization intensity of 3. OA/ m, also 

show a similar scale of the magnetic body respon-

sible for SWHLA (model A in Fig. 3 .19 (b) , 

3 .19 (c)) . The vertical size of the causative 

magnetic body might become larger, if the smal-
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Fig. 3 .19 Magnetic basement models of profiles 19 to 21. 

Magnetization direction of the models are as follows, Model A: present field dir巴ction,model B: 

east巴rlydeflect巴ddirection of Dr=66°, Ir=49° as derived from palaeomagnetic measurements. The 

derived p/Jerr ratio and assumed magnetization intensity are shown in the figure. MA:magnetic 

anomaly, BG:Bougu巴rgravity anomaly, PG:Pseudo-gravity. 

(a): for profile-19, (b): for profile-20, (c): for profile句21.

ler magnetization intensity were assumed in 

magnetic inversion. On the other hand, steep 

thermal gradient observed in the inner region of 

southwest Honsyu （羽Tatanabe, 1972) may con-

strain the magnetic source at relatively shallow 

depth. The models obtained above reveal that the 

huge granitic body is required to explain the 

observed magnetic anomaly by the granitic body 

of magnetite series. These buried magnetic 

bodies, however, have not been comfirmed by 

seismic exploration. 

In the above discussion, the source body is 

assumed to be magnetized in the present field 

direction. The palaeomagnetic measurement of 

Tertiary igneous rocks in southwest Honsyu, 

however, reveals that the mean direction of the 

remanent magnetization becomes Dec =66°’Inc= 

49°. The models B in Figs 3 .19 (b) , 3 .19 (c) are 

magnetic basement models incorporating the 

above palaeomagnetic measurements. As the 

easterly deflected magnetization vector aligns 

sub-parallel to the strike of SWHLA, the effec-

tive magnetization intensity becomes less than 

that of normal magnetization vector. Besides, 

the effective inclination changes from 130° to 94° 

in accordance with variation of magnetization 

direction from present field direction to easterly 

deflected magnetization direction. The above 

features result in the large magnetization inten-

sity appearing in easterly magnetization model 

(Fig. 3 .19 (b) , 3 .19 (c)) in contrast to the present 

field model; i.e. the magnetization intensity of 

5. OA/m is needed for easterly deflected magnet-

ization model in place of 3. OA/m for the normal 

magnetization model. 

Such a large magnetization intensity required 

for the easterly deflected magnetization model 

exceeds the acceptable value for the granitic 
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rocks of magnetite series. To avoid such contra-

diction, we should ascribe the observed magnetic 

anomaly to the induced magnetization and/ or 

viscous remanent magnetization instead of ther-

mal remanent magnetization. Viscous remanent 

magnetization may be likely to conquer the 

results of the palaeomagnetic measurments show-

ing the easterly deflected magnetization vector. 

The viscous remanent magnetization generally 

tends to increase under the steep thermal gradient 

at depth (shimizu,1960). This fact may support 

the viscous remanent magnetization for the origin 

of SW日LA.

3. 8 Discussions and concluding remarks of 

chapter III 

Two-dimensional analysis gives the effective 

intensity and inclination of magnetization vector 

as shown in Fig. 2 .1. Several combinations of 

declination and inclination can produce the same 

effective inclination, so generally, the magnetiza” 

tion intensity can not be determined uniquely 

from two-dimensional analysis. However, when 

the declination and inclination, producing the 

calculated effective inclination, are given, the 

intensity of magnetization can be determined 

from the effective magnetization, intensity. As 

seen in Fig. 2 .1, the effective magnetization 

intensity becomes smaller than the original 

magnetization intensity depending on the azimuth 

of profile. In Table 3 .1 is shown the relationship 

between 3D-magnetization parameters and 2D司

ones for each profile. From the ratio of Jeff/J we 

can calculate the original magnetization intensity 

from the effective one for the given magnetiza-

tion direction. The derived magnetization param-

eters are summarized in Table 3. 2, which were 

deduced from the relation shown in Table 3 .1. 

The magnetic and gravity field analysis of the 

Kurile and northeast Honsyu Arcs reveals the 

magnetic basement high corresponding to up-

heaval of the density boundary within the crust. 

Especially, the magnetic basement high of north-

east Honsyu (profile-06) agrees with the upheaved 

conrad boundary derived from the seismic veloc-

ity structure. Referring to the effective magnet-

ization intensities estimated from the derived ρ／ 

Jeff ratios for the density contrasts of 0.3g/cm3, 

the magnetization intensity of the lower crust 

becomes 2.5A/m for the Kurile Arc and 3.0A/m 

for the northeast Honsyu Arc. In addition, it also 

becomes apparent that the magnetic bodies of low 

ρ／Jeff ratio plays the important role to the obser-

ved magnetic anomaly. No remarkable gravity 

anomaly is recognized over the KHLA in the 

offing of southeast Hokkaido. This may imply 
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Table 3.2 p/] ratio and magnetization of the crust of 

Kurile and Honsyu Arcs. 
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that serpentinite suites of low density contrast 

lies beneath KHLA. Such a magnetic structure is 

significant in the consideration of the process of 

serpentinization occuring in the forearc region. 

As to northeast Honsyu, the magnetic bodies of 

low density contrast overlapps the magnetic base句

ment high corresponding to the upheaval of the 

lower crust. Referring to Ishihara (1979) , the 

above overlapping body seems to be granitic 

rocks of magnetite series. On the other hand, the 

results of analyses in central Honsyu reveal that 

the magnetic boundary corresponds to the upper 

surface of the layer with the velocity of 6. 0 to 6. 3 

km/ s seismically obtained. However, this con-

clusion is still of debate because of scarcity of 

evidence available, so more extensive and 

detailed explorations are required to derive a 

definite conclusion. 

The large amplitude anomaly occurring in 

San-in district ,southwest Honsyu may be 

ascribed to an enhanced susceptibility of granitic 

rocks of magnetiteseries. Besides, the viscous 

remanent magnetization in favour of normal 

magnetization may also be responsible for the 

origin of the observed large amplitude anomaly. 

The depth of the buried magnetic bodies seems 

more or less lOkm, but the corresponding seismic 

structure has not been confirmed yet. The der-

ived ρ！Jeff (g/emu) ratio of SWHLA become 50 

to 60, which may reflect low density contrast of 

the causative body. 

The derived magnetic basement models for the 

outer region of southwest Japan shows no con-

spicuous magnetic basement high corresponding 

to the Mikabu and Kurosegawa tectonic zones. 

These features suggest that the tectonic belts are 

not accompanied with magnetic bodies compa” 

rable to the Kamuikotan belt which is associated 

with conspicuous magnetic basement high as seen 

in Fig. 3. 4. As mentioned above, forearc regions 

of the Kurile and northeast Honsyu Arcs are 

characterized by the magnetic lower crust. In 

contrast to this, forearc region of southwest 

Japan is featureless in magnetic structure. 

1九Tasilewskiand Mayhew(l982) measured the 

magnetic property of the crustal xenoliths from 

two locations in Japan with different tectonic 

settings in regard to hydration and temperature 

gradient in the lower crust. According to their 

measurements, Hornblend gabbros and am-

phibolites recovered from the Ichinomegata cra-

ter in the northeast Honsyu Arc is highly mag-

netic with Curie point near 550。C.They ascribed 

the high magnetization of these xenoliths to 

hydrous and relatively low-temperature melting 

above the descending Pacific plate. The above 

oxidation condition produces titanomagnetites 

rich in magnetite content with a large magnetiza-
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tion intensity and high Curie point. The hydrous 

condition of the crust beneath the forearc region 

of Northeat Honsyu, Kurile, and Izu・Ogasawara

Arcs may also be attributable to dehydration of 

serpentine on the subducting slab (Tat-

sumi, 1989) . 

On the other hand, the pyroxene gab bros and 

granulites from Oki-Dogo island in the neighbour-

hood of southwest Honsyu contains abundant 

ilmenite and titanomagnetite with the composi-

tion like ulvospinel having low Curie point as 300。

C. These magnetic minerals are produced under 

anhydrous condition with high heat flows. Taka-

hashi (1978) ascribed the above reducing environ-

ment in the lower crust to the subduction of the 

Philippine plate in the state of hot and dry condi-

tion. Although the information available of rock-

magnetism of xenolith samples is restricted, the 

above condition inferred from xenolith samples is 

suggestive for the understanding of the contrast-

ing magnetic property of the lower crust between 

northeast Honsyu and southwest Japan. 

Central Honsyu seems to be in intermediate 

state in regard to the magnetic property of the 

crust as inferred from the magnetic layer having 

density contrast within the crust (see Figs. 3.14, 

3 .16) . The upper crust of central Honsyu (profile-

12) has the pf Jeff ratio of 127 beneath the north同

eastern part, whereas it increases toward south” 

west as shown by the ρ／Jeff(g/emu) ratio of 383 

for the profile-14 crossing the Kii peninsula. This 

trend seems to be caused by the decreasing trend 

of magnetization intensity of the causative mag-

netic layer in the crust. The lateral variation of 

magnetization intensity of the upper crust may 

also be correlated to hydrous and thermal condi-

tions within the crust; i.e. , the relatively high 

oxidation condition may be prevailing beneath 

the northeastern part of central Honsyu, where 

the relatively colder and older Philippine Sea 

plate has been subducting. In contrast to this the 

relatively hotter and younger Philippine Sea plate 

has been subducting beneath the southwestern 

part of central Honsyu, which may make the 

crust in relatively reducing environment. The 

different oxygen fugacity (f-02）四temperaturecon-

ditions in equilibrium state in the crust, resulting 

from the subducting slab of different state, may 

be responsible for the different magnetization 

contrast beneath the outer region of central 

Honsyu. 

The conspicuous positive anomaly over the 

inner region of southwest Honsyu may be ex-

plained by granitic rocks of magnetite series. 

However, the large magnetization intensity for 

granitic rocks may suggest that the magnetic 

susceptibility and/ or viscous remanent magnet司

ization of the source body has been enhanced. 

Judging from the xenolith samples from Oki-

Dogo island, which are rich in ilmenite and 

titanomagnetite with composition close to 

ulvospinel, reducing environment (hot and dry 

condition) seems to be prevailing in the crust of 

southwest Honsyu. On the contrary, there exist 

granitic rocks of magnetite series as mentioned 

before. The above contradiction may arise from 

the different equilibrium condition in the Late 

Cretaceous age under wich the granitic massives 

of magnetite series in the inner region of south-

west Honsyu were formed. 

CHAPTER IV. CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF 

THE IZU・OGASAWARA(BONIN) ARC 

AS REVEALED FROM MAGNETIC AND 

GRAVITY FIELD ANALYSIS 
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4 .1 Data description 

The geophysical data used for this study are 

based on the sea-bottom surveys conducted by 

JHD. The track lines and cruise files are shown 

in Fig. 4 .1 and Table 4 .1, respectively. These 

data are now supplied on request from JODC in 

MGD77 format (Hittleman et al. , 1981) . The 
H日a・

N初・

N23・
El37'. El43" 

Fig. 4 .1 Track lines of sea-bottom survey data on 

the Izu-Ogasawara (Bonin) Arc. Th巴 dens巴

track lines were measur巴dby S/V Shoyo and 

rough on巴sby S/V Takuyo of JHD. The 

data file names are listed in Table 4 .1, which 

were releas巴dfrom JODC in MGD77 format. 

Table 4 .1 MGD77 data file names used for mapping 

the geophysical data of the Izu-Ogasawara 

Arc. 

At t)le scale of 11200 000 一一＿AL_thescale of 1/600, 000 
寸扇面ol:iiii7~o2. I両両日扇面 iiT8501, !IT邸1124,llT860111 

II附601,llS7604, llS7802, llS8006 llT881004, llT881101. HT881201 
Vicinity of lzu-lslands 1983 llT881202, llT891801, llT891802 
South of llatlzyo part-1 1983 llT881101 
South of llatlzyo part“2 1984 
Vicinity of Sualsu 1984 
Vicinity of Tori slaa 1985 
Vicinity of Torl-sl阻a1986 
East of llati町0 1987 
East of Sumlsu 1988 

dense track lines in Fig. 4 .1 are about 2 nautical 

miles (n. m.) in spacings and relatively rough 

track lines are about 5 n.m .. The former were 

surveyed by the S/V Shoyo of JHD as part of the 

Basic Map of the Sea Project at the scale of 1/ 

200, 000 and the latter by the S/V Takuyo of JHD 

as part of continental shelf survey at the scale of 

1/500, 000 for the establishment of 200 n. m. eco・

nomic marine zone. The survey items are com-

posed of depth sounding, seismic profiling, and 

magnetic and gravity measurements. Depth 

sounding was conducted by a single beam echo-

sounder installed on the S/V Shoyo or a sea-beam 

system on the S/V Takuyo. In preparation for 

digital mesh depth data, an ETOP05 depth file 

of 5＇×5' mesh offered from NGDC(National 

Geophysical Data Center) of NOAA were also 

employed to cover the unsurveyed area. 

The proton precession magnetometer was 

towed about 250m to 300m behind the vessel to 

avoid the ship’s magnetic field. The diurnal dis-
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Fig. 4. 2 Secular variation of total intensity mag-

netic field at Hatizyo and Chichijima (Ti ti-

sima) islands. 
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turbing field was removed based on the magnetic 

data observed at the adjoining stations in Hatizyo 

or Titi-sima islands. The IGRF1985 model was 

adopted for calculation of magnetic anomaly, 

because this model incorporates well approximat-

ed secular variations (see Fig. 4. 2) . 

The gravity field was measur・edby the surface 

ship gravimeter of TSSG before the fiscal year of 

1983 and then of KSS-30 made by Bodenserwerk. 

Free-air gravity anomaly was deduced by 

subtracting the normal gravity value from the 

observed one. 

The above survey data are compiled into a 

MGD77 format and then released to users through 

JODC. To prepare the grid data for analytical 

use, these data sets were projected on a x-y 

coordinate on the basis of Mercator projection 

whose origin and reference latitude are listed in 

Table 4. 2. The grid data were then calculated by 

the iteration method using the 2nd degree 

polynomial fitting. The magnetic and gravity 

field in the vicinity of the Myozinsyo reef and 

other islands were interpolated from the sur-

rounding data, so the contour lines over these land 

areas are not exact. 

Table 4. 2 Projection paramet巴rsfor X-Y conversion 

of the MGD77 data of the Izu司Ogasawara

Arc. 

1. Northern part of the arc 
Origin: N28。， E137。

Reference latitude: N32。
Projection: Mercator 

Azimuth of Y-axis: 0° 

2. Southern part of the arc 

Origin: N24°’E139。

Reference latitude: N26。

Projection: Mercator 

Azimuth of Y-axis: 0。

Terrain effect of gravity field (TE) was calcu-

lated by Pad王er inversion method described i r 1 

Chapter II using digital depth data. The target 

area was divided into several subareas which 

were overlapped at the margin each other. The 

Bouguer gravity anomaly(BG) at grid points is 

given by BG = FG TE十68.75・D(mgal) for the 

assumed density of 2.67g/cm3, where FG is a 

free-air gravity, and D is a grid-mean depth 

within the subarea in km unit. The calculated 

Bouguer gravity anomalies for the contiguous 

areas were then connected continuously by calcu-

lating the distance-depending weighted mean for ・ 

the overlapping area. 

Thus the obtained grid data were expressed as 

the contour maps of bathymetry, free合 irand 

Bouguer gravity anomaly and the total intensity 

magnetic anomaly, covering the northern and 

southern part of the Izu・OgasawaraArcs (Fig. 4. 3 

to 4. 6) . Alth~ugh there are some inconsistency at 

the adjoining zones due to different reference 

latitude of contraction and numerical errors of 

terrain effect, the general features can be obser～ 

ved continuously between the northern and south” 

ern parts. Explanations of abbreviations shown 

in these maps are given in Table 4. 3. 

4. 2 Geological settings 

Bathymetry of the Izu司OgasawaraArc is shown 

in Fig. 4. 3 and the representative topographic 

names and abbreviations are listed in Table 4. 3. 

The Izu・OgasawaraArc is characterized by 

N-S trending ridges named the Nisi-Sitito ridge, 

the Sitito-Iozima ridge, and the Ogasawara ridge 

from west to east in parallel to the Izu-

Ogasawara trench. The Si ti to・Iozimaridge corre-

sponds to the Quaternary volcanic front. The 

configuration and geological features are quite 
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3 

Fig. 4. 3 Bathymetry of th巴 Izu-OgasawaraArc. 

Contour interval is 250m. 

SFL:Sofugan t巴ctonicline, Cl to C5: subma-

rine canyons, I羽TC:Io submarine canyon, 

SFB: Sohu trough, NB: Nisi-Sitito trough, 

MB:Mikura depression, HB: Hatizyo depres-

sion, SB: Sumisu depression, TB: Torisima 

depression (Tamaki and Miyazaki, 1984) . 

Other abbreviations are list巴din Table 4.3. 

Dotted areas indicate the topographic rises in 

the forearc region of the arc. The sites of 

ODP Legl26 cruise are indicated by the site 

numbers with * mark (Fujioka et al. , 1989) . 

A colour image map is shown in annex -

l(a). 

Table 4. 3 Topographic names of the Izu-Ogasawara 

(Bonin) Arc. 

Abbr. na田e position 
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different between the northern part and the south” 

ern part of the arc which may be bordered by the 

Sofugan tectonic line as noted by Yuasa and 

Mural泊 mi(1985). The inner region (the region to 

the west of volcanic front) of the northern part is 

characterized by the en-echelon arrangement of 

the ridges in the west, the rifting zone such as 

Mikura, Hatizyo, Sumisu and Torisima depres-

sions in the east and in between the province of 
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troughs and knolls. On the other hand, the outer 

region (forearc region) is characterized by acous-

tic basement highs and sediment filled basin struc-

ture; inner arc highs such as the Sin-kurose bank 

the Sumisu spur etc. in the west and then foll-

owed trenchward by forearc basins and outer 

fore arc highs on the continental slope break. The 

diapiric seamounts are also recognized in the 

landward trench slope break east of Aoga-sima 

island from which numerous serpentinite 

melanges were recoverd (Maekawa et al. , 1989) . 

The submarine canyons are also well developed in 

the forearc region. 

The southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

consists of zonal arrangements of the Sitito-

Iozima ridge, the Ogasawara trough and the 

Ogasawara ridge from west to east. In contrast 

to northern part of the Izu-Ogasawara arc, an 

en-echelon arrangement of the Nisi-Sitito ridge 

becomes vague. In addition, the discrete features 

of the seamounts of the Sitito-Iozima ridge 

become more apparent. 

As to the chronology of the basement rocks of 

the Izu・OgasawaraArc, no rocks older than 

Eocene age have ever been recovered. The rock 

samples from the forearc region show the wide 

range of age from 6. 0 Ma to the value around 40 

Ma. The dredged volcanic rocks from the Sinkur-

ose bank shows the K-Ar age of 6.0MaBP (Yuasa 

and Murakami, 1985) . This samples were subject 

to weathering in considerable degree, so the 

above dating may mean the minimum age. On the 

other hand, DSDP drilling holes (leg 126, 792) on 

the continental slope east of Aoga-sima island 

revealed the Mg-rich andesite overlain by the 

sediments of turbidite fades of late Oligocene age 

(Fujioka et al. , 1989) . In the southern arc, the 

boninites and dacite samples recovered from 

Titi-sima island have the age of 26 to 41 MaBP 

(Kaneoka et al. , 1970; Tsunakawa, 1983) . 

Besides, Nummulites recovered from Haha-sima 

island in the southern part of the Ogasawara 

ridge favours the Eocene time as the ridge forma-

tion. 

In contrast to forearc region, few dated rocks 

are available for the Nisi-Sitito ridge. The 

basaltic rocks dredged from a seamount (D368) 

lOOkm west of Sumisu island gives a unique K-Ar 

age of 2.2MaBP (Yt羽田 andMurakami, 1985) . 

The rock chemistry of the Sitito-Iozima ridge 

reveals the along-arc variation (Yuasa and No-

hara,1992); i.e. the northern part (Osima to 

Sohugan) of the arc is characterized by low 

alkaline tholeiite and the southern part (Nisino回

sima to Minami-Io-sima) by high alkaline 

tholeiite. The Quaternary volcanic islands of 

Osima, Miyake, Mikura, Hatizyo are ac-

companied by basaltic stratovolcanoes. The 

other volcanoes, Sumisu”sima, Tori・ふsima, So-

hugan also outcropped the basaltic rocks. On the 

other hand, acidic rocks such as dacitic and 

ryholitic rocks were dredged from submarine 

calderas of Kurose hole, Daini-daisan Aogasima 

knolls, Myozin knoll, Sumisu-sima, Daisan-

Sumisu knoll in the northern arc. These acidic 

rocks are rich in Ti02, FeO relative to the aver-

age value of Japanese granitoids (Yuasa and 

Nohara, 1992). The acidic to andesitic rocks 

were also sampled from the inner forearc high of 

Omurodasi, Sinkurose bank, and DSDP hole 

792, 793 (Fujioka et al. , 1989) . 

As to the volcanic chains in the southern Izu-

Ogasawara Arc, three segments are proposed by 

Yuasa and N ohara (1992) in terms of alkali con-

tent. The first group consists of Oomati, Sawa 

and Sitiyo seamounts located in the Nisinosima 
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trough, the second: Nisino-sima to Kita-Io-sima 

and the third: Io-sima to Minami-Io-sima. The 

first group is further divided into three group, 

younger group(Getsuyo, Kayo, Kinyo, Doyo), 

older group (Nitiyo, Omati, Sawa) and interme-

diate one (Suiyo, Mokuyo) in terms of topo偽

graphic, magnetic and seismic features. The first 

group outcropped mainly andesite rocks, whereas 

intermediate-group and the Doyo seamount out-

cropped basaltic rocks. From the Ogasawara 

ridge loading the Ogasawara islands, boninites 

Quaternary volcanoes also become subdued in 

comparison with the free-air gravity anomalies, 

but some oval patterns remain over seamounts in 

the southern part, which are especially apparent 

at Kaitoku seamount and Kita-Io-sima island. 

These features are clearly shown in the high-pass 

filtered Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Fig. 4. 8) . 

This fact suggests that the mean density of the 

southern seamounts (from Nisinoもima to 

Minami-Io-sima) is larger than the assumed den-

sity(2.67g/cm3) reflecting the basaltic composi岨

and Mg-rich andesites were recovered as tion of the edifices or the buried basements. The 

mentioned before. 

4. 3 Characteristic features of magnetic and 

gravity anomalies 

4. 3 .1 Gravity anomaly 

To extract the gravity anomalies correspond-

ing to shallow sources in the crust, the high-pass 

filtered anomaly （λc=l60km) was calculated 

based on the Bouguer gravity anomaly map 

(Fig.4.5) as shown in Fig.4.8. Free勾airgravity 

anomaly map (Fig. 4. 4) indicates conspicuous 

gravity anomalies associated with the Ogasawara 

ridge, whose amplitude amounts to 360mgal. The 

positive gravity anomaly seems to extend north“ 

ward in good accordance with the outer forearc 

high. The negative free-air gravity anomaly lying 

over the Ogasawara trough can also be traced up 

to N32°15’as the concave pattern correspondingto 

the forearc basin. The above features are also 

recognized in the Bouguer gravity anomaly map 

(Fig. 4. 5) . The complicated free-air gravity 

anomaly of the Nisi-Sitito ridge becomes feature” 

less in the Bouguer gravity anomaly, which sug-

gests that the mean density of the ridge agrees 

well with the assumed density of 2. 67 g/ cm3. The 

Bouguer gravity anomalies associated with 

back-arc depressions of the northern arc (Hat噌

izyo, Sumisu, Torisima basins) seem to be ac崎

companied with relative gravity highs as shown in 

the short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly 

map (Fig. 4. 8) , which may manifest intrusive 

basic bodies of large density. In the northern arc, 

low Bouguer gravity anomaly zone (140 to 150 

mgal) occurs to the west of the Quaternary vol-

canic front. The above low Bouguer gravity 

anomaly zone becomes obscured to the south of 

the boundary shown by the steep gravity gradient 

zone running in羽TSWfrom the vicinity of Tori-

sima island ( G-G’in Fig. 4. 5) . As the general 

trend of Bouguer gravity low is due to the crustal 

thickening, afore”mentioned features suggest 

that the crustal thickness of the inner arc 

decreases abruptly at the above gravity bound” 

ary. 

In contrast to the northern arc, the southern 

arc has the low Bouguer anomaly zone over the 

Ogasawara trough to the east of the volcanic 

front (forearc region) . The minimum of Bouguer 

gravity anomaly which is less than lOOmgal 

occurs over the southern part of the Ogasawara 

trough. The amount of gravity depression 

exceeds lOOmgal relative to the surrounding val-
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Fig. 4. 4 Free-air gravity anomaly of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. 

Contour interval is lQmgal in the northern 

part and 20mgal in the southern part respec-

tively. Quaternary volcanic front is shown 

by thick lines. A colour image map is shown 

in ann巴x-l(c).

ues, which may not be attributable to the sedi-

mentary layer of negative density contrast only. 

To elucidate the cause of such a low Bouguer 

gravity value, seismic velocity structure beneath 

this zone should be investigated. 

The Nisinosima trough, which is bounded to 

the north by the Sofugan tectonic line, is char-

30 

Fig. 4. 5 Bouguer gravity anomaly of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. 

Contour interval is lOmgal. Positive belts are 

shown by the thick lines (P) and negative 

ones by dotted lines(L). G-G’is the sharp 

gravity gradi巴ntseparating the northern and 

southern arcs. A colour image map is shown 

in annex-1 (d). 

acterized by the relative Bouguer gravity high 

amountingto 30 to 40mgal. These features imply 

the thinning of the crust, which may be consistent 

with the rifting origin proposed by Yuasa (1992) . 

The extraordinarily large Bouguer gravity 

amounting to 400mgal in amplitude, occurring 

over the Ogasawara ridge, may be simulated by 
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the upheaval of the Moho boundary, but some Fig. 4. 6) . These anomalies may correspond to 

amount of them may be ascribed to the ridge igneous rocks of Eocene to Oligocene age as 

itself as noted from the associated positive short” mentioned in the foregoing section. Some of them 

wavelength Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 4. 8) . are associated with the low Bouguer gravity 

4. 3. 2 Magnetic anomaly anomalies, which may be resulting from skew-

The forearc region of the northern part of the ness effect of remanent magnetization or low 

Izu-Ogasawara Arc are characterized by the density contrast of the buried magnetic source. 

intermediate amplitude ( > 300nT) and long- The positive anomalies (6 to 9 in Fig. 4. 6) occur 

wavelength magnetic anomalies (1 to 5 in over the continental slope break in good corre” 

142 

Fig. 4. 6 Total intensity magnetic anomaly of the 

Izu・OgasawaraArc. 

Contour interval is 50nT. Identified numbers 

of cross-sections are shown, which are refer-

red to in chapter IV. A colour image map is 

shown in annex 1 (b) . 

spondence with the positive Bouguer gravity 

highs as shown in Fig. 4 . 8. The conspicuous 

anomalies are observed over the Quaternary vol-

canoes reflecting the basaltic to andesitic bodies. 

Marked anomalies with amplitude larger than400 

nT are recognized in the west of the Sinkurose 

bank, south of Hatizyo island, near of Aoga-

sima island and in the vicinity of Sohugan island 

(10 to 13 in Fig. 4. 6) . Some volcanoes are not 

accompanied by appreciable anomaly (SU, TO, 

El, E2 in Fig 4. 6) . These features may reflect the 

differences in petrochemical composition of these 

volcanoes. 

Yamazaki et al. (1991) proposed that the Sitiyo 

volcanoes(Nitiyo to Doyo seamounts) can be 

classified into four groups according to the as町

sociated topography, seismic profiling and mag-

netic anomaly patterns. According to their classi-

fication, seamounts E5, E6 belong to the old 

volcanic group as inferred from magnetic anom-

aly pattern suggesting the easterly deflected 

magnetization, which are disclosed for the cir崎

cum Philippine islands older than Oligocen age 

(Haston and Fuller, 1991). The easterly deflect-

ed anomaly pattern of these seamounts is also 

confirmed by the present magnetic anomaly map; 

the negative peak to the east and positive one to 

the west of the edifices (E5, E6) . However, it is 

also possible to ascribe the clockwise deflected 
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anomaly pattern to the nonuniform magnetiza田 Arc.

tion of the seamount instead of easterly deflected Appreciable magnetic anomalies are seen over 

magnetization of the edifice. The fresh igneous the back arc depression zones (denoted by HE, 

rock samples recovered from these seamounts SB, and TB) . Especially linear anomalies trend-

suggest the recent volcanic activities, which may ing N-S are distinguishable over the Hatizyo and 

favour the latter interpretation. Besides, the Sumisu depressions. These anomalies are 

older seamounts of Sawa and Nitiyo also show thought to be originated from intrusive igneous 

the magnetic anomaly pattern of normal magnet- rocks due to on-going rifting process. The hydro-

ization. These features may pose a question to thermal activity discovered in the Sumisu depres-

the clockwise rotation of these seamounts. sion also favours the above interpretation. 

The other seamounts from E7 to KK are char- The Ogasawara ridge is characterized by iso-

acterized by the dipole magnetic anomaly pattern- lated anomalies with a significant amplitude. 

s with large amplitude, suggesting the normal These features suggest that the Ogasawara ridge 

magnetization of the uplifts. On the contrary, the is a composite of several magnetic blocks. The 

magnetic anomaly patterns of seamounts from anomaly Bl,B2(in Fig.4.6) show paired anom-

KT to SW are somewhat different from the alies; negative peal王tothe east and positive one to 

dipole pattern of normal magnetization; i.e. the west. This pattern indicates the eastward 

slightly westward-deflected pattern of KT, the magnetization dir・ectionresulting from clockwise 

enhanced negative peak of KI, the E羽relongated rotation of the ridge. However, the above fea-

magnetic anomaly far apart from the edifices of tures become obscured with the anomaly B3, 

SW. These featur・esmay be ascribed to the under- which shows the normal magnetization of the 

lying magnetic bodies or to non叩 iiformmagnet- causative body. 

ization with in the volcanic edifices as well as to 

unusual magnetization direction. 

The magnetic anomalies over the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge show typical dipole anomaly, negative to 

the north, positive to the south. These features 

suggest that the volcanic edifices were magnet-

ized in the normal field direction. On the con-

trary, the dating samples dredged from 

D368 (N31°30. 3', E139°0l. 4’） indicates the igneous 

activity probably in the Matsuyama reverse 

epoch(2.2Ma by Yuasa and Murakami,1985). 

Although few dated samples are availabe for the 

Nisi-sitiro ridge, the normal magnetization pat-

tern indicates that the ridge formation occurred 

in the present N -S arrangement or after the 

clock-wise rotation of the entire Izu-Ogasawara 

4. 4 Characteristics of the crustal structure 

4. 4 .1 General view of magnetic basement struc-

tur・e

The magnetic basement model was calculated 

by iteration method described in Chapter II under 

the assumption that the magnetic basement is 

polarized in the present field direction (normal 

magnetization) with magnetization intensity of 

5.0A/m. The reference depth of the magnetic 

basement was postulated to be 4. Okm below sea 

level in the above calculation. Figure 4. 7 shows 

the calculated result, on which topographic linea-

ments are superimposed. Remarkable magnetic 

basement highs (SKR, AGR,SUR, TRR,SFR) 

occur beneath the continental shelf to slope of the 
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northern arc in good correspondence with mag-

netic anomalies. The basement high marked by 

SFR is Oomati seamount. These basement highs 

seem to extend to the present volcanoes; SUR to 

Sumisu island, TRR to Tori-sima island, SFR to 

Sohugan island. The submarine canyons or to po-

graphic depression zones in the forearc region 

seem to segment the above basement blocks, 

which may suggest the structural origin of these 

topographic depressions. On the continental slope 

break , several magnetic basement highs are rec” 

ognized in good correspondence with topographic 

uplifts(OR1,0R2). 

The magnetic basement relief of the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge shows close resemblance with topographic 

one. These features imply that the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge is mainly composed of igneous rocks of 

considerable magnetization intensity polarized in 

the present field direction. The N-S trending 

uplift of the magnetic basement high also 

becomes apparent (NSR) . This uplifted zone can 

be traced southward across the Sofugan tectonic 

line (SFL) , although the features become subtle 

to the south of SFL. 

The Quaternary volcanoes are also accom・

panied by discrete magnetic basement highs. 

However, considerable variation of the bulk 

magnetization, the product of magnetization 

intensity by volume, can be recognized. These 

variations seem to have resulted from the diffe子

ence of the basic magma production rate and/ or 

duration of the volcanic activity. It is also noted 

that the bull王 magnetizationof the seamounts 

belonging to the southern arc ( here, E5 to IW) is 

significantly larger than those of the northern 

arc. 

The local magnetic basement highs are recog-

nized beneath the back田arcdepression zones (HE, 

TB) . On the contrary, Mikura basin is character-

ized by the depressed basement structure. 

We see a good correspondence between the 

magnetic basement high (OGl) and the topo-

graphic uplift loading Haha-sima island of the 

Ogasawara ridge. These features suggest the 

normal magnetization of the ridge. The other 

basement highs (OG2,0G3), which also show 

similarity with topographic highs, however, are 

accompanied with basement depressions to the 

east. The latter may manifest the easterly de-

flected magnetization or non-uniform magnetiza-

tion of the buried magnetic body. 

We see the close correlation between the faults 

or topographic depressionsand magnetic base-

ment structure. The Sofugan tectonic line (SFL) , 

an estimated fault with a sharp cliff on the north, 

seems to be accompanied with vertical displace-

ment of the magnetic basement. Other topo-

graphic depressions such as IWC (Io submarine 

canyon) , SFB2 (depression to the south of the 

Sohu trough) also show good correspondence 

with magnetic basement low. It seems unreason-

able to ascribe the above features to the topo” 

graphic effect only, instead, the structural origin 

of these depressions is necessary. The trend of 

these faults/ depressions coincides with that of the 

minor r喝idge arrangement of the Parece 

Basin. This suggests that these topographic fea-

tures accompanied by magnetic basement depres-

sions are reactivated vestiges of tectonically 

weak zones, resulting from the tectonic stress 

caused by the collision of the Ogasawara Plateau 

against the southern Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

The Sofugan tectonic line (SFL) seems to have 

appeared after the formation of the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge, because it intersects the magnetic base-

ment of Tenpo (R2) seamount, which is located 
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Fig. 4. 8 Short-wavelength (high pass-filtered) 

Bouguer gravity anomaly. 

Cut of wavelength is 160km. Contour inter-

val is lOmgal. 

on the southern extension of the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge. 

4.4.2 Cross”sectional view of magnetic basement 

and other geophysical data 

(1) Northern part of the Izu・OgasawaraArc 

In order to clarify the characteristics of mag-

netic basement, a psuedo-gravity was calculated 

and compared with the short司wavelengthgravity 

anomaly. Fig. 4. 9 shows the pseudo-gravity cal-

culated under the assumption of normal magnet-

Fig. 4. 9 Pseudo-gravity of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

The assumed ρ／J ratio is 100 g/emu. Con-

tour int巴rvalis lOmgal, 

ization with ρ／J(g/emu) of 100. In Fig. 4.10, 

several cross-sections of the magnetic basement 

and other geophysical data are shown. 

The section-Nl03 transects the ridge eastward 

from the Mikura basin to the Sinkurose bank. 

The amplitude of the short-wavelength Bouguer 

gravity anomaly over the Sinkurose banl-王isvery 

small relative to that of pseudo-gravity; i.e. 

about one third of the latter. These features 

reveal that the magnetic basement high corre-
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Fig. 4 .10 Cross-sections of magnetic basement mod巴1and the related geophysical data. 

Th巴positionsof cross日sectionare shown in Figs 4. 6 and 4. 7. 

upper: magnetic (MA, solid) and Bougu巴rgravity anomaly (BG, dot) profiles, middl巴： shortwavel巴ngth

Bouguer gravity anomaly (SBG, brok巴n)and pseudo-gravity anomaly (PG, dot) , 

lower: bathymetry (solid) and der討巴dmagn巴ticbasement relief (dot) . 

(a): northern part of the arc, section Nl03, N88, N55 (b): southern part of the arc, section S84, S73, S58 

sponding to the Sinkurose bank has a small p/J should be 0.27g/cm3 for J寸Alm,and 0.45g/ 

ratio which is less than 35. cm3 for J =5. OA/m, respectively. 

In sectionふ~88, we see a reciprocal pattern The section-N55 also transects the forearc 

between Bouguer and pseudo-gravity anomaly in magnetic anomaly in the east of Sumisu-sima 

the forearc side, where the best-fitted p/J ratio island. It is found that the features of short-

becomes -90. This pattern may be attributable wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly can not be 

to two cases, one is reversed magnetization of the simulated by the pseudo-gravity anomaly calcu-

basement, the other is the buoyant magnetic lated under the assumption of uniform magnetiza。－

source of negative density contrast. When the tion. From the inspection of this section, the 

latter holds true, the negative density contrast forearc magnetic basement high seems to be 
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divided into the inner and outer parts with differ二

ent density contrast or magnetization diretion. 

Bimodal peaks of the magnetic basement high 

may correspond to two parts with differentρ／J 

ratio. The p/J ratio of the inner basement high is 

75 and that of the outer part is -137. The inner 

part above mentioned may correspond to the 

inner forearc high and the outer part to the 

granitic to andesitic body with negative density 

contrast against the surrounding crust. In 

Fig. 4 .11 is illustrated the crustal structure along 

the parallel of N32' obtained by Hotta (1970) . 

This figure shows the thick intermediate velocity 

layer of 5.4km/sec beneath the forearc region. If 

the seismic velocity structure represents the gen” 

era! structure of the northern arc, the forearc 

magnetic basement highs are to be correlated to 

this velocity layer. Then, the negative density 

contrast of the forearc magnetic basement may 

be explained by the depressed lower boundary of 

5. 4km/ sec layer. Fig. 4 .11 also shows the 

upheaved Conrad boundary beneath the landward 

trench slope. The convex features are in good 

correspondence with the outer magnetic base-

ment highs. 

To elucidate the cause of mis-fitting between 

the shor・ιwavelengthBouguer gravity anomaly 

and Pseudo-gravity anomaly for the forearc 
Izu -Ogasawara Arc 

'l; 

C•ml•l •1四＇＇＂＂ bm•lh bu Ogmwm ddgo {Hott•. 1970) 

Fig. 4 .11 Seismic V巴locitystructure beneath th巴Izu-

Ogasawara Arc along th巴 parヨllelof N32' 

(Hotta, 1970) . 

region of section N88 and N55, the palaeomagne-

tic data and detailed seismic velocity structure of 

the forearc magnetic basement may be requir・ed.

Concerning the inner zone of the arc, we see 

the magnetic basement high corresponding to the 

Nisi-Sitito ridge. The linearity of this basement 

high can be traced southward as far as the west of 

Io-zima island in the southern Izu-Ogasawara 

Arc. In section-N88, the intrusive magnetic body 

is 再入rellrepresented beneath the back-arc depres-

sion of the Hatizyo basin. 

(2) Southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

Fig. 4. lOb shows the cross-sections of the 

magnetic basement and other geophysical data in 

the southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. In 

section-S88 and S73, we see a good correspon-

dence between the topographic and magnetic 

basement highs for the volcanic frontal area. It is 

also apparent that SFL is accompanied with 

vertical displacement of the magnetic basement. 

The calculated magnetic basement is elevated 

above sea level to the west of SFL, reflecting the 

large bulk magnetization of the buried magnetic 

bodies. 

The section-S73, transecting Tenpo and Nisi-

Tenpo seamounts also shows the uplifted mag-

netic basement high corresponding to these 

seamounts. However, the associated Bouguer 

gravity anomaly is featurless reflecting probably 

smallρ／J ratio of the causative magnetic bodies. 

The above features imply an origin of these 

bodies similar to those in the forearc magnetic 

basement highs in the northern part of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc, as suggested by Yamazaki et al. 

(1991) . 

As to the Ogasawara ridge, the magnetic base勘

ment of Hahasima block (OGl) shows significant 

resemblance with topographic uplift as shown in 
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section-S58, but it becomes obscured for the 

Titisima and the northern Titisima blocks(OG2, 

OG3) , as revealed by section-S73 and -SSS. This 

is probably due to the clockwise deflected 

magnetization direction of Titisima and northern 

Titisima blocks as inferred from palaeomagnetic 

data of the igneous rock samples recovered from 

Titi-sima island (Haston and Fuller, 1991). 

4. 4. 3 Evaluation of magnetization of the 

seamounts 

(1) Northern part of the Izu崎OgasawaraArc 

Fig. 4 .12 Target ar巴as(A, B) of the correlation anal-

ysis between topography and magnetic base-

ment of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

A correlation analysis between topography and 

magnetic basement was executed for the area A 

shown in Fig. 4 .12 in order to evaluate the 

magnetization of the uplifts. The distribution of 

the derived correlation coefficient is shown in 

Fig. 4 .13. This figure shows three high correla-

tion zones trending in along-arc direction. The 

widely spreading high correlation zones occur 

over the N isi-Sitito ridge (A) , which justifies the 

normal magnetization assumption of these topo-

graphic uplifts. The others are recognized in the 

for・earcregion (B, C) . The inner zone (B) corre司

sponds to the topographic rise on the inner forear司

c high, the outer zone(C) to the topographic 

uplifts on the continental slope break. The back-

arc depression zones are generally characterized 

by the negative coefficient zone. 

The estimated magnetization intensities of top-

ographic uplifts are summarized in Table 4. 4. In 

this table, the calculated density obtained by 

Ishihara (19S5) as well as dreged samples are 
Correlation 

Fig. 4 .13 Correlation coefficients b巴tweenth巴topog-

raphy and th巴 magneticbasement model. 

Target area is the northern part of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc marked by A in Fig. 4 .12. 

A:high correlation co巴fficientzon巴（corr.>

0.5) on the Nisi-Sit;to ridge, Band C: high 

correlation zon巴Son the forearc region of the 

arc. 
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shown. The correlation coefficients for the 

seamounts of the Nisi-Sitito ridge are high rela-

tive to those for Quaternary volcanic edifices. 

This is partly due to poor elevation data on land 

area. The magnetization intensity of the 

seamounts on the Nisi-Sitito ridge shows widely 

spreading values from 3. 8A/m (Tl) to 9. 8A/m 

(TIO). The magnetization intensity of seamount 

S2 (8. 9A/m) is consistent with basaltic rocks 

dredged from this seamount. On the other hand, 

seamount S4 indicates relatively low magnetiza-

tion intensity(4.2A/m) inspite of the dredged 

basaltic samples, but this value is consistent with 

the derived small density (2. 55g/ cm3) , suggesting 

the porous composition with relatively weak 

magnetization intensity. The averaged magnet-

Table 4. 4 Magnetization intensity of the seamounts 

of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc derived from 

correlation analysis b巴tween magnetic 

basement model and topography. 

N: northern arc, S: southern arc 

Area Abbr. J Corr.ρ・Uredged"
Al• g/c銅a samples 

H VF AG ＊ 。白H
H VF SU 14. 0 0. 51 
H VF TR 

’L 
0. 54 

H VF SF 7. 2 。目74
H VF El 8. 4 0. 62 
H VF E2 7. 8 0. 71 
H VF E3 

’‘ 
0. 45 

S VF E4 8. 5 0. 66 
S VF E5 ’住 -o. 00 
S VF E6 15. 9 0. 71 
S VF E7 6. 4 0. 93 
S VF E8 6. 3 o. 93 
S VF S6 7. 4 0. 83 
S VF HS 7. 2 0. 96 
S VF KK 10. 2 0. 67 
S VF KT 7. 5 0. 96 
S VF Kl 17. 1 o. 59 
S VF II $ 0. 40 
S VF SI t巳 0. 27 

H HSR Sl 4.5 0. 95 
H HSR S2 8. 9 0. 69 
H HSR S3 6. 3 0. 88 
H HSR S4 4.2 0. 94 
H HSR Tl 3. 8 0. 88 
H HSR T2 3. 7 0. 52 
H HSR T3 6.1 0. 65 
H HSR T4 3. 9 0. 91 
H HSR T5 5. 5 0. 88 
H HSR T6 5目3 o. 82 
H HSR T7 5. 9 0. 32 
H HSR T8 4. 7 0. 96 
H HSR T9 7. 0 0. 79 
H HSR TIO 9. 8 0. 72 
S HSR Rl 8. 8 0. 83 
S HSR R2 11. 5 0. 68 
S HSR R3 4.6 0. 89 

S OGS TJ 9. 4 0. 52 
S OGS llJ 6. 6 0. 88 
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ization intensity of the seamounts lying on the 

Nisi“Sitito ridge is indicative of the andesitic 

composition of intermediate magnetization inten-

sity. The derived magnetization intensity tends 

to increase toward east; 3. 9A/m (T4) increases to 

4. 2A/m (S4) , further to 6. 3A/m (S3) , and 4. 7 A/ 

m (TS) increases to 9. 8A/m (TIO) etc.. The 

magnetization intensities of the Quaternary vol-

canic islands tend to some extent to be larger 

than that of the Nisi-Sitito ridge. This increasing 

trend may reflect a different crustal anatexis or 

crystal fractionation process, but further petro” 

graphical study of volcanic rocks of the Nisi-

Sitito ridge is required for the elucidation of this 

trend. 

(2) Southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

A correlation analysis of the southern part was 

conducted for the area B shown in Fig. 4 .12. The 

correlation coefficient and the derived magnetiza-

tion intensity are shown in Fig. 4 .14 and Table 

4. 4. Fig. 4 .14 shows several high correlation 

zones such as Bl,B2, Al, AZ, Cl,C2 and C3. 

The zone Al corresponds to the Quaternary vol-

canic front between Mokuyo seamount (E6) and 

Kaikata seamount (KK) , which justifies the nor” 

mal magnetization assumption of these topo” 

graphic uplifts. Some uplifts along the volcanic 

chain indicate low correlation coefficients; E5 in 

Sitiyo seamounts, KI, IW and SW in the southern 

part of the chain. These low coefficients may 

arise from unusual magnetization direction and/ 

or non-uniform magnetization resulting from 

demagnetization effect due to high geothermal 

gradient (Oshima et al., 1985) and compositional 

variation within the edifice. The derived magnet-

ization values with high correlation coefficients 

seem to be consistent with dredged basaltic/an-

desitic samples as shown in Table 4. 4. 
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Fig.4.14 

Correlation 

ridge, 

Cl, C2, C3: high correlation zon巴S on the 

Ogasawara ridge. 

The notable large magnetization intensity of 

Mokuyo seamount (E6) seems to be consistent 

with the relatively large density value estimated 

by Ishihara (1985) and the basaltic rocks dredged 

from the flank. The low correlation value of 

Suiyo seamount (E5) may be attributable to 

clockwise deflected magnetization direction or 

non-uniform magnetization as inferred from as-

sociated magnetic anomaly pattern. 

The other high correlation zones of Bl, B2 

occur over the western margin of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc where the sea floor of the Sikoku 

basin is gradually elevated eastward. The zonal 

distribution of B2 seems to reflect the high 

magnetization of the topographic basement. The 

seamounts denoted by Rl, R2 and R3 are included 

in these high correlation zones, which warrants 

normal magnetizations of the edifices. The zone 

Cl, C2 and C3 correspond to the topographic 

uplifts of the Ogasawara ridge, which is thought 

to be subjected to the clockwise rotaion of the 

Philippine Sea Plate. The high correlation coeffi-

cient of Haha-sima (0. 88 in Table 4. 4) , however, 

suggests normal magnetization of the uplift. 

Besides, the high correlation zone (Cl) over the 

Muko-sima islands also supports the normal 

magnetization of the topographic uplift. On the 

other hand, that of Titi-sima is small(0.52 in 

Table 4. 4) in comparison with Hahaもima’sval-

ue. This relatively low coefficient may result 

from easterly magnetized direction caused by the 

clockwise rotaion as noted from palaeomagnetic 

measurement of volcanic rocks (Haston and 

Fuller, 1991) . 

4. 4. 4 Along-arc and cross-arc variation of the 

bulk magnetization 

From the magnetic basement relief is estimated 

the bulk magnetization (the product of magnetiza-

ti on intensity by volume) of the crust, which is 

the result of accumulation of the magnetized 

materials created by igneous activity including 

plutonism. So, the differences in the igneous 

activity will be estimated from the different bulk 

magnetization. It is generally known that the 

number of the volcanic edifices becomes maxi-

mum at the volcanic front and then decreases 

gradually toward bad王arcside while the volcanic 

rocks change chemically. Besides, morphology 

and petrochemical property also changes along 

the arc. These cross-arc and along-arc var匂tions

can be traced by the bulk magnetization of the 

crust as an index . 
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The magnetic basement model shown in 

Fig. 4. 7 was used for the estimation of bull王

magnetization per unit square. The assumption 

that the magnetization is normal seems to hold 

true for the volcanic frontal area as mentioned in 

section 4. 4. 3, although there still remains uncer-

tainty for the magnetic bodies in the forearc 

area. We defined the cross-arc variation as the 

X-dependent var匂tionorthogonal to the exten-

sion of the arc, and along-arc as Y-dependent one 

parallel to the extension of the arc. 

Fig. 4 .15 shows the cross-arc variation of the 

bulk magnetization per unit km2 (hereafter refer-

red to BMR) . From this figure , we can recognize 

that the forearc region of the northern arc is 

characterized by high BMR value. In addition, 

another peak corresponding to the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge is also recognizable in Fig. 4 .15a. The 

latter peak is supressed in comparison with that 

of volcanic front due to the oblique trend of the 

20A/mkm 

Northern回 rt

耳
600km 

(a) 

20A/mkm 

Northern凹 rt

止「~ごと
、＿， NSR 

(b) 

20A/mkm 

S<mlhern part 

w 与

VF 

(c) 

Fig .4 .15 Cross-ar℃ variation of the bulk magnetiza-

tion of the Izu句OgasawaraAr・c.Unit of bulk 

magnetization per unit km2 is A/m・km.

(a) and (b): northern arc, (c):south巴rnarc. 

Nisi-Sitito ridge against the volcanic front of the 

reference line. Figure 4 .15c also shows the BMR 

for the southern arc. Two peaks corresponding to 

the present volcanic chain and the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge occur. The former peal王issomewhat larger 

than the latter. 

In Fig. 4 .16, three along-arc variations are 

indicated. These values represent the mean value 

within 20km width in E机Fdirection along the 

volcanic front (Fig. 4 .16a, c) and the Nisi--Sitito 

ridge (Fig. 4 .16b) . These figures show the cluster-

ed pattern of BMR, which may arise from along” 

arc segmentation of the igneous activity. The 

叡＞A/mkm

叫ongVF m曲 n=l,77 

Wld出＝四km

・AN 
600km 

υ 
ν、F

τa SU AG HA 
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Fig. 4 .16 Along-arc variation of the bulk magnetiza-

tion of th巴Izu-OgasawaraArc. Unit of bulk 

magnetization per unit km2 is A/m ・km. 

Calculated values represent the means for the 

20km width orthogonal to the volcanic front. 

Total means become 1. 77 A/m ・km for the 

volcanic zone of th巴northernarc, 1. 70 A/m・

km for the Nisi-Sitito ridge, and 4.32 A/m・

km for the southern arc respectively. 

(a): volcanic zone of the northern arc, 

(b): Nisi-Sitito ridge, 

( c): volcanic zone of the southern arc 
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mean value of along-arc BMR of the Quaternary 

volcanic front in the north of Sohugan island is 

very close to that of the Nisi-Sitito ridge; the 

former is 1. 77 and the latter is 1. 70, respective” 

ly. The above similarity may manifest that the 

Nisi-Sitito ridge was an old volcanic front having 

nearly the same production rate of magnetic 

materials as the present volcanic one of the north-

ern arc. On the other hand, along-arc variation of 

BMR between Kinyo (E7) and Kaitoku (KT) 

seamounts is considerably enhanced relative to 

that of the northern volcanic chain as seen in 

Fig. 4 .16 (c) . The mean value of along-arc BMR 

of the southern volcanic chain becomes 4. 32, 

which is about 2. 3 times that of the northern 

volcanic chain. These features suggest that the 

production rate or duration of volcanic activity 

producing magnetic materials is much larger in 

the southern volcanic front than in the northern 

volcanic one. 

Table 4. 5 Bulk magnetization of the representative 

magnetic sources of the lzu-Ogasawara. 

Arc 

Name Bulk magnetization 

Aoga Sima 
Sumisu Sima 
Tori Sima 
Sofu Gan 
Sinkurose bank 
Sumisu Spur 
Torisima Spur 
Oo田atiSMt 

Kayo SMt 
Suiyo SMt 
Mokuyo SMt 
Kinyo SMt 
Nisino Sima 
Kaikata SMt 
Kaitoku SMt 
Kita lo Sima 
Io Sima 

(A／田・km")
3004 
3636 
6589 
3994 
83410 
26938 
16081 
30999 

3320 
6032 
3736 
4184 
14877 
10092 
117 46 
16895 
21223 

In Table 4. 5, are shown the bulk magnetiza” 

tions estimated for the respective magnetic 

blocks. These values are ambiguous depending 

on the uncertainty of the extent estimation of 

each block, but they may be true as the order 

estimation. The magnetic basement in the fore-

arc region has remarkably large bulk magnetiza-

tion relative to those of Quaternary volcanoes by 

the amount of one orlue than the northern vol-

canic edifices. 

Summarizing the above mentioned aspects, we 

get conclusions as follows; 

(1) the extraordinarily strong igneous avtivity is 

expected to have occurred in order to explaine 

the bulk magnetization of the forearc region of 

the northern arc, 

(2) the igneous activity forming the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge is similar to the Quaternary igneous activ-

ity along the northern volcanic front in terms of 

the bulk-magnetization. 

(3) The bulk magnetization of the southern 

Quaternary volcanic edifices to the south of 

Nisino-sima seamount is much larger than that 

of the northern volcanic chain. 

4. 5 Estimation ofρ／J ratio at the Moho bound-

ary 

To evaluate theρ／J (g/ emu) ratio at the Moho 

boundary, correlation analysis was conducted 

between the long-wavelength Bouguer gravity 

anomaly and the long-wavelength pseudo-

gravity. The long 

anomaly was calculated by subtracting the short-

wavelength anomaly(Fig.4.8) from the Bouguer ． 

gravity anomaly (Fig. 4. 5) . In Figure 4 .17 is in-

dicated the long”wavelength Bouguer gravity 

anomaly of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc thus 

obtained. 
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(1) Northern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

The distribution of the derived correlation co-

efficient and p /J ratio are shown in Fig. 4 .18 for 

the northern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. The 

reversely correlated zone with high magnitude of 

correlation coefficient larger than 0. 6 is shown by 

dotted areas in Fig. 4 .18 (a) . From this figure we 

can recognize the reversely correlated zone in the 

western part of this map (A) , where the Moho 

boundary is elevated toward the Sikoku Basin. 

The correspondingρII ratio varies in the range 

from -100 to -300. This may indicate that the 

43 

Fig.4.17 Long-wavelength Bouguer gravity anom-

aly of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. The short-

wavelength Bougu巴rgravity anomaly is 

subtracted from the Bouguer gravity anom-

aly. Contour int巴rvalis lOmgal. Positions of 

cross-sections N85 (north巴marc) and S43 

(southern arc) , which ar巴 analyzed by 

‘response fuction method, are indicat巴d,

magnetic property of the lower crust near Moho 

boundary is of heterogeneity in the lateral direc-

ti on. On the contrary, the other reversely cor-

related zones (B in Fig. 4 .18 (a)) has the p/J ratio 

in a narrow range from -75 to -150. 

In Fig. 4 .19a are shown the results of two-

dimensional analysis based on the response filter 

method. The section-N85 transects the magnetic 

anomaly zone to the south of Hatizyo islands. 

The derived p/Je11 ratio at the Moho boundary 

become -82, which falls within the range of zone 

B . A similar result is also shown for the aero-

magnetic profile trasnsecting the northern part 

of the arc (Fig. 4 .19 (b)) . From the results men-

tioned above, the followings may be concluded; 

the lower crust of the northern. arc is magnetic, 

and the edge effect of the Moho boundary is 

(b）ρ／.）－ratio 

Fig .4 .18 Correlation coefficients (left) and the esti-

mated ρ／J ratio (rセht)at the Moho bound-

ary for the northern part of th巴 Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. 

A:reverse correlation zon巴 inthe western 

margin of the arc, which may imply the edge 

effect by the upheaval of the Moho bound』

ary, 

B:reverse correlation zone in the forearc 

reg10n. 
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tion zone in the north. The correlation is gener-observed for the western margin of the ridge, 

ally poor in comparison with that of the northern where the Moho boundary is upheaved toward the 

Arc, as seen from the fact that the high correla-

ti on zones are restricted. This may reflect the 

weak magnetization contrast and/ or higher ther-

Sikoku Basin, resulting in the thinning of the 

crust. 

Southern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc (2) 

e
 

’n
 

T
 

boundary. Moho the at condition ma! The results of correlation analyses of the south勾

the to corresponds zone reversely correlated ern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc are indicated 

western and eastern slope of the concave-shaped in Fig. 4. 20. This result shows the negative corre-

whose central zone Bouguer gravity anomaly, lation zone in the south and the positive correla” 

shows the minimum Bouguer gravity value of 120 

mgal (Fig. 4 .17) . These features can be interpret-

ed by the vertical configuration of the Moho and 

lS boundary Moho the isotherm; Curie the 

depressed below the Curie isotherm beneath the 

zone of the minimum Bouguer gravity anomaly 

which may imply the existence of the thick conti-

nental crust beneath there, on the other hand, the 

Moho is elevated above the Curie isotherm in the 

both sides of this minimum. The ρ／J ratio corre-

sponding to the high correlation coefficient zone Airborne pr官file…16

400nT 

(b）ρ／J-ratio (a) Correlation coefficient 
ρ／J=-98 
cor. =O，日4

Correlation coefficients(left) and th巴巴sti-

mated p/J ratio (right) at the Moho bound-

ary for the south巴rn part of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. The rev巴rselycorrelated 

zone is restrict巴dwithin the small zone (A) 

b巴neaththe southern Ogasawara Trough, 

Fig.4.20 

Two-dim巴nsional magneto-gravity 

r巴sponseanalysis on section-N85 and an 

airborne magnetic profi!e-16 shown in 

Fig.3.3. 

MA:magn巴ticanomaly, BG:Bouguer gravity 

anomaly, LBG:long巴wavelenthBouguer grav-

ity anomaly, PG:pseudo-gravity of magnetic 

response. Cor. :correlation coefficient 

betw巴enth巴 long司wavelengthBouguer grav-

ity anomaly and pseudo-gravity one. 

r巴suiton cross-section N85 in Fig. 4 .17. 

result on aeromagnetic profile-16. 

(b) 
30km 

Fig.4.19 
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Fig .4. 21 Two-dimensional magneto-gravity 

response analysis on s巴ction-S43of the south-

巴rnarc. Location of th巴profileis shown in 

Fig.4.17. 

(a): coherenc巴（coh) and effective inclination (Ir') 

of magnetization vector againt the wave-

number of the magnetic anomalies. 

(b): magnetic lower boundary derived from 

response filter method under the pr巴sentfield 

assumption of Dr=-3°, Ir=39°. 

(c): magnetic lower boundary derived from 

response filter method under the assumed 

magnetization direction of Dr=30°, Ir=39'. 

ranges from -300 to 375, which is relatively 

large in magnitude in comparison with the values 

in the northern arc. The positively correlated-

zone observed in the northwestern part of the 

figure seems to be caused by the long 

magnetic anomalies originating from the 

seamounts or buried bodies as seen in the pseudo-

gravity map shown in Fig. 4. 9. 

The two-dimensional response analysis was 

also conducted along the section-S43, transecting 

the minimum Bouguer anomaly zone, to estimate 

the ρ／］ ratio of the Moho boundary. The results 

of analysis are shown in Fig. 4. 21. The effective 

inclination in the wavelength longer than 80km 

are shifted to the negative value by the amount of 

about 180。’ againstthe present field direction, 

which may imply the magnetic response of the 

Moho boundary. The pseudo-gravity for wave-

lengths longer than 80km was calculated and 

compared with the Bouguer gravity anomaly as 

shown in the lower part. The best-fit pf] .ratio 

and the correlation coefficient becomes -233 and 

0. 99, respectively, for the magnetization direc司

ti on〆ofDr=30', Ir=39' (Fig. 4. 2l(c)) . When the 

present field direction is assumed for the magnet” 

ization direction, the correlation coefficient 

decreases to 0. 61. However, even in the latter 

case, the similar ρ／J ratio of -204 was obtained 

(Fig.4.21 (b)). 

From the above considerations for estimation 

of theρ／J ratio at the Moho boundary of the 

Izu・OgasawaraArc, followings are summarized. 

First , the lower crust in the northern Iztト

Ogasawara Arc seems to be more magnetic than 

that of the southern arc, as inferred from wider 

coverage of high correlation zone. Second, it is 

likely that the edge effect due to uprising of the 

Moho boundary seems to occur in the western 

margin of the northern part of the Izu田Ogasawara

Arc. Thir・d,the ρ／J ratio estimated for the Moho 

boundary is almost within the range from 

-100 to -250 in the northern arc. On the other 

hand, its absolute values are enhanced to the 

value from -225 to -375 in the southern arc, 

reflecting probably a small magnetization con-

trast at the Moho boundary. 
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4. 6 Discussions and concluding remarks of 

chapter IV 

From the present study of magnetic and gravity 

anomalies of the Izu-Ogasawara arc, following 

features have become apparent. 

(1) The magnetic anomalies of the Nisi-Sitito 

ridge can be almost explained by the normal 

magnetization of the topograpic uplifts. A good 

correspondence between the magnetic basement 

relief and the topographic features are recognized 

in the forearc region of the northern arc, espe-

cially for the depression of submarine canyons 

and for the rise at the continental slope break. 

These features may imply the structural origin of 

the characteristic topography. 

(2) The N -S trending magnetic basement high of 

the Nisi-Sitito ridge is thought to be an old vol-

canic front as active as the present Quaternary 

volcanic front of the northern arc. 

(3) The forearc region of the northern Izu-

Ogasawara Arc is character匂edby the segment-

ed magnetic massives with relatively low p/J 

ratio. These magnetic massives have the extraor-

dinary bulk magnetization which is larger than 

that of the present volcanic edifices by the 

amount of one order. Oomati seamount in the 

ESE of Getuyo seamount, and the Tenpo and 

NisiぬTenposeamounts facing the Sikoku Basin 

can also be grouped into the magnetic massif of 

low p/J ratio. 

(4) The bulk magnetization of the Quaternary 

volcanic front in the southern arc from Kinyo to 

Kaitoku seamount is significantly larger than 

that of the northern volcanic front north of So-

hugan island by a factor of about 2. 3. To explain 

the above contrasting features, the following 

causes are likely；① the volcanic front of the 

southern arc has been confined at the same zone 

for a long period if compared relatively to that of 

the northern arc. The presence of the old vol-

canic groups overlapping the Quaternary volcanic 

edifices of the southern arc, as noted by Yuasa 

and N ohara (1992) , may be consistent with this 

idea ，② the crustal thickness of the southern arc 

beneath the volcanic front is thinner than that of 

the northern arc, which resulted in highly effi司

dent magma ascent (Ueda,1986, Yuasa,1992). 

③ the petrochemical composition of magma is 

rich in basic composition in the southern volcanic 

front compared with that in the northern arc. 

This may be related to the depth of magma 

source and the crustal thickness causing the crus-

tal anatexis，④the magma pr吋 uctionrate itself 

is larger in the southern arc than in the northern 

arc. 

The collision of the Ogasawara plateau and the 

steep inclination of the subducting slab are also 

characteistic features of the southern arc. These 

phenomena seem to be related to the contrasting 

features of bulk magnetization between the north-

ern and southern arc, however construction of 

the concrete hypothesis on this subject is beyond 

the scope of this study. 

(5) The Ogasawara ridge is composed of several 

magnetic blocks; the Haha-sima block loading 

Hahaもimaisland shows normal magnetization, 

besides the Muko-sima block loading the Muko-

sima islands also favours normal magnetization. 

On the other hand, the Titi-sima block loading 

Titi-sima island shows clockwise deflected 

magnetization. These differences may pose a 

question on the entire clockwise rotaion of the 

Izu-Ogasawara Arc. Palaeo-magnetic measure-

ment of the deep-seated magnetic body of Haha-

sima island may be necessary to elucidate the 
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above contradiction. 

(6) In the northern arc, the low Bouguer gravity 

anomaly ranging from 150mgal to 180mgal is seen 

in the back arc side, whereas such a low Bouguer 

gravity anomaly zone is not seen in the backarc 

side of the southern arc. The steep gravity gradi-

ent zone extending in WSW direction from the 

Torisima basin may be the gravity boundary 

separating the northern part from the southern 

part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

(7) It is likely that the undulation of Moho 

boundary is reflected as long 

netic anomalies. As a whole, the lower crust of 

the northern arc is more magnetic than that of the 

southern arc. The ρ/J ratio of the Moho bound司

ary in the southern arc is large relative to the 

northern arc. This may be ascribed to relatively 

small magnetization intensity of the lower crust, 

if the density contrast at the Moho boundary is 

constant. 

Concerning the origin of the Nisi-Sitito ridge, 

several ideas have been proposed. Among them, 

the well-known idea is to ascribe the origin to 

fissure eruptions, which is caused by the collision 

of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc against the Honsyu 

Arc, i.e. , the N-S compressive stress brings 

about the conjugate faults, which is situated 

obliquely making an angle of 45。fromthe N-S 

direction, then fissure eruptions occurred along 

these faults (Kaizuka, 1984) . This idea is attrac-

tive, but it requires high thermal activity in the 

northern arc to explain the concurrent igneous 

activity in wide zone. Besides, it seems to be 

unreasonable to ascribe the edifices of the Nisi-

Sitito ridge south of the Sofugan tectonic line to 

the fissure eruptions. So, the author, alternative-

ly, would like to ascribe the origin to combina-

tion of the above faulting and the trenchward 

movement of voclanic front due to retreat of the 

trench or gradual increase of the descending angle 

of the slab. This idea may explain en-echelon 

arrangement in the northern arc and the edifices 

of the southern arc recognized in the southern 

extension of the Nisi-Sitito ridge. 

The present study proposes that the geomor-

phological characteristics of the Nisi司Sititoridge 

was formed in the N司Sarrangement of the north” 

ern arc, as revealed from the normal magnetiza-

tion of the topographic uplifts. Such normally 

magnetized seamounts in the Nisi-Sitito ridge can 

be traced further southward as noted from Nisi-

kaitoku seamount (R3) located at N25'55', El39' 

45’belonging to the southern arc (see Table 4. 4) . 

These aspects seem to suggest a fundamental 

tectonic framework of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

Yuasa and Nohara (1992) described the contras-

ting features between the northern and southern 

Izu-Ogasawara Arc from the view points of 

petrological, geophysical and geomorphological 

aspects, and ascribed them to the differnt crustal 

thickness resulting from the southward Pacific 

plate subduction beneath the Philippine Sea plate 

before 42Ma (Seno and Maruyama, 1984) . Yuasa 

(1992) also pointed out that the Nisinosima 

trough was a rifting zone creating the Parece-

Vela Basin and that the Sofugan tectonic line was 

the western edge of this rifting zone. However, 

as mentioned before, the time when the Sofugan 

tectonic line appeared is assumed to be after the 

formation of the Nisi-Sitito ridge, which has 

normal magnetization favouring the Nδconfigu-

ration of the arc. These features have force the 

author to suggest that the Sofugan tectonic line, 

the remnant of the spreading axis of the Parece-

Vela Basin, is a vertical fault reactivated by the 

collision of the Marcus-wake Pacific seamount 
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chains, which align in the ESE direction as seen 

from the Ogasawara plateau. 

The narrow width of the volcanic front of the 

southern arc may be related to the steep inclina” 

ti on of the subducting plate, i.e. the lateral width 

of the magma sources on the Wadachi-Benioff 

zone becomes narrow in the case of a・ large dip 

angle. The large dip angle of the subducting plate 

is caused by the decoupling between the subduct-

ing slab and the overlying plate. As for the south-

ern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc, the large dip 

angle has been ascribed to the last phase of the 

subducting cycle (Kanamori , 1977) . However, 

such phenomena may also be caused by the low 

viscosity and high temperature condition of the 

surounding mantle as suggested by Shiono et al. 

(1980). The low resistance against the subducting 

slab resulting from fluidous mantle materials may 

lead to the steep inclination of the subducting 

plate in the southern arc. Besides, the successive 

subduction/ collision of the Pacific seamount 

chain againt the southern Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

may have also caused the enhancement of fric-

tional heat source, maintaining the high tempera-

ture condition of the surrounding mantle. This 

decoupling process may result in a relatively thin 

crustal layer in the southern arc. The collision 

must have caused the large undulation of the 

Moho boundary in the southern arc; i.e. the 

Ogasawara ridge corresponds to the upheaval of 

the Moho boundary. 

It is likely that the Nisi-Sitito ridge continues 

to the West Mariana ridge as shown in the bath-

ymetric map No.6302(JHD). The West Mariana 

ridge was also old volcanic chains in the late 

Pliocene age (Karig, 1971) . The rock samples 

dredged from the N isi”Sitito ridge also show the 

recent Pliocene age. This agreement may imply 

that the volcanic activity or rifting phenomena in 

the northern arc occurred simultaneously with the 

rifting of the West Mariana ridge in the Pliocene 

age. The en-echelon arrangement of the Nisi-

Sitito ridge may be ascribed the trenchward 

movement of volcanic front and conjugate faults 

arrangement. In the southern arc, the collision of 

the Ogasawara plateau prevents the retreat of the 

trench, producing a nodal point of the arc-trench 

system. The steep inclination of the subducting 

plate may have also confined the volcanic zone 

within a narrow range, which may have brought 

about a considerably large volume of volcanic 

edifices in the southern arc. This interpretation , 

however, is still speculative and further evidence 

about the chronological and palaeomagnetic data 

are necessary for verification. 

CHAPTER V. CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF 

THE RYUKYU ARC AND ITS ADJACENT 

SEAS AREAS AS REVEALED FROM MAG-

NETIC AND GRAVITY FIELD ANALYSIS 

5. 1 Data description 

The geophysical data used for this study are 

based on the sea-ottom surveys conducted by 

JHD. The track lines and cruise files are shown 

in Fig. 5 .1 and Table 5 .1. These data files were 

supplied from JODC in MGD77 format. The 

dense track lines in Fig. 5 .1 are with the spacings 

of about 2 n.m. and the relatively rough track 

lines are about 5 to 10 n.m .. The former were 

surveyed by S/V Shoyo and the latter by S/V 

Takuyo. The survey items, survey methods, and 

data reduction method are generally the same as 

those described in data description of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. 

As to the external field correction for the 
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N22・

E122・ El32・

Fig. 5 .1 Track lines of sea-bottom survey data on 

the Ryukyu Ar℃呂ndits adjacent seas (Nan-

sei Syoto). The dense track lines wer巴mea-

sur巴dby S/V Shoyo and rough ones by S/V 

Takuyo of JHD. The data file names for the 

ar巴aare listed in Table 5 .1, which were 

released from JODC in MGD77 format. 

Table 5 .1 MGD77 data fil巴 namesused for mapping 

the g巴ophysicaldata of the Ryukyu Arc 

and its adjacent seas(Nansei田Syoto).

At the seal e of 1/200, 000 

HS7303, llS7403, HS7405, llS7501 

llS7602, llS7603, llS7905, llS8003 

HS8102,HS8202,HS8203 

At the scale of 1/500, 000 

HT8301, HT8401, HT8402, HT8403 

HT8502, HT8510, HT8605, HT861016 

HT861102, HT8612, HT8701, HT871110 

HT880521 
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Fig. 5. 2 Secular variation of total intensity mag司

netic field at Kanoya 

Table 5. 2 Projection param日tersfor X -Y conver・

sion of the MGD77 data of the Ryukyu Ar℃ 

and its adjacent seas(Nansei-Syoto). 

Area S¥!01 
Origin: N24.15°, E123.25・
Reference lat ti tude: N25. 5° 
Projection: Mercator 
Az i田uth of Y-axis: o・ 

Area S¥!02 
Origin: N27・’ E124°
Reference Latitude: N26.5。
Projection: Mercator 
Az i眠uth of Y-axis: 44° 

Area S¥!03 
Origin: N29. 5°’E125.5・
Refernce Latitud巴： N29°
Projection: Mercator 
Az i冊目th of Y白 axis:42° 

Mercator projection whose origin and reference 

latitude are listed in Table 5. 2. The 5km×5km 

magnetic survey data, diurnal variation field grid data were then calculated for analytical use 

observed at the adjoining station at Kanoya in the by the same method mensioned in section 4 .1. 

southern Kyusyu or a temporal observation point Using the grid data thus obtained, are compiled 

at Okinawa-sima island were used. The the maps of bathymetry, free-air and Bouguer 

IGRF1985 model was also adopted for calculation gravity anomalies and total intensity magnetic 

of magnetic anomaly on the ground of well ap- anomaly as shown in Figs. 5. 3 to 5. 6. There are 

proximated secular variation model as seen in some inconsistency at the ajoining zones because 

Fig. 5. 2. of a different reference latitude for contraction 

The MGD77 data files released from JODC and numerical errors of terrain effect, but gen-

were projected on a x-y coordinate on the basis of eral features can be traced continuously among 
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Fig. 5. 3 Bathym巴tryof the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas(Nansei田Syoto).Contour interval is 250m. The 

m巴aningof abbreviations and numerals are listed in Table 5. 3. Colour image map is shown in annex 

Z(a). 

three areas of S羽TOl,SW02, and SW03, respec-

tively. 

5 . 2 Geological settings 

The area of investigation covers the southwest-

ern region of the Tunghai shelf and eastwards, 

the Okinawa Trough, the Ryukyu Arc, the Ryu-

kyu trench (N anseisyoto trench) and the western 

part of the Philippine Basin. Bathymetric map is 

shown in Fig. 5. 3 and the representative topo-

graphic names are listed in Table 5. 3. In 

Fig. 5. 7, are shown the general features of struc-

tural zones of the east China Sea and the Ryul王yu

arc and trench system compiled by Kizaki (1986) . 

Fig. 5. 8 indicates the general distribution of the 

topographic uplifts of the Ryukyu Arc. The 

Fukien Ryeognam belt corresponding to the 

Mesozoic metamorphic-plutonic massif is com-

posed mainly of granitic rocks. Two subterra-

nean basement ridges comprise the outer margin 

of the Tunghai shelf. One is the Goto ridge exten-

ding to the Goto islands and the other is the 

Senkaku ridge loading the Senkaku islands. 

These ridges are also called as the Taiwan”Shinji 

Folded Zone (Wageman et al., 1970) or the Goto-

Senkaku Folded Belt (Aiba and Sekiya, 1979). 
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Table 5. 3 Topographic names of th巴RyukyuArc and 

its adjacent seas. 

Abbr. na血e position 
Lat Lon 

1 Mekura Sone 30' 21’ 129' 08’ 
2 Oki Gazya 29 53 128 50 
3 Yokogan Sone 29 16 128 51 
4 Dai it i Am a田iTai 28 28 128 44 
5 Daini A田a田iTai 28 12 128 40 
6 Tokuno Si田aTai 27 50 128 39 
7 Kita Ense Kaikyu 28 50 128 05 
8 Ens巴Kaikyu 28 33 128 02 
9 Mina田iEnse Kaikyu 28 21 127 47 
10 IO Torisima Tai 27 52 128 00 
11 J~yo Son~ 27 29 128 06 
12 I eya Kaikyu田 gun 27 35 127 02 
13 I zena Tai 27 04 127 12 
14 Jse Kaikyu 27 05 126 07 
15 Daigo Kume Kaikyu 26 12 126 11 
16 Daiiti Kume Kaikyu 26 25 126 18 
17 Daisan Kume Kaikyu 26 17 126 24 
18 Daisan Miyako Kaikyu 25 50 125 45 
19 Daiiti Miyako Kaikyu 25 30 125 22 
20 自okuto-SekibiTai 26 22 125 13 
21 Miyako Kaizan 25 37 125 06 
22 Isigaki Kaikyu 24 58 124 11 

KG Kusagaki Sima 30 49 129 27 
NA Nakano Sima 29 51 129 52 
GD Gazya Sima 29 52 129 33 
SU Suwanose Sima 29 38 129 43 
GS Gonno Sone 29 46 129 25 
AK Akuseki Sima 29 28 129 36 
TS Takara Sima 29 08 129 12 
YK Yokoate Sima 28 48 129 00 
IT Jo Tori Sima 27 52 128 14 
AG Aguni S i田a 26 34 127 13 
KU Ku田eS i皿a 26 20 126 46 
SE Sekibi Syo 25 52 124 32 
KO Kobi Syo 25 53 123 41 
uo 日oturiS i田a 25 43 123 28 

The seismic velocity structure obtained by 

Ludwig et al. (1973) shows the uprising features 

of 5. 2 to 5. 5km/ s velocity layer beneath the 

eastern margin of the Tunghai shelf, which 

implies the existence of granitic body composing 

the basement of the Goto ridge. These ridges are 

assumed to have been rifted in the Middle 

Miocene to Pliocene age as inferred from igneous 

rocks of this age outcropping in the Goto and the 

Senkaku islands. These basement ridges dammed 

up sedimentary materials inside the ridge forming 

large sedimentary basins such as the Goto, 

Tunghai and Senkaku basins. 

The Okinawa Trough is a back-arc basin of the 

Ryukyu arc-trench system. Hydrothermal activ崎

ities, discoverd at the Izena marine hole and 

Iheya knolls in the central part of the trough, 

demonstrated high thermal activity characteristic 

of the back‘arc basin. However, the develope-

ment of back”arc basin is still in immature stage 

as revealed by the underlying thick continental 

crust (Murauchi et al. , 1968; Ludwig et 

al. , 1973,) . Recent detailed sea bottom survey 

disclosed several grabens in en-echelon arrange-

ment in the southern part of the Okinawa Trough 

(Y onakuni, Y ayeyama, Miyako grabens) . The 

small igneous knolls were also recognized at the 

central axis of the Y aeyama graben north of 

Isigaki island (Oshima et al., 1988). These 

aspects may indicate that the extensional stress 

field is prevailing in this area. 

The Ryukyu Arc are separated into three zones 

by the topographic depressions of the Tokara 

channel and the Kerama Gap (the Miyako depres-

sion) as; the north, central, and south Ryukyu 

(Konishi, 1965) . Moreover, the bathymetric map 

edited by JHD (1991) shows the other depression 

zones named the Y oron basin and the Okinoerabu 

basin in the central Ryukyu. These depressions 

may also segment the Ryukyu Arc as shown by 

the characteristic features of the corresponding 

magnetic anomaly mentioned in section 5. 4. 

According to geomorphological and geological 

characteristics, the north to central Ryukyu Arcs 

can be divided into four along”arc zones from 

west to east as; the palaeo-Ryukyu volcanic belt 

(Pliocene to Pleistocene volcanic chain and some 

cases in Miocene), the Ryukyu volcanic belt (the 

Tokara volcanic chains: Quaternary volcanic-

front), the Ryukyu islands (the Ryukyu geanti-

dine) and the Tertiary sedimentary basin 

(Hatae, 1955) . The zonal topographic depression 

named the Amami Trough is recognized between 

the Tokara volcanic chains and the Ryukyu 

islands. On the other hand, such a zonation 
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becomes vague in the south Ryukyu. Instead of 

Miocene volcanism in the north to central Ryu-

kyu, the south Ryukyu shows Eocene volcanism 

as revealed from pyroclastic rocks and andesite 

flows with green tuff phases in Eocene age 

(Kizaki, 1978). Io”Tori-sima island was thought 

to be the southern end of the Quaternary volcanic 

front, but the topographic features shown in 

Fig. 5. 8 suggest that the volcanic edifices extend 

further southwestward as the uplifts of the West 

Ryukyu knolls (Kato, 1982; Ueda, 1986) . The 

Ryukyu geanticline corresponds to the non” 

volcanic Ryukyu islands from Amami to 

Okinawa-sima islands. The trend of Shimanto 

Super group is bent by about 60 degrees at the 

western coast of Kyusyu and then extends south-

ward. Konishi (1965) identified the pre”Miocene 

basement complex occurring in the geanticline 

with those of the Shimanto Super group. Konishi 

(1965) and Kizaki (1986) also reviewed the 

tectonic contrast between the north-central Ryu回

kyu and the south Ryukyu and assumed the topo-

graphic depressions of the Tokara channel and 

the Kerama Gap to be the left-lateral strike slip 

faults activated by the southeastward shift of the 

proto-Ryukyu islands in the Middle Miocene age. 

A significant difference is also recognized in 

the configuration of forearc region between the 

north-central Ryukyu and the south Ryukyu. The 

deep sea terrace are well developed in the outer 

region offing of Miyako island. These features 

gradually extinct in the offing of Okinawa-sima 

island. The trench is also well developed in the 

offing of the south Ryukyu, where the trench 

becomes the deepest. On the other hand, the 

trench becomes vague in the offing of north旬

central Ryukyu due to uplifts of the Daito ridge 

and the Amami plateau. In other words, the 

Daito ridge and the Amami plateau have collided 

against the north-central Ryukyu Arcs, which has 

resulted in the obscured trench configuration. 

The rapid uprising of Kikai-sima island to east of 

Amami-osima island may also be ascribed to this 

collision. 

5. 3 Characteristic features of gravity anomalies 

Free-air gravity anomaly map of the Ryu！－王yu

Arc and its adjacent seas is shown in Fig. 5. 4 and 

Bouguer gravity anomaly map for the assumed 

density of 2.67g/cm3 in Fig.5.5. The Bouguer 

gravity anomaly in the Philippine Basin amount-

ing to about 360 mgal steeply decreases toward 

the eastern zone of the Ryukyu islands, where 

relatively low anomaly ranging from -8mgal to 

30mgal is seen, then it increases over the the 

Okinawa Trough. 

The eastern margin of the Tunghai shelf is 

characterized by positive free-air gravity anom-

aly ranging from 40 to 60 mgal. In accordance 

with this tr百 id,relatively high Bouguer gravity 

anomaly amounting 30mgal are observed over the 

eastern margin of the Tunghai shelf (Hl) . Free司

air gravity anomaly over the Okinawa Trough is 

generally flat and in the range between Omgal and 

20 mgal, which manifests that the isostatic com・

pensation is developed. On the contrary, the 

Bouguer gravity anomaly has the maximum value 

amounting to 180mgal (HZ) in the southern part 

of the Okinawa Trough and then it gradually 

decreases northeastward to about 90mgal in 

accordance with the shallowing of depth. The 

high Bouguer gravity anomaly over the southern 

Okinawa Trough may imply the upheaval of the 

Moho boundary as pointed out by Segawa (1976) . 

It is also noteworthy that Miyako seamount is 

accompanied by relatively high Bouguer gravity 
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Fig.5.4 Fr・巴巴－airgravity anomaly of the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas. Contour interval is ZOmgal. Fl, 

FZ, F3:high anomaly zones corresponding to pre-Miocene complex, F 4, F5: negative anomaly zones 

correponding to th巴Tokarachannel and the Kerama Gap, other abbreviations such as F6, F7, FS, Al, 

AZ, A3, and A4 also show the characteristics of the fr巴e-airgravity anomaly. Colour image map is 

shown in annex-Z(c). 

anomaly of about 30mgal. This may imply that 

the seamount is underlain or composed of high 

density materials. In the northern part of the 

Okinawa Trough, two positive Bouguer gravity 

anomaly zones trending in NNE-SSW direction 

are recognized (H3, H4). The zone labeled by 

H3 is a continuation from the Kusagaki islands, 

where granitic rocks of Miocene age intrude the 

Palaeogene formation. The low Bouguer gravity 

anomaly zone (L3) is seen in good coincidence 

with the Amami Trough east of the Quaternary 

volcanoes. 

The Kume-sima and Aguni-sima islands are 

characterized by high Bouguer gravity anomay 

(H5) . This anomaly seems to extend in NE 

direction as far as west offing of Okinawa-sima 

island. The positive free-air anomaly overlies the 

geanticline of the Ryukyu islands (Fl, FZ, F3) , 

but such convex features are compensated by the 

terrain effect as seen in the associated Bouguer 

anomaly pattern. The depressed gravity anomaly 

corresponding to the Tokara channel and the 
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Fig. 5. 5 Bouguer gravity anomaly of the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas. Contour interval is lOmgal. Hl 

to H5: high Bouguer gravity anomaly zones, Ll, L2, L3:low Bouguer gravity anomaly zon巴s.Colour 

imag巴mapis shown in annex-2(b). 

Kerama Gap (F4, F5) are seen in the free-air ascribed to the thick sedimentary layer of the 

anomaly. The corresponding Bouguer anomalies Shimagiri formation. The negative free-air 

also show concave features on the Kerama Gap, 

which may imply that the topographic depression 

of the Kerama Gap is due to structural origin. 

The positive free-air anomaly zone (F6) is recog-

nized in the trench ward side of Miyako island, 

which may correspond to the forearc high dam-

ming up the sedimentary materials. The low 

Bouguer anomaly zones (Ll, L2) run in parallel 

to the Ryukyu islands to the southeast of the 

geanticline. This low gravity zone may be 

anomaly ranging from -115mgal to -113 mgal 

occurs along the Ryukyu Trench (N anseisyoto 

Trench) offing of Okinawa-sima and Miyako 

islands. The topographic features of the north” 

eastern part of the Ryukyu Trench become vague 

due to uplifts of the Daito ridge and the Amami 

plateau which have collided against the arc, but 

the negative free-air anomaly zone (F7) enables 

us to trace the axis northeastward as labeled by 

FS. The Bouguer anomaly also dipicts the trench 
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Fig. 5. 6 Total intensity magnetic anomaly of the Ryukyu Arc and its adjacent seas. Contour interval is 50nT. 

The area was divided into seven zones ( I to VII) in accordance with characteristics of the magnetic 

anomaly patterns. Colour image map is shown in annex-2(d). 

axis as the flexure zone of the Bouguer gravity 

anomaly. Free-air gravity anomalies denoted by 

Al, A2 A3 and Dl correspond to the uplifts of the 

Amami plateau and the Daito ridge. The gravity 

high of the Amami plateau (Al) extends to the 

continental slope across the trench axis, forming 

the gravity high corresponding to Kikai seamount 

(A4). These features may represent the ac-

cretional process of a seamount along with the 

Plate subduction. 

5. 4 Characteristic features of magnetic anom・

aly and the magnetic basement structure 

derived from it. 

5. 4 .1 Magnetic anomaly 

The total intensity magnetic anomaly map 

covering the study area is shown in Fig. 5. 6. A 

detailed magnetic anomaly map of the N ansei勾

Syoto (Fig. 2 in Ueda (1986)) is also referred to 

for better understanding of the detailed magnetic 

anomaly pattern over the Ryukyu Arc. The 

magnetic anomaly can be divided into seven zones 

in accordance with magnetic patterns and geolog-
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ical/topographical characteristics of the region 

concerned, as follows, I: the long-wavelength 

and intermediate amplitude anomaly over the 

Tunghai shelf break. This zone also includes the 

short wavelength anomalies over the Senkaku 

islands. II: magnetic anomalies corresponding to 

volcanic edifices of the Tokara volcanic chain in 

the north and the West Ryukyu knolls in the 

south, III: Palaeo・Ryukyu volcanic zone of 

Miocene to Pliocene of age, IV: the Okinawa 

Trough, V: magnetic smooth zone corresponding 

to the geanticline of the Ryukyu islands and the 

Tertiary sedimentary basin of Shimagiri forma” 

ti on, VI: south Ryukyu to the south of the Ker官 na

Gap, Vll: a region from the continental slope to 

the Philippine Basin including the Daito ridge and 

the Amami plateau. 

The characteristics and correspondence to geo-

logical/topographical features with each zone are 

described in the following section incorporating 

the derived magnetic basement model. 

5. 4. 2 Magnetic basement model of the Ryukyu 

Arc and its adjacent seas 

Magnetic basement models for the area of 

SWOl, SW02 and SW03 were calculated on the 

assumption of the normal magnetization with 

magnetization intensity of 3. OA/m. The refer-

ence depth of the basement is postulated at 4. Okm 

below sea level. The magnetic basement models 

are then combined in a single map with the same 

scale. The magnetic basement contour map 

obtained is shown in Fig. 5. 9a and colour image 

map in 5. 9b. The magnetic basement model is 

helpful to correlate the magnetic anomaly to 

corresponding structures, which enable us to 

consider the tectonic implication of magnetic 

zonation in a more convincing way. In the follow” 

ing, descriptions are given as to the magnetic 

by Ludwig el al. (1973) 

Fig. 5. 7 Tectonic map of the East China Sea and 

Ryukyu arc-trench syst巴m (aft巴rKiza-

ki,1986). 

S巴ismic velocity structure obtained by 

Ludwig et al. (1973) is shown in the lower 

part for the cross-section A B. 

anomaly zones classified in this section in order. 

I : This magnetic anomaly zone is characterized 

by the patched pattern of the long勾wavelengthand 

intermediate amplitude anomalies over the 

Tunghai shelf break. These anomalies may corre-

spond to the acidic intrusive rocks of Neogene 

age. The long-wavelength positive anomalies are 

intersected by the NW  trending negative anom-

alies, some of which seem to extend in SE direc-

tion across the Okinawa Trough. The magnetic 

anomaly around the Senkaku islands is relatively 

flat except for the positive anomaly south of the 

Sekibi reef. The basaltic rocks were dredged 

from the Ko bi reef, but no appreciable magnetic 

anomaly was recognized nearby. 
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Fig. 5. 8 Topography in the vicinity of N ansei Syoto (Ryukyu Islands) . Sources are from the bathymetric chart 

of the adjacent seas of Japan No.6302. Solid line means Quat巴rnaryvolcanic front and broken lines 

Paleo-volcanic belt. The topographic uplifts of the West Ryukyu knolls are arranged on the western 

margin of the insular shelf from northwest offing of Okinawa-sima island to the north offing of Miyako 

island. WRN: West Ryukyu knolls, OVF: Paleo-volcanic front, QVF:Quaternary volcanic front, IG: 

lgyo sone, IT:Io・torisima. (modified from Ueda (1986)) 

The magnetic basement around the Tunghai between the south of Io-Tori-sima and the Ker” 

shelf shows segmented basement highs as denoted ama Gap, and the southern zone (L3) south of the 

by Bl to B6 (in Fig. 5. 9a) . Segmented blocks of Kerama Gap, respectively. The morphological 

B3 to B6 are consistent with the magnetic base- boundary of the Tokara channel is featureless in 

ment model derived by Okuma et al. (1991) . the magnetic anomaly pattern. In place of above 

Among them, the southern basement high loading features, the depression zone between the Yoron 

the Sekibi reef seems to have been shifted south- basin and the north of lgyosone bank, which is 

ward relative to the other blocks. Besides, the located to the south of Io-Tori-sima island, may 

segmented structures of the magnetic basement is correspond to the conspicuous magnetic boundary 

well developed in the southern part of the Ryukyu segmenting the arc. In the western extension of 

Arc, where the outline of each magnetic base- this depression zone is there the Iheya knolls, 

ment block shows the jigsaw fitting pattern. characterized by high thermal activity. Such 

being the case, we name this depressionzone the 

II : This zone corresponds to the volcanic zone 

extending from the Tokara volcanic chain to the 

羽TestRyukyu knolls. Three cross”arc segments 

are recognizable in the magnetic anomaly pat-

tern, i.e. the northern zone (Ll) north of Io-

Tori-sima (N27'51', El28°13’） , the central zone 

Y oron depression zone for convenience' shake. In 

the norther zone, north of Io-Tori-sima, the 

short-wavelength and intermediate amplitude 

anomalies prevail along Quaternary volcanic edi-

fices. In the southern zone (south Ryukyu) , 

conspicuous dipole amomalies are recognized in 
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good correspondence with the West Ryukyu 

knolls in the southeastern margin of the Okinawa 

Trough. The central zone is, however, feature-

less in magnetic anomaly pattern. In the northern 

Ryukyu Arc, Miocene to Pleistocene volcanic 

edifices are located in the inner part of the 

Quaternary volcanoes, i.e. N akano-sirna, 

Suwanose-sirna and Io田Tori”simaislands belong 

to the recent volcanic group and Gazya-sirna, 

Takara-sima and Akuseki-sirna islands to the old 

volcanic group. These volcanoes are mainly com-

posed of pyroxene andesite, which is consistent 

・with magnetic anomalies with intermediate 

amplitude. In the centr叫 zonewest offing of 

Okinawa-sima island, several oval uplifts of the 

West Ryukyu knolls are located in the western 

margin of the insular shelf (see Fig.5.8). How-

ever, no appreciable magnetic anomalies are 

observed over these uplifts, reflecting probably 

acidic rocks of weak magnetization contrast. 

Acidic pumices dredged from several uplifts in 

this zone may support the above interpretation 

(Kato et al., 1982) . The reversed magnetic anom-

aly pattern lies over the Daiyon-Kume knoll 

(N26。11’， El26'26’） . These features enable us to 

trace back the volcanic activity of the 可月vest

Ryul王yuknolls at least to the Matuyama reverse 

epoch (before 0. 7Ma) . 

The southern zone south of the Kerama Gap is 

characterized by conspicuous dipole magnetic 

anomaly pattern corresponding to knolls in the 

southern margin of the Okinawa Trough. The 

depth to uplift, peal王 topeak amplitude and 

distance are as follows: Daiiti Miyako knoll 

(H, 865m, 710nT, 5. 5km) , Daini Miyako knoll 

(J, 1630111, 390nT, 7. 5km) , Daisan Miyako knoll 

(I仁943111,490nT, 3. Okm) , Daigo Miyako knoll 

(L, 1800111, 490nT, 4. 5km) , Ira bu knoll (M, 1890 

m, 840nT, 8. Okm) etc, as shown by Ueda 

(1986) . These magnetic anomalies show the 

dipole pattern suggesting normal magnetization 

of the source bodies. The relatively large ampli-

tude anomalies may favour the basaltic composi-

ti on of the source body instead of andesitic rocks. 

As mentioned above, the northern zone is char-

acterized by the short-wavelength and intermedi-

ate amplitude anomaly, the central zone by the 

featureless magnetic anomaly pattern reflecting 

acidic rocks and the southern zone by the con 

spicous magnetic anomaly pattern due to the 

basaltic composition of the volcanic edifices. 

The above along-arc variation of the Quater-

nary volcanic zone is well represented in the 

magnetic basement map, i.e. the distinguishable 

NE trending basement highs (Vl) along the 

Tokara volcanic chain from N akano-sima to 

Io-Tori-sima islands, featureless magnetic base-

ment relief along the West Ryukyu knolls in the 

central zone, and the discrete basement highs 

(V2) in good correspondence with the West 

Ryukyu knolls in the southern zone. 

III : Palaeo-Ryukyu volcanic zone of Miocene to 

Pliocene of age. 

This anomaly zone is characterized by the 

positive anomaly extending in SW direction from 

the vicinity of lgyosone bank (N27'29' ,El28'06’） 

to the surroundings of Kume-sima island (L2) . 

The andesitic pyroclastic materials of Miocene 

age outcrop in Kume-sima and Aguni名ima

islands, which are indicative of green tuff activ-

ity in the Miocene age. The magnetic anomaly 

overlying Kume-sima island amounts to lOOOnT, 

which suggest the existence of basic materials of 

high magnetization contrast beneath the edifice. 

Above positive anomaly extends in WS'Vv direc-
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ti on across the Kerama Gap, and anotherpositive 

peak occurs on the insular shelf facing the Ker-

ama Gap. The magnetic basement high corre-

sponding to this anomaly zone (V3) is about 250 

km length in NE direction and about 75km in 

width. Aguni and Kume-sima islands are located 

in the southeastern part of the magnetic basement 

high. The general features of the magnetic base-

ment high resemble to that in the eastern margin 

of the Tunghai shelf. 

It should be noted that the old volcanic zone of 

Miocene to Pliocene age is situated here in the 

outer region against the Quaternary volcanic 

front of the West Ryukyu knolls; i.e. the opposite 

geographical arrangement between the old and 

new volcanic zones occurs in the central Ryukyu 

south of the Igyosone bank. These features may 

imply the southeastward drift of this magnetic 

block against the northern arc. 

IV : Okinawa Trough 

The magnetic features of the Okinawa Trough 

are different among three areas of the southern, 

central and the northern parts in correspondence 

with topographic/ geological characteristics. In 

the southern part of the Okinawa Trough, the 

most significant feature of the magnetic anomaly 

is the WE trending paired anomaly overlying the 

Yayeyama graben (L4 in Fig. 5. 6) . Besides the 

magnetic anomalies arising from intrusive or 

bur色dedifices are also recognized (U) . Miyako 

seamount (21 in Fig. 5. 6) located at N24. 6', 

El25 .l', shows a summit depth of 812m from the 

surrounding depth of about 2000m and has the 

horセontaldimension of 12km×50km. A negative 

anomaly overlies the edifice, however whose 

amplitude is subdued reflecting low magnetiza-

tion intensity of the body. 

The magnetic basement of the southern part of 

the Okinawa Trough is depressed beneath the 

Yaeyama graben (DO) and separated into several 

blocks by the N S trending basement highs (Rl, 

RZ) and lows (Dl to D4) . The above segmenta-

tion can be traced from the Tunghai shelf area to 

the southern Ryukyu Arc as denoted by depres-

sions of Dl, DZ supperimposed on the magnetic 

basement map. 

In the central part of the Okinawa Trough, the 

depression zone of the magnetic basement is not 

located beneath the central axis of the trough but 

shifted in the NE direction by about 40km to 80 

km. The marked magnetic anomalies are recog-

nized in association with the Iheya knolls group 

(Y) . It is noteworthy that the eastern end of 

these magnetic anomalies coincides with the dis-

placement zone of the positive anomaly belt 

(LZ). Besides, topographic depression of the 

Y oron basin occurs on the seaward extension of 

the above displacement zone. This displacement 

zone is named as the Y oron depression zone as 

mentioned in the description of the magnetic 

anomaly zone of II . These features are also well 

represented in the magnetic basement map. 

Another anomaly (A) associated with Daiiti 

(N26'51', El26'52’） and Daini (N26'53', El26'47’） 

Tori-sima knolls also shows the elongation 

oblique to the Ryukyu Arc. The above trend 

coincides with the general direction of the en-

echelon arrangement of the grabens appearing in 

the southern part of the Okinawa Trough. The 

magnetic basement corresponding to these anom旬

alies is uplifted in association with Daiiti and 

Daini Tori-sima knolls and Iheya knolls (R3,R4). 

The eastward elongation of the magnetic base-

ment high of the Iheya knolls coincides with the 

northern end of the magnetic basement high of 
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V3. Oshima et al. (1988) ascribed the magnetic 

anomalies associated with the Iheya knolls to the 

topographic effect, however the present analysis 

shows the considerable magnetic basement relief 

attributable to the buried intrusive igneous body. 

In the northern part of the Okinawa Trough, 

the appreciable magnetic anomalies are recog-

nized inside of the old volcanic chain, contrary to 

the featureless configuration of the bathymetry. 

Among them, two magnetic belts (L5, L6) slight-

ly oblique to the Tokara islands chain are recog-

nized over the inner region west of the Quaternar” 

y volcanic front. The magnetic anomalies along 

the former belt are comparable in amplitudes and 

wavelengths with those of the Quaternary vol-

canic edifices. Now that Kusagaki, Uzi and 

Kosiki-zima islands, which were intruded by 

andesitic to granitic rocks of Mioceneage, are 

situated on the NE extension of L5, this belt 

seems to correspond to the palaeo-volcanic chain 

older than inner ones. Another belt L6 is not so 

evident as L5 in extension, however the small 

uplifts and buried basement highs can be recog” 

nized along this belt, i.e. Kita-ense knoll in the 

south-southwestern end and traced in NNE direc-

tion as the uplifts of Nisi-gazya, Oki-uzi and 

Minami-uzi knolls, respectively. This belt (L6) 

seem to be older than L5 because of thicker 

sedimentary layer covering the edifices. The 

patched anomalies (Pl, P2) west of L6 show 

similar features in amplitude and wavelength as 

those on the Tunghai shelf break. This may 

imply that the buried bodies producing patched 

anomalies are originally continuous to the mag” 

netic basement of the Tunghai shelf and then 

separated as it is. 

The derived magnetic basement model also 

shows the lineated magnetic basement highs (R5, 

R6) corresponding to magnetic zones of L5, L6. 

These magnetic basement highs terminate on the 

north of the magnetic basement low marked by 

D7, whose seaward extension coincides with the 

Y oron depression zone as seenin Fig. 5. 9a. The 

magnetic basement model also shows another 

elongation oblique to R5, R6 as shown by the 

basement high of R7 and basement lows denoted 

by D8, D9. The southward extension of D8 coin-

cides with the topographic depression of the 

Tokara channel. This NNW-SSE trend seems to 

agree with the strike of the lateral fault caused by 

the southeastward drift of the north Ryukyu due 

to opening of the Japan Sea (I王atsura,1992) . It is 

also should be noted that the magnetic basement 

low (D5) seems to separate the magnetic base-

ment high of R8 from that of the Tunghai shelf. 

V : No remarkable anomalies are recognized 

within this zone except the anomaly denoted by 

Q, reflecting the thick sedimentary layer of the 

Shimajiri formation and the low magnetization 

contrast composing the pre”Miocene basement 

complex. The granitic rocks of Eocene age 

intruding the palaeogene complex outcrop in 

Amami-0-sima and Tokuno-sima islands and the 

Miocene granitic rocks are also recognized in the 

Motobu peninsula of Okinawa-sima island and 

Tonaki-sima islands, respectively. The broad 

and low amplitude anomalies marked by Al, A2 

may correspond to the above granitic rocks. The 

anomaly overlying Daini伺Amamibank marked by 

Q occurs within the Motobu belt, which is char” 

acterized by the intrusive rocks of grano-diorite 

and granite of Mesozoic to Cenozoic age. 

The magnetic basement highs (Hl, H2, HQ) 

occur in corresponding to magnetic anomalies of 

Al, A2 and Q. Amami-0-sima island is just locat-
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ed on the upliftedmagnetic basement. The depres-

sion zone of the magnetic basement (FB) is also 

recognized in the outer zone of the Ryukyu 

geanticline in nearlly parallel to the Ryukyu 

trench. This depression zone may represent the 

sedimentary basin of the forearc region of the 

Ryukyu Arc. 

VI : This zone corresponds to the southern Ryu-

kyu Arc including Miyako and Y aeyama islands. 

Several conspicuous anomalies are recognized on 

the geanticline of the southern Ryukyu Arc such 

as NE elongated anomaly marked by E and EW 

trending anomalies of R and S. These anomalies 

may be correlated to the Eocene green tuff activ-

ity as revealed by pyroclastic rocks and andesite 

flows of Eocene age outcropping in Isigaki island 

(Ueda,1986; Oshida et al. ,1992). The Miocene 

granitic rocks outcropping in Isigaki-sima island 

is an alternative candidate for the magnetic 

source. However, information about the mag句

netic property of the granitic rocks is necessary 

to obtain the corroborant conclusion. The mag-

netic basement highs of the south Ryukyu can be 

separated into two zones of B7 and B8 by the 

topographic depression of the Isigaki saddle, the 

former magnetic basement high loads Isigaki and 

Iriomote islands and the latter Tarama-sima and 

Miyako islands. It is noteworthy that the topo-

graphic depressions of the Isigaki and Miyako 

saddles is in good correspondence with the mag-

netic basement lows marked by Dl, DZ which 

may imply the structural origin of these topo-

graphic depressions. 

outstanding features of the magnetic anomaly are 

the aspects that the elongated anomalies corre-

sponding to the Amami plateau and the Daito 

ridge (Ml, M2) extend to the forearc region 

across the Ryukyu trench (Kasuga et al. , 1992) . 

These features are more apparent in the magnetic 

basement map (basement highs of Sl, S2) . The 

above facts suggest the ongoing accretional proc-

ess of the ridge to the Ryukyu Arc. In contrast to 

above features, the negative anomaly zone occurs 

over the trench as marked by M3. This negative 

anomaly zone may be originated from the sharp 

depression of the magnetic basement (Fl in 

Fig. 5. 9). Multi-channel seismic profiling tran-

secting the N anseisyoto Trench also reveals the 

normal faults of the oceanic crust on the seaward 

trench slope in consistent with the magnetic fea-

tures mentioned above (Kato, 1991) . Conspicu勧

ous magnetic anomalies occur in coincidence with 

topographic uplifts of the Amami plateau and the 

Daito ridge. These ridges are thought to be old-

island arcs accompanied by thick continental 

crust composed of acidic rocks, but magnetic 

features suggest the composition of basic mate-

rials of high magnetization intensity. As to this 

matter, the analysis of the Daito ridge mentioned 

in the following section may be helpful for under” 

standing the origin of these magnetic anomalies. 

5. 5 Pseudo-gravity analysis 

Pseudo-gravity was calculated as for three 

areas (A, B, C) shown in Fig. 5 .18. and compar・

ed with the short-wavelength Bouguer gravity 

anomaly to obtainthe p/J (g/emu) ratio of the 

representative magnetic basement highs in the 

VII : This zone covers the area from the continen‘ area of SWOl, SW02 and SW03 , respectively. 

tal slope to the Philippine Basin including the 5. 5 .1 Pseudo-gravity analysis for SWOl 

Daito ridge and the Amami plateau. The most The short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly 
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(a) SWOl-SBG 

32 38 

(b) SWOl-PG 

17 32 38 

Fig. 5 .10 Short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anom-

aly (a) and the pseudo-gravity (b) of th巴area

SWOl. 

The assumed p/J ratio for calculation of 

pseudo-gravity is 100 g/emu. Contour inter-

val is lOmgal. Analyzed area is mark巴dby A 

as shown in Fig.5.18. 

and the calculated pseudo-gravity for the area of 

A (SWOl) are shown in Fig. 5 .10 and the the 

representative cross-sections are illustrated in 

Fig. 5 .11 together with magnetic basement 

relieves. These cross-sections make apparent the 

existence of the buried magnetic basement highs 

beneath the Okinawa Trough. The section-17 

shows the considerable size of the buried mag-

netic body of the Isigaki knoll. A section-32 

crossing over the Sekibi reef shows no appre-

ciable Bouguer gravity anomaly in assocciation 
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Fig. 5 .11 Cross-sections of magnetic basement 

model and the related geophysical data of the 

area S羽TOI. BG:Bouguer gravity anomaly 

(dot), SBG:Short-wavel巴ngthBouguer grav-

ity anomaly(broken), PG:Pseudo-gravity 

(dot) , MA:Observed magn巴tic anomaly 

(solid) . Derived magn巴ticbasements are 

shown by dot lines in the lower part. IS: 

(a):section-17, (b): section-32, (c): section司38.

with it. These features imply that the ρ／J ratio 

corresponding to the magnetic basement high of 

the Sekibi reef is too small to produce appreciable 

gravity anomaly, which is consistent with the 

granitic composition of the Senkaku ridge. A 

section-38 crossing over Miyako seamount also 

reveals the magnetic basement high with consid-

erable horizontal dimension sustains the non-

magnetic uplift of Miyako seamount, but the 

local Bouguer gravity high implies the large den” 
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sity contrast composingthe seamount. low magnetization contrast. The positive short” 

5. 5. 2 Pseudo-gravity analysis for SW02 wavelength Bouguer anomaly amounting to ten 

The short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anom- and several mgals occurs on the Tunghai shelf, 

aly and the calculated pseudo-gravity for the area however their amplitudes are very small relative 

of B (SW02) are shown in Fig. 5 .12 and the the to the pseudo”gravity. Above features are more 

representative cross-sections are illustrated in apparent in sections shown in Fig. 5 .13. In 

Fig. 5 .13 together with the magnetic basement 

relieves. The short-wavelength Bouguer gravity 

anomaly map shows the significant positive zone 

over the geanticline of the Ryukyu Arc, but no 

appreciable pseudo-gravity occurs reflecting the 

(a) SW02-SBG 

25 

(b) SW02-PG 

Fig. 5 .12 Short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anom-

aly(a) and the pseudo回gravity(b)of the area 

SW02. 

The assumed p/J ratio for calculation of 

pseudo-gravity is 100 g/emu. 

Contour interval is lOmgal. Analyzed area is 

marked by B as shown in Fig. 5 .18. 

section司25and section-38, two magnetic basement 

highs correlative to the Goto ridge and the 

Miocene green tuff zone are recognized. The p/] 
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Fig. 5 .13 Cross-sections of magnetic basement 

model and the related g巴ophysicaldata of the 

ar巴aSW02. BG:Bouguer gravity anomaly 

(dot) , SBG:Short-wav巴lengthBouguer grav-

ity anomaly (broken) , PG: Pseudo-gravity 

(dot) , MA:Observed magnetic anomaly 

(solid). D巴rivedmagnetic basements ar巴

shown by dot lines in th巴lowercolumn. 

(a): section-25, (b): section-38, (c): section-42. 
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(a) SW03-SBG 
A 

(b) SW03-PGV 
A 

Fig. 5 .14 Short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anom-

aly(a) and the pseudo-gravity(b) of th巴 area

SW03. 

The assumedρ／J ratio for calculation of 

pseudo-gravity is 100 g／巴mu.Contour inter-

val is lOmGals. Analyzed area is marked by 

C as shown in Fig. 5 .18. Pl and P2 mean 

positiv巴anomalyzones and Nl, NZ, and N3 

negative ones. Correlation analysis is con-

ducted for th巴 areabetween A and B as 

shown in Fig.5.16. 

ratio of the Goto ridge becomes 39 for section-25 

and 65 for section-38, respectively. These values 

may become smaller when the raw Bouguer grav” 

ity anomaly were adopted for correlation analysis 

because of the featureless Bouguer gravity anom-

aly pattern over the Tunghai shelf. On the con-

trary, the reverse correlation between the short-

wavelength Bouguer anomaly and pseudo”gravity 

anomaly is recognized for the magnetic basement 

BW03-42 

〈ふ三てエに二：容さ
!Ok悶

(a} 

1防＇＂
(b} 

Fig. 5 .15 Cross-sections of magnetic basement 

model and the related geophysical data of the 

area SW03. BG:Bouguer gravity anomaly 

(dot), SBG:Short-wavelength Bouguer grav-

ity anomaly(broken), PG:Pseudo-gravity 

(dot), MA:Observed magnetic anomaly 

(solid). D巴rivedmagnetic basements are 

shown by dot lines in the lower column. The 

dott巴dbasement highs show the accreted 

magn巴ticbodies across the trench. (a): 

section-42, (b): section匂37,(c): section-15. 

high correlative to the Miocene green tuff zone. 

This reverse correlation may manifest the nega-

tive density contrast of the magnetic basement 

high or skewness effect resulting from different 

magnetization direction. If the assumed magnet” 

ization direction is true, we should accept the 

considerably small ρ／J ratio of the magnetic 

basement high corresponding to the Miocene 
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A (b）ρ／J-ratio B 

Fig. 5 .16 Correlation coefficients (a) and estimated 

p/J ratio(b) of the area A-Bin Fig.5.14. 

Correlation analysis was conduct巴dbetw巴en

the short-wav巴lengthBouguer gravity anom-

aly and the pseudo-gravity in SW03 shown in 

Fig.5.14. 

(a): correlation coefficients, (b): estimated p/J 

ratio 

volcanic body. The reverse correlation also 

appears on the Quaternary volcanic edifices in the 

northern Ryukyu Arc as seen in the associated 

Bouguer gravity anomaly low (L3 in Fig. 5. 5) . In 

the trenchward side of section-38 and section-42, 

we see the depressions of the magnetic basement 

just over the trench axis. These features repre-

sent the normal faulting of the Oceanic crust as 

mentioned before. 

5.5.3 Pseudo”gravity analysis for SW03 

The short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly 

and the calculated pseudo-gravity for the area of 

C (SW03) are shown in Fig. 5 .14 and the the 

representative cross-sections are illustrated in 

Fig. 5 .15 together with the magnetic basement 

relieves. The short-wavelength Bouguer gravity 

anomaly reveals the NE trending positive and 

negative anomaly zones. The westernmost posi-

tive and negative zones (Pl, Nl) are well cor-

related to those of the pseudo”gravityfringing the 

eastern margin of the Tunghai shelf. The eastern-

most negative zone (N3) seems to correspond to 

the forearc sedimendary basin. The negative 

Bouguer anomaly zone (N2) occurs over the 

Quaternary volcanic zone and the positive one 

(P2) over the Ryukyu geanticline. 

Theρ／J ratio of the Goto ridge falls in the 

range from 50 to 108 as seen in the section-37 and 

42. In these sections, the accreted magnetic 

basement highs are recognized beneath the land-

ward trench slope. These accreted magnetic 

bodies are considerably large relative to magnetic 

basement highs corresponding to the Quaternary 

volcanic edifices. In section-42, we see the base-

ment highs of considerable size beneath the oce” 

anic floor of the northern part of the Okinawa 

Trough. These upheaved magnetic basements are 

well correlated to the local Bouguer gravity 

highs. The ρ／J ratio of these basement highs are 

scattered from 37 to 116. The westernmost mag-

netic basement high corresponding to the Goto 

ridge has the ρ／J ratio ranging from 50 to 108. 

These values are somewhat large relative to 

those of the central area (Fig. 5 .13) . Two-

dimensional area lcorrelation analysis between 

the short-wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly 

and the pseudo-gravity, however, gives the value 

around 50 for the Goto ridge, as seen in Fig. 

5 .16. This value is also in favour of the magnetic 

source of low ρ／J ratio as revealed from the 

analysis of SWOl and SW02. 
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Fig. 5.17 Cross-arc (a, b) and along-arc (c, d) varia-

tion of the bulk magnetization of the Ryukyu 

Arc. Unit of bulk-magnetization per km2 is 

A/m・km

(a): cross-ar℃ of SW03, (b): cross-arc of SW02, 

(c): along the volcanic frontal area of SW03. 

This figure repr巴sentsthe m巴anvalu巴forthe 

zone of 20km width orthogonal to the arc. 

Total mean b巴comesl.45A/m・km. 

(d): along the volcanic frontal area of SW02. 

This figure represents the mean value for the 

zone of 20km width orthogonal to th巴丘rc.

5. 6 Bulk magnetization of the Ryukyu Arc 

The mean bulk-magnetization per unit square 

(BMR: A/m ・km) is estimated based on the 

magnetic basement models for the S羽「02and 

SW03 with the same method described in section 

4. 4. 4. An cross公revariation, transecting the arc 

orthogonally to the general trend of the arc, was 

estimated as shown in Fig. 5 .17 (a) , (b) . The 

result for SW02 shows the bimodal peaks, the 

western peak corresponds to the Goto ridge and 

the eastern one to the Miocene volcanic zone of 

the central Ryukyu. It should be emphasized that 

the bulk magnetization (BMR) of the latter zone 

is comparable to that of the Goto ridge. These 

features may imply that the volcanic activity 

creating the Miocene magnetic block (V3) is 

similar to that forming the Goto ridge. The bulk 

magnetization of the northern Ryukyu Arc 

(SW03) shows the significantly large BMR of the 

Goto ridge in comparison with that of the Quater-

nary volcanic front. These features forced us to 

imagine the unusual volcanic activity producing 

the magnetic edifices of the Goto ridge. In the 

lower parts of Figs. 5 .17 (c) , (d) are shown the 

along”arc variation of the bull王magnetizationof 

the volcanic zone. The result for SW02 shows the 

relatively large mean BMR of 3. 09, however, 

this value does not represent the BMR of Quater-

nary volcanic edifices but of the Miocene mag-

netic basement high; that is, no considerable 

magnetic edifices are seen along the volcanic 

front of the central Ryukyu to the south of Io-

Tori-sima island, reflecting the acidic volcanism 

of weak magnetization intensity. The mean BMR 

for northern Ryukyu (to the north of Io”Tori-

sima) becomes 1. 45. This value is less than that 

of the northern Izu-Ogasawara Arc (1. 7 4) . The 

above difference may result from different 

magma production rate and the differ百 1t

petrological composition of the Quaternary vol-

canic edifices between the Ryukyu Arc and the 

northern part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

In Table 5.4, are listed the bulk magnetization 

values (A/m ・ km3) for the respective magnetic 

basement highs together with the corresponding 

Bouguer gravity anomaly values. The bulk 

magnetization of volcanic edifices of the south 

Ryukyu are significantly larger than those of the 

north Ryukyu. These values, however, are small 
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relative to those of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. 

5. 7 Two-dimensional magneto-gravity response Tabl巴 5.4 Bulk magnetization of the volcanic edific巴s

analysis of th巴 RyukyuArc. 

To investigate the magnetic property of the 

Moho boundary, two-dimensional magnetic and 

gravity analyses were performed on the sections 

shown in Fig. 5 .18. These results are significant 

for consideration of the deep seated magnetic 

source producing relatively long-wavelength mag-

netic and gravity anomalies. 

5. 7 .1 Results on SWOl 

S42 

’言

Fig. 5 .18 Target areas for three-dimensional pseudo-

gravity analyses (Fig. 5 .10, Fig. 5. 12, 

Fig. 5. 14) and cross sections for two-

dimensional magneto-gravity r巴sponseanaly-

sis(Fig.5.20 to Fig.5.23). 

A:area shown in Fig. 5 .11, B:area shown in 

Fig.5.13 ,C:ar・巴ashown in Fig. 5 .14. The 

cross-sections S22 in SWOl, S4 and S42 in 

SW02, and S42 in SW03 are analized by 

magneto-gravity respons巴 functionmethod. 

I SIOI 
Abbr. name Bui k目別etlzatlon BGA(A i1:160km) 

(A/毘・ka') (mGal) 
18 Dalsan Klyako Kalkyu 2270 H3 
19 Oalltl Klyako Kalkyu 2210 147 
22 lslgakl Kalkyu 5769 146 

2 s官03
NA Nakano SI阻a 1538 66 
SU Sutanose SI ma 273 66 
YK Yokoate SI阻a 1051 79 
IT lo-Tori Sima 459 13 

In response to the recent progress of the sea-

bottom surveys, Oshida et al. (1992) present the 

magnetic structural model crossing the southern 

Okinawa Trough in NS direction. Their model is 

based on the seismic P-wave velocity structure 

obtained by Hirata et al. (1991), and ascribes the 

observed magnetic anomaly to the magnetization 

of the upper crust having the P”wave velocity of 

3.6～ 6.4km/sec. In Fig.5.19 is shown the P-

wave velocity model together with the magnetic 

structure derived by Oshida et al. (1992) . This 

magnetic structural model well explaines the 

observed magnetic anomaly, but the gravity fea-

tures are not taken into account. The flat bottom 

of the Moho boundary as shown in Fig. 5 .19 

conflicts with the Bouguer gravity high overlying 

the Okinawa Trough. To avoid above contradic” 

ti on, synthetic analysis of magnetic and gravity 

anomalies was attempted as shown in Fig. 5. 20 

for the section-22 in SWOl (Fig. 5 .18) . The loca-

tion of this sectionis nearly the same as that of 

Oshida’s model. The upper part ascribes the 

magnetic anomalies to the upper magnetic layer. 

Thus obtained magnetic basement relief is similar 

to Oshida’s model except for the central basement 

high corresponding to the Yaeyama central knoll. 
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Fig. 5 .19 Crustal structure of the Okinawa Trough. 

Upper: Seismic velocity structure of the 

Okinawa Trough (after Hirata et al .1991). 

Lower: Magnetic structur巴 ofthe Okinawa 

Trough (after Oshida et al .1992). 

The pseudo-gravity is, however, depressed over 

the Okinawa Trough in contrast to the Bouguer 

gravity high. On the other hand, the lower 

model, which ascribes the long-wavelength mag-

netic anomalies to the lower boundary of the 

magnetic layer, well explaines the magnetic and 

gravity features over the Okinawa Trough. As 

the lower boundary thus obtained corresponds to 

the negative density boundary, the Moho bound-

ary is likely as the magnetic lower boundary. The 

ρII eff ratio of this boundary becomes -154, so 

the density contrast becomes 0. 45g/m3 for the 

assumed magnetization intensity of 3.0A/m. 

These values seems to be acceptable for the Moho 

boundary. As mentioned above, the present 

model suggests the high magnetization contrast 

at the Moho boundary instead of the upper crust 

400nT可 200mGal

四km

400nT 200mGal 

四km

SWOl-22 

J=2A/m 

p/J= 150 

(a) 

(b) 

300km N 

300km N 
「

Fig. 5. 20 Results of magn巴to-gravityresponse analy-

sis on section 22 of S羽r01.

MA:magnetic anomaly, BGA:Bouguer grav-

ity anomaly, PGV:Pseudo-gravity for the ρ／J 

ratio shown in figure. 

(a): magnetic anomalies are ascribed to upper 

relief of magnetic layer. 

(b): magnetic anomalies are ascribed to th巴undu-

lation of th巴lowermagnetic boundary corre-

sponding to th巴 Mohoboundary. 

of Oshida’s model. 

5. 7. 2 Results on SW02 

The magneto-gravity response analysis is con-

ducted for the section-04 of SW02 (Fig. 5 .18) and 

the result is shown in Fig. 5. 21. The effective 

inclination of magnetization vector is shifted 

about 180。fromthat of the present magnetic 

field, besides coherence is enhanced in the wave” 

length longer than SO km. These features may 

imply that the long-wavelength anomalies can be 

ascribed to the magnetic lower boundary of nega-

tive density contrast. In the lower part of 
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Fig. 5. 21 Results of magneto-gravity response analy司

sis on section 04 of SW02. 

(a): Coh巴rence(coh)and effective inclination(Ir') 

of magn巴tizationvector againt the wave-

number of the magnetic anomalies. 

(b): Magnetic lower boundary(dotted pattern) 

derived from gravity-correlated magnetic 

anomaly (magnetic respons巴） of wave-

lengths longer than λc=SOkm. Magnetization 

direction is assumed to be present field direc-

tion 

Fig. 5. 21, is shown the magnetic structure der-

ived from the magneto-gravity response filter. 

The correlation between the pseudo-gravity and 

the Bouguer gravity anomaly is 0. 99 and theρ／ 

Jeff ratio becomes -371. These results also sug-

gest that the Moho boundary plays the role of 

magnetic boundary in the vicinity of this section. 

The same ’analysis was also applied for section-

42 of SWOZ, but the coherence is less than 0. 5 

even in the long-wavelength zone, besides normal 

magnetization assumpt10n does not hold true as 

noted from the derived effective inclination con-

siderably different from the conjugate value of 

R ‘1.0 
SW02-42 

I, 

＼に~

「~「~可km

(a) 

I' =134' 
D=-<.1=38 

SE •OOkm 

I' =Sol' 
0=180,1=55 

出
下
！

J=3.0A/m 
p/J＝但 2'5

(c) 

Fig. 5. 22 Results of magn巴to-gravityresponse analy-

sis on s巴ction42 of swo2. 

(a): Coherence (coh) and effectiv巴inclination(Ir') 

of magnetization vector againt the wave-

numb巴rof the magnetic anomalies. 

(b): Calculated pseudo-gravity under the present 

magnetic field direction (l/=134°). 

(c): Magnetic lower boundary derived from 

gravity-correlated magnetic anomaly (mag-

netic respons巴） and the calculated ps巴udo-

gravity for effective inclination of Ir'=64°, 

which is significantly differ巴ntfrom present 

magnetic field dir巴ction.

Ir' 180° (Fig. 5. 22) . The above circumstance is 

reflected as the disagreement of the peak posi-

tions between the pseudo-gravity and the Bouguer 

gravity anomaly. This fact may arise from the 

situation that the Curie isotherm is upheaved 

above the Moho boundary beneath this section. 

The elevated Curie isotherm here seems to be 

consistent with the active hydrothermal and 

magmatic activities discovered in the Izena hole 
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Fig. 5. 23 Results of magneto-gravity r巴sponseanaly-

sis on section 42 of SW03. 

(a): Coherence (coh) and effective inclination (I，’） 

of magnetization vector againt the wave-

number of the magnetic anomalies. 

(b): Magnetic lower boundary der初日dfrom mag-

netic response components, 

Magn巴tizationdirection is assumed to be 

present field direction. 

and in the Iheya knolls in the central Okinawa 

Trough. 

5. 7. 3 Results on SW03 

In Fig. 5. 23, are shown the results of magneto” 

gravity response function analysis on section-42 

of SW03. This result indicates that the derived 

effective inclinations for the long-wavelength 

anomalies ar・eshifted about 180° from that of the 

present field direction. Besides the coherences 

are enhanced with increasing wavelengths of the 

anomaly. The magnetic response of the long句

wavelength component shows the positive trend 

in the NW  side of the section (left) and the 

negative one in the SE side (right) . This trend is 

to be ascribed to the upheaved Moho boundary 

playing the role of the magnetic boundary as 

shown in the derived model. The p/J ratio at the 

Moho boundary becomes -141 for section-42. 

The results mentioned above may suggest that 

the Moho boundary is located above Curie iso-

therm in the northern Okinawa Trough in con-

trast to the case in the central Okinawa Trough. 

5. 8 Discussions and concluding remarks of 

chapter V 

The present study reveals the magnetic base-

ment structure of the Ryukyu Arc and its adja-

cent seas including the Tunghai shelf. Through 

the present study, following new aspects become 

apparent for each tectonic zone. 

(1) Segmented magnetic structure of the Goto 

and Senkaku ridge. 

The magnetic basement model shows that the 

Tunghai shelf break is not a continuous folded 

zone trending in NE direction but is composed of 

several blocks segmented by magnetic basement 

depressions. Some of the above depressions can 

be traced toward the forearc region of the Ryu田

kyu Arc across the Okinawa Trough in good 

corresponding with topographic features; i.e. 

Ishigaki and Miyako saddles in the south Ryu-

kyu, the Y oron depression zone in the central 

Ryukyu, and the Tokara channel in the northern 

Ryukyu Arc. The above segmented structure is 

well developed in the southern Ryukyu Arc, 

where the outline of each segmented block shows 

the jigsaw fitting in considerable degree. These 

features seem to be consistent with the assump-

tion of southward drift of the south Ryukyu 

(Konish, 1965). 

(2) Enormous bulk magnetization and relatively 
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low p/J ratio of the Goto-Senkaku ridge. 

The bulk magnetization of the Goto and Senka-

ku ridges are much larger than that of the Quater-

nary volcanic zone. These features suggest the 

occurrence of unusual igneous activity creating 

the huge magnetic basement ridge of the Goto田

Senkaku folded belt. The ρ／J ratio of the Goto-

Senkaku folded belt is generally less than 50. 

Especially, no appreciable p/J ratio is estimated 

on the Senkaku ridge. The lowρ／J ratio may 

imply that the granitic to andesitic bodies of 

magnetite series compose the basement of this 

belt. 

(3) The Yoron depression zone as the tectonic 

boundary 

The Tokara channel has been thought to be left 

lateral fault segmenting the Ryukyu Arc (Kizaki, 

1978). The magnetic anomaly and derived mag-

netic basement structure, however, indicates 

that the Y oron depression zone characterセedby 

the Y oron and Okinoerabu basins is a significant 

boundary segmenting the Ryukyu Arc; i. e.① the 

displacement of the Miocene volcanic zones 

occurs along this depression zone, besides the 

intense hydrothermal and igneous activities of the 

Iheya knolls seem to occur in the western exten-

sion of this depression zone，② two linear 

arrangements of the old volcanic zones (R5, R6 

in Fig. 5. 9) terminate in the north of this depres司

sion zone，③the magnetic features of the Quater～ 

nary volcanic edifices change significantly at the 

Y oron depression zone. 

In accordance with above features, the author 

proposes that the Y oron depression zone is an 

active tectonic boundary segmenting the Ryukyu 

Arc. 

(4) Systematic change of the magnetic basement 

highs corresponding to the Quatrnary volcanic 

zone. 

The magnetic basement structure along the 

Quaternary volcanic zone changes significantly at 

the Y oron depression zone and the Kerama Gap, 

i.e. the NE trending continuous magnetic base-

ment high to the north of Y oron depression zone, 

discrete magnetic basement highs to the south of 

the Kerama Gap and in between no appreciable 

basement highs correlative to Quaternary vol-

canic edifices. The above along-arc variation 

may be attributable to the different petrological 

composition of the volcanic edifices; that is, 

andesitic volcanic activity in the northern Ryukyu 

Arc, acidic one in the central Ryukyu Arc and 

basaltic one in the southern Ryukyu Arc, respec-

tively. The above systematic change may arise 

from① the different crustal thickness which may 

be related to the efficiency of magma ascent and 

crustal anatexis，② the different tectonic stress 

field between the north-central Ryukyu and the 

south Ryukyu; i.e. compressive stress field due to 

the collision of the buoyant ridge against the 

Ryukyu Arc in the northern and central Ryukyu 

Arcs, and extensional stress field prevailing in 

the southern Okinawa Trough，③ the different 

subducting angle of the Philippine Sea plate 

resulting from fingering of the subducting slab as 

proposed by N agamune (1987) for explanation of 

the different subduction angle between the north-

erntocentral Ryukyu Arc and the southern Ryu司

kyu Arc. 

One or combination of the above causes may 

bring about the along-arc systematic change of 

the volcanic front. The distinct change, how-

ever, seemsto be in favour of the third origin, in 

which case the Yoron depression zone, may cor-

respond to the fingering zone of the subducting 

slab. 
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(5) Reversed arrangement of the Miocene vol- hydrothermal activity of the central Okinawa 

canic zone in the central Ryukyu Arc. Trough, resulting in the elevation of the Curie 

In the area north of Io・Tori-simaisland, the isotherm abovethe Moho boundary. 

Miocene volcanic zone is situated in the inner 

region of the Quaternary volcanic front. But, the 

above lateral arrangement is reversed in the 

central Ryukyu Arc; i.e. the Miocene volcanic 

zone is located in the outer region of the Quater-

nary volcanic front. These features may imply 

that the central Ryukyu Arc has migrated south-

eastward against the northern Ryukyu Arc. 

(6) Accretional process and normal faulting 

revealed by magnetic basement structure. 

Magnetic basement highs are recognized 

beneath the lower continental slope of the north 

to central Ryukyu Arcs. These magnetic base-

ment highs extending to the Amami plateau and 

Daito ridge across the trench show the ongoing 

accretional process of the buoyant ridge. On the 

other hand, the magnetic basement depression is 

recognized over the southern part of the N ansei-

syoto Trench, in consistent with seismic profiling 

indicicative of normal faulting due to bending 

effect of the subducting plate. 

(7）ρII ratio of the Moho boundary derived from 

magneto・gravityresponse analysis. 

The magnetic anomly over the Okinawa 

Trough shows the positive trend in the NW  side 

and negative one in the SE side of the trough. 

This trend is attributable to the magnetic effect 

of the upheaved Moho boundary. In the southern 

part of the Okinawa Trough, the p/J ratio of the 

Moho boundary becomes about -150. A similar 

value is also expected for the northern Okinawa 

Trough, whereas the reliable results showing the 

magnetization of the Moho boundary are not 

obtained for the central Okinawa Trough. The 

above features seem to be consistent with high 

CHAPTER VI. CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF 

THE DAITO RIDGE AS REVEALED FROM 

MAGNETIC AND GRAVITY FIELD ANALY-

SIS 

6. 1 Background 

The Daito ridge is about 500km length in EW 

direction and about lOOkm in width. The Kita-

Daito and Minami-Daito islands are located on 

the western summuit of the ridge. The maximum 

elevation amounts to about 5000m from surround-

ing depth of seafloor. The origin of the ridge is 

still in controversial, however, the crystalline 

schist and other acidic and plutonic rocks dredged 

from the ridge suggest that the ridge is not a 

palaeo-spreading ridge but a kind of palaeo-island 

arc (Shiki et al. , 1979; Aoki and Ishikawa, 1985) . 

Seismic and geoloical studies also indicate the 

continental origin of the ridge as proposed by 

Mizuno et al. (1975) , and by Okuda et al. (1976) . 

On the contrary, the low K content and low Sr87 I 

Sr86 ratio of the dredged tonalites are significant-

ly differnt from the acidic rocks of the I apanese 

granitoids. The isotopic age of the igneous rocks 

shows late Creaceous to Early Cenozoic age 

(Shiki et al. , 1985) . It is also should be pointed 

out that the Eocene Nummulites and large For-

aminifera were sampled from many locations of 

the Daito ridge, which may imply shallow water” 

environment during Eocene age. The palaeomag-

netic measurements on the sediment cores from 

DSDP Site 445 reveals that the Daito ridge was 

located in the equatorial region in Eocene age and 

then migrated northward by about 2000km (Kino-
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shita, 1980) . 

To clarify the magnetization of the Daito ridge 

is thought to be a significant subject for elucida-

tion of the origin of the associated conspicuous 

magnetic anomalies and tectonic frame-work of 

the Philippine Sea Plate. A magneto-gravity 

response analysis seems to be applicable to deter-

mine the inclination of magnetization vector of 

the Daito ridge because of its EW elongation of 

the uplift. 

6. 2 Data description 

The data used in this study is based on the 

continental shelf surveys conducted by JHD in 

1983 and 1984. Some of the results of above 

surveys were reported by Kasuga et al. (1986) . 

The MGD77 files of above survey data are now 

supplied from JODC on request. The MGD77 data 

were projected on a X -Y plane based on Mer～ 

cator projection and then grid data of lOkm mesh 

intervals in X and Y direction were calculated by 

the iteration method of the 2nd order polynomial 

fitting. 

In Fig. 6 .1, are shown the machine contoured 

maps of bathymetry, total intensity magnetic 

anomaly and free-air gravity anomaly. A positive 

correlation between bathymetry and free-air 

gravity is recognized. The positive free”air grav-

ity anomaly amounting more than lOOmgal over-

lies the summit area of the ridge. On the other 

hand, broad negative anomalies less than 

-40 mgal appear over the Minami-Daito basin. 

Although the depth of the Kita-Daito basin is 

nearly the same as that of the Minami-Daito 

basin, free-air anomaly of the Kita-Daito basin is 

(a) Bathymetry 

(c) Free-air anomaly 

400kmx330km 

Fig.6.1 Bathymetry(a), total intensity magnetic 

anomaly(b) and free-air gravity anomaly(c) 

of the Daito ridge. Contour intervals are 250 

m, 50nT and lOmgal respectively. The 

southwestern corner of the map is N24', 

El31', and the cov巴rageis 400km in the EW 

and 330km in the NS direction. The area A 

(310km×310km) enclos巴dby thick lines was 

analysed as shown in Figs. 6. 3 and 6. 6. 

characterized by the zero level of the free-air anomaly larger than 700nT (peak to peak of the 

gravity anomaly. anomaly) occurs in good correspondence with the 

The EW trending high amplitude magnetic topographic uplift of the ridge. Such a high ampli-
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Fig. 6. 2 Relation betw巴endepth and free-air grav-

ity anomaly of the Daito ridge. The regres-

sive gradient corresponds to 2 .18g/cm3. 

tude magnetic anomaly is also recognized in 

correspondence with the Amami plateau (Kasuga 

et al. , 1992) . Elucidation of the origin of such 

high amplitude anomalies associated with conti-

nental crust are thought to be significant subject 

for understanding the structure of these continen-

tal crust. 

Prior to the calculation of Bouguer correc-

tions, free-air anomaly values were plotted 

against water depth as shown in Fig. 6. 2 in order 

to estimate a mean density contrast of the uplift 

in conventional way. The regressive line shown 

in Fig. 6. 2 shows a probable mean density con-

trast of the ridge to be 2 .18 g/ cm3, which is 

significantly less than the usual value of 2. 67g/ 

cm3. This may arise from two causes, one is 

relatively low density contrast of thick coral 

materials covering the ridge, the other is isostatic 

compensation by the thickening of the continental 

crust. Gravity anomalies caused by topographic 

relief (terrain effect) were calculated by Parker’ 

s inversion technique under the assumed density 

of 2 .18g/ cm3 and subtracted from the observed 

free-air gravity anomalies as shown in Fig. 6. 3. 

The terrain corrected gravity anomaly reveals 

《叫Tmalne町田＇＜ 2.阻g/cm) 《b》FOA-T.E, 

310km x 310弘m 18 310km x 310km 

Fig. 6. 3 Calculated gravity field (a) by the 
topography of the Daito ridge and reduced 
gravity anomaly(b) obtained by removal of 

th巴 terraineffect from the observed free-

air gravity anomaly. 

the concave-shaped features over the ridge, 

which may be correlated to isostasy of the Daito 

ridge. Besides, the enhanced Bouguer gravity 

anomaly of the Kita-Daito basin manifests the 

upheaved structure or denser contrast of the 

Moho boundary relative to that beneath the 

Minami-Daito basin. Bouguer gravity anomalies 

associated with seamounts show two type of 

anomalies, one is accompanied by negative 

Bouguer anomalies indicative of isostasy, the 

other is featureless gravity anomalies suggesting 

the elastic sustention of the seamount’s weight 

without root structure. These features are signifi” 

cant for consideration of the structure of the 

seamounts. 

6.3 Gravity-topography response analysis 

To estimate the degree of isostatic compensa-

ti on of the uplift, the response fuction between 

observed free-air gravity anomaly and topo” 

graphic relief was calculated by Eq. (65) to obtain 

the wavelength dependence of the density con-

trast of the ridge. If the ridge is not accomapnied 

with isostatic compensation, the derived density 

contrast is to be equal to the real density contras-

tof the ridge. On the contrary, when the ridge is 

subjected to isostatic compensation, the derived 
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Fig. 6. 4 Calculated density contrasts obtained by 

gravity-topography response analysis against 

the wavelengths of free-air gravity anomaly. 

density contrast may be reduced in accordance 

with degree of isostatic compensation. The calcu-

lated result shown in Fig. 6. 4 shows considerably 

low density contrast for the wavelengths longer 

than 80km. This feature implies mature stage of 

the isostasy of the Daito ridge in consistent with 

crustal structural model derived by Segawa 

(1976) . 

6.4 Magneto幽 gravityresponse analysis 

The Daito ridge has a considerably strong 

magnetization as inferred from associated high 

amplitude magnetic anomalies. To derive 

magnetization direction is a significant subject 

for consideration of palaeomagnetic constrain 

and the magnetic source of the ridge. The 

response analysis between magnetic and free-air 

gravity anomalies shows magnetization direction 

corresponding to the uplift of the ridge, on the 

other hand, that between magnetic and Bouguer 

gravityanom alies gives the magnetization dir・ec-

tion of the deep-seated source producing Bouguer 

gravity anomalies. In Fig. 6. 5a, is shown the 

effective magnetization inclination derived from 

response function between magnetic and free-air 

gravity anomalies. This figure indicates normal 
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Fig. 6. 5 Results of magneto-gravity r巴sponseanaly-

sis on the Daito ridge. 

Upper column: the cross-sectional data along 

section-18 shown in Fig. 6. 3. 

Lower column:coherence and effective incli-

nation againt th巴wavenumber of the gravity 

field. 

MA: magnetic anomaly, FG: fr巴e-airanom-

aly, BG: Bouguer anomaly. 

(a): response between magnetic anomaly and 

fre巴－airgravity anomaly. 

(b): response between magnetic anomaly and 

Bouguer gravity anomaly. 
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magnetization direction in the wavelengths longer basins. However no appreciable correlation is 

than 45km, contrary to the shallow inclination seen over the areas marked by A to C. This may 

suggested by palaeomagnetic measurment of manifest the lateral variation of the magnetiza-

DSDP sediment cores (Kinoshita, 1980). Effec- tion of the lower crust. Fig.6. 7 shows a NS 

tive inclinations obtained from magnetic and transection of the derived lower boundaries. The 

Bouguer gravity anomalies are shifted about 180° 

from the effective inclination of the present field 

as shown in Fig. 6. 5 (b) , which indicates a normal 

magnetization direction in the wavelengths longer 

than 45km in consistent with Fig. 6. 5 (a) . These 

aspects imply that the magnetic anomalies of the 

Daito ridge are originated from induced magnet-

ization or viscous remanent magnetization 

instead of thermal remanent magnetization. The 

required large magnetization intensity as indicat-

ed in following section may be in favour of the 

viscous remanent magnetization of the crust. 

6. 5 Three-dimensional gravity and magnetic 

basements of the Daito ridge 

In the wavelengths longer than about 80km, 

coherences between magnetic and Bouguer grav-

ity anomalies become larger than 0. 5 as seen in 

Fig. 6. 5 (b) . The above features suggest that 

Bouguer gravity anomalies whose wavelengths 

longer than 80km are well correlated to long-

wavelength magnetic anomalies. Based on these 

results, the lower density boundary correspond-

ing to the Moho boundary was estimated from 

Bouguer gravity anomalies of wavelengths longer 

than 80km under two-layer assumption as illus” 

trated in Fig. 6. 6 (a) . The magnetic lower bound-

ary was also calculated from magnetic anomalies 

with wavelengths longer than 80km as shown in 

Fig. 6. 6 (b) . A good correspondence between the 

above two boundaries is recognized; depressed 

beneath the eastern part of the Daito ridge and 

elevated beneath the Kita-and Minami-Daito 

(a) G IlASE(!n km) 
(b) M-DASE(ln km) 

3l0kmx310km 田 ρ•O,7g/cm 

λ＞BOkm 
20 J•5,0A/m 

Fig. 6. 6 Relief of the Moho boundary estimated 

from gravity and magnetic anomalies of the 

Daito ridg巴.Unit in km below sea level. No 

appreciable correlation betw巴巴nmagnetic 

and gravity basement is recogniz巴don the 

zones of A,B, and C. 

(a): Lower density boundary derived from 

Bouguer gravity anomalies. 

Assumed density contrast is O. 7g/cm3. 

(b) :Lower magnetic boundary derived from 

magnetic anomali巴s.Magnetization contrast 

is 5. OA/m and magnetization direction is 

assumed to coincide with the present fi巴ld

direction. 

~~クλ タ／（
tv ＼＂＇／℃汁 J

叫Fく主F
N 

400km 

1" 
Fig.6.7 N-S cross-section at x-coordinate of 20 of 

Fig.6.6. 

MA: magnetic anomaly, BG: Bouguer grav-

ity anomaly, MB: magnetic lower boundary, 

GB: the lower density boundary. 
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good agreement between the above lower bound” 

aries is seen beneath the area from the Minami 

Daito basin to the Daito ridge. On the other 

hand, the lower density boundary is much ele-

vated above the magnetic boundary beneath the 

Kita-Daito basin, reflecting the enhanced 

Bouguer gravity aomalies over the Kita-Daito 

basin (Fig. 6. 3 (b)) . This disagreement may be 

solved by assigning relatively high density con-

trast or relatively weak magnetization intensity 

contrast at the lower boundary beneath the 

Minami-Daito basin. 

6. 6 Concluding remarks 

The magneto-gravity response analysis on the 

Daito ridge reveals that the effective inclination 

of magnetization vector coincides with that of the 

present field direction in the wavelengths longer 

than 45km, although the palaeomagnetic mea-

surements on DSDP sediment cores shows shal-

low magnetization inclination suggesting the 

equatorial region at the formative period. This 

aspect implies that the viscous remanent magnet-

ization of the crust is the main cause of the 

observed magnetic anomalies in place of 

remanent one. Besides, the crust of the Daito 

ridge is thought to be highly magnetic. The origin 

of the magnetic crust is not clarified at present, 

however, seems to be significant features related 

to the formative process of the continental crust 

of the Daito ridge. The magneto-gravity response 

analysis between magnetic and free-air gravity 

anomalies (Fig. 6. 5 (a)) also suggests that the 

upper crust of the Daito ridge is also magnetic. 

The magnetic upper crust, as inferred from the 

above results, may be attributable to granitic 

rocks of magnetite series. The rapid subsidence 

of the Daito ridge may also result from the 

magnetic crust of probably high density contrast 

relative to usual continental crust. 

CHAPTER VII. DISCUSSIONS AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Inversion methods to derive a magnetic base-

ment relief from observed magnetic anomalies 

are described. Some of the methods are newly 

developed by the author with numerical exam-

ples. Plausibility and accuracy of three-

dimensional inversion method based on iteration 

algorithm, which was developed by using Olden-

burg’s (197 4) two-dimensional formula, are con-

firmed to be applicable to areal grid data. 

Synthetic analysis methods of magnetic and 

gravity anomalies are proposed to obtain more 

reliable structural models. This method incorpo” 

rates a new idea of magneto-gravity response 

function to determine magnetization direction of 

the source body and of magneto-gravity response 

filter to extract the magnetic . anomalies cor-

relattive to the gravity anomalies. In addition, 

the correlation analyses in space domain are also 

described to determine p/J ratio and magnetiza凶

tion intensity of the source body. These methods 

should enable us to construct a model consistent 

with magnetic and gravity anomalies. 

(2) Magnetic anomaly profiles covering the 

Japanese islands are prepared based on airborne 

magnetic surveys conducted by JHD. Using the 

above magnetic profiles and the Bouguer gravity 

anomaly profiles, the magnetic structural models 

consistent with gravity anomalies are constructed 

with respect to several transections of Honsyu 

Arc and a single transection of Kurile Arc of 

southeastern part of Hokkaido. By this analysis 

a good correspondence between the magnetic 

basement and seismic velocity structure is shown 
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for the case of the northeast and central Honsyu. 

The former corresponds to the Conrad boundary 

in the crust and the latter to the seismic velocity 

structure having seismic volocity of 6. 0 to 6. 3 

km/s. The Conrad boundary beneath the Kurile 

Arc in the southeast Hokkaido seems magnetic. 

The magnetic anomaly over the inner region of 

southwest Honsyu is to be attributable to the 

magnetic body of low ρ／J ratio, which may 

correspond to granitic rocks of magnetite series. 

A lithological model of northeast Honsyu (Taka-

hashi, 1978) derived from xenolith samples is 

consistent with the present magnetic models of-

northeast Honsyu. The relatively large magnet-

ization intensity of the magnetic source with low 

ρ／J ratio beneath the inner part of southwest 

Honsyu suggests the enhanced magnetic suscepti” 

bility. Besides, the viscous remanent magnetiza” 

tion may also be responsible for the observed 

large amplitude magnetic anomaly. 

(3) Grid data files of topography, total intensity 

magnetic anomaly, free-air and Bouguer gravity 

anomalies are calculated and mapped for the 

Izu-Ogasawara Arc and Ryukyu Arc based on 

areal survey data released from JODC. The 

pseudo-gravity and high-pass filtered gravity 

maps are also compiled for correlation analysis in 

space domain. Magnetic basement models of the 

Izu-Ogasawara and Ryukyu Arcs are constructed 

based on the calculated grid data for quantitative 

interpretation of the magnetic anomalies. Bulk 

magnetizations, vertical integration of magnet-

ization intenity, are estimated for the magnetic 

bodies at the volcanic front and for the represen-

tative magnetic basement blocks. This estima-

tion indicates that the bulk magnetization of the 

volcanic front of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc is larger 

than that of the Ryukyu Arc by about 30%, which 

may have resulted from different productivity of 

magnetic materials at the volcanic front. The 

southern volcanic front of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc 

shows the maximum productivity, which is con-

sistent with the huge size of the volcanic edifices 

of the arc. 

In addition, the derived magnetic basement 

models provide important information for under-

standing the geological structures and related 

tectonics, as discussed in each chapter. 

(4) The Magneto-gravity response analyses on 

the Daito ridge reveal that the Daito ridge is 

magnetized in the present field direction contrary 

to the shallow inclination of magnetization sug-

gested by DSDP sediment cores. Besides, the 

lower magnetic boundary derived from long-

wavelength magnetic anomalies shows a close 

resemblance to the estimated undulation of the 

Moho boundary. This resemblance implies that 

the lower crust of the Daito ridge is polarized in 

the present field direction. The origin of high 

magnetization intensity in the present field direc-

tion is reasonably ascribed to the enhanced mag-

netic susceptibility and/ or viscous remanent 

magnetization of the magnetic source of the Daito 

ridge. 

(5) The p/J ratio at the Moho boundary is esti-

mated for the Izu-Ogasawara Arc by the correla” 

tion analysis between the long-wavelength 

Bouguer gravity anomaly and pseudo-gravity 

anomaly. This result discloses the edge effect due 

to upheaval of the Moho boundary over the 

western margin of the northernpart of the Izu-

Ogasawara Arc. On the contrary, appreciable ρ／ 

J ratio zone is restricted beneath the Ogasawara 

Trough in the southern arc. These features imply 

that the magnetization of the lower crust and the 

Curie isotherm depth are different between the 
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northern and southern arc of the Izu”Ogasawara 

Arc. Magneto-gravity response analysis in the 

Okinawa Trough also reveals the long-

wavelength magnetic anomalies related with con-

vex features of the Bouguer gravity anomalies in 

the southern and northern part of the trough. The 

magnetic anomalies corresponding to the undula -

tion of the Moho boundary may imply that it is 

elevated above Curie point isotherm due to thin 

continental crust of the regions concerned. 

Throughout the present study, the existence of 

the magnetic source having low ρ／J ratio has 

become apparent. Two types of low ρ／J ratio are 

confirmed, one is granitic to andesitic rock of” 

magnetite series, the other is serpentinite suite of 

low density contrast. Typical cases of the latter 

are found in the Kamuikotan belt and the 

Honsyu-Kurile linear magnetic anomaly, south 

offing of the southeastern part of Hokkaido. The 

former source is recognized in the inner part of 

southwest Honsyu Arc, in the forearc region of 

the northern Izu-Ogasawara Arc, and along the 

Tunghai shelf break to the west of the Ryukyu 

Arc. Magnetic sources of the Kyusyu・Palauridge 

may also be classified into low ρ／J ratio, as 

shown by the magnetic and Bouguer gravity 

anomaly maps compiled by Kasuga et al. (1992) . 

Ishihara (1979) reported that the volume of 

magnetite series increases toward the marginal 

seaside and he ascribed them to the tensile 

tectonic environment, which allowed the deeply-

originating magma to ascend without crustal 

contamination. This may have resulted in the 

formation of granitoids rich in magnetite. In 

addition, the present study has revealed low ρ／J 

ratio sources in the forearc region of the northern 

part of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. Taking into 

account the above distribution, another origin of 

the low ρ／J source may be in the forearc mag-

matism related to the initial stage of subduction. 

The deeply-generated magma may also ascend 

without contamination of the crust under the 

above condition. This situation may form the 

granitic to andesitic rocks of magnetite series as 

seen in the Kyusyu-Palau ridge and the forearc 

region of the Izu-Ogasawara Arc. In addition to 

the above situation, a hydrous column in the 

forearc region, as suggested by Tatsumi (1989), 

may also keep the crust in oxidation state, result” 

ing in the formation of titanomagnetites rich in 

Fe304 content. 

Moreover, the magneto-gravity response analy-

sis (Fig. 6. 5 (a)) on the Daito ridge suggests the 

existence of the magnetic source of low density 

contrast within the crust. Tonalites recovered 

from the Daito ridge are characterized by low 

Sr87 /Sr86 ratio, which is in favour of the magma 

without crustal contamination. Accretion of the 

palaeo-island arc such as the Daito ridge against 

the palaeo・Asiancontinental margin may also 

form the magnetic zone with low ρ／J ratio 

source. In general, the radiometric age and 

magnetite content of the granitic rock decreases 

toward trench side. This trend is, however, 

reversed in the northeast Japan (Kinoshita and 

Ito, 1988) , that is, granitic rocks of magnetite 

series in northeast Japan show a reciprocal distri-

bution in regard to radiometric age and magnetite 

content. However, this reciprocal pattern may 

be attributable to the accretion of the palaeo-

island arc with low p/J ratio such as the Daito 

ridge. The upward magnetization vector calcu“ 

lated from the the short 

anomaly components of the Sanriku’－Isikari linear 

anomaly (SILA) may also favours this inter-
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pretaion. 

The present study also suggests the significant 

contribution of the enhanced induced magnetiza-

tion of the deep-seated magnetic sources to the 

observed magnetic anomalies. The magnetic sus-

ceptibility of the low p/J ratio sources, calcu-

lated from the synthetic analysis of magnetic and 

gravity anomalies, exceeds the observed mean 

susceptibility value of the granitic rocks of mag-

netite series as shown in Table 3 .1. Such enhan-

cement of susceptibility may be attributable to 

the enhanced initial susceptibility and to the con-

tribution of the viscous remanent magnetization 

due to increasing temperature in the deep crust 

(Shimizu, 1960; Wasilewski et al. ,1979). These 

magnetizations are related to in‘situ fugacity 

(02)-temperature equilibrium condition in the 

crust. Further advance in the field of experimen-

tal study on the rock magnetism concerning the 

enhanced magnetic susceptibility may be required 

for the construction of the more convincing 

magnetic structural model. 
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それぞれの島弧の地殻構造の特徴やその起源について

は，まだ十分に解明されていない。このような島弧の地

殻構造を明らかにすることは，島弧の地質構造やテクト

ニクスの理解だけでなく，地殻の岩石学的モデルの構

築，地殻深部の磁気的性質の解明，地殻深部の物理的，

化学的条件等の解明にとっても重要な課題である。

近年，日本列島とその周辺島弧に関する地形・地磁気・

重力異常に関するデータは， 7.k!J!各部をはじめ，大学・研

究機関などの調査成果が日本海洋データセンターの
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データベースに集約され，地球物理学的研究への利用が

図られている。これにより，日本列島とその濁辺海域の

地形や1也磁気・重力異常等の図がまとめられ，それぞ、れ

の特徴が明らかにされつつある。しかし，今後は，この

ようなデータを総合的に解析し，それぞ、れの異種間デー

タに全体として調和的な地殻構造を求めることが重要

な課題と考えられる。

本論文は，このような地形・地磁気・重力異常データ

を総合的に解析する方法を提示するとともに，本方法

を，島弧の地殻構造の解析に適用することにより求めら

れた結来を述べたものである。

本論文は，まえがき（第 1章）に引続き，第2章：本

論文で用いた磁気・重力異常の総合的解析法，第3章：

航空磁気測量のフ。ロファイルデータの解析結果にもと

ずく千島弧，本州、｜弧，の地殻構造，第4章：磁気・重力

異常による伊豆一小笠原弧の地殻構造，第5章：磁気・重

力異常による琉球弧とその周辺海域の地殻構造，第 6

章：磁気・重力異常による大東海嶺の地殻構造，第 7

章：結論の全7章から構成される。

第2章では，フーリエ級数法にもとずく 2次元磁気基

盤構造解析法，フーリエ変換の繰返し法（Parker(1972) , 

Oldenburg (197 4））による 3次元磁気基盤構造解析法，

磁・重力応答関数法による磁化方向の決定法，磁気異常

から重力と相関のある磁気異常を抽出するための磁・重

力応答フィルター，について具体的な数値実験の例を示

してそれらの適用方法について述べた。さらに，このよ

うなインパージョン法により求められた磁気基盤構造，

擬重カ異常と，地形・重力異常との空間領域での相関解

析により，解析対象の磁化強度， p/J比をもとめるアルゴ

リズムを確立した。

第3章の二子島弧，本外！弧の解析てすま，北海道北部の神

居古i軍帯，北海道南東岸沖の釧路一根室磁気異常帯

(KNLA），東北日本の三陸一石狩磁気異常帯（SILA），中部

日本の負異常帯，西南日本の日本海側の東西にのびる正

異常帯（SWHLA）の各断面について，磁気基盤構造を求

めた。 SILAの北緯41度付近のプロファイルに対応する

磁気基盤モテゃルは，コンラッド商の起伏とほぼ一致する

結果が得られた。また， KNLAの磁気基盤構造も，地殻

内部の密度境界に対応しており，これらの結果から，下

部地殻が磁性の強い岩体で構成されていることが推定

される。中部日本の負異常帯に対応する磁気基盤の起伏

もまた，爆破地震により得られた地殻構造モデルと良い

対応を示すが，磁化強度は，前記2例に比べ約半分程度

の値となる。このような結果は沈み込むプレートの性質

の違いを反映しているものと推察される。一方，神唐古

i軍帯やSWHLAについては，磁気異常の振幅は300nT

以上に及び，その原因岩体も大規模な構造を有すると推

定されるが，ブーゲ一重力異常は王子起である。以上の結

果から，大陸’往地殻起源の磁気異常の主要な原図岩体と

しては，地殻内部の密、度境界に対応するものと（SILA,

KNLA）上部地殻での低密、度，高磁気モーメント（低ρ／J

比）の岩体によるものに区分できることがわかった。後

者は，磁鉄鉱系の花筒岩もしくは，蛇紋岩がその原因と

思われる。

第4主きでは，伊豆一小笠原弧の磁気基盤モデルを作成

し，同島弧の地殻構造の特徴を求めた。それによると，

間島弧は婿婦岩構造線を境に南北でその様相が異なる。

北部では，①ほぽ南北につらなる四七島海嶺の磁気基盤

構造，②火山フロント付近の隆起部とその背弧側での磁

気基盤の落込み，③前孤城における大規模なブロック状

の磁気基盤隆起帯とさらにその外側の南北に延びる磁

気基盤隆起帯，などが特徴的である。前弧域の磁性岩体

のρ／J比は負の値を示すものがあり，逆磁化か周囲より

も軽い岩体で構成されている可能性がある。西七島海嶺

の磁気異常は，地形との相関からほぼ現在の磁場方向で

説明できると推定される。同海嶺の磁気基盤の隆起部は

現在の火山フロントに併走しており，その磁性岩体の規

模も火山フロントのそれにほぼ等しい。このことから，

西七島海嶺はかつての伊豆弧の火山フロントであった

可能性が考えられる。

一方，婿婦岩構造線以南では北部の①や③に対応する

構造は顕著ではないが，火山フロントに沿った磁気基盤

の規模は北部の約2.3僑と大きい。また，小笠原弧に対応

する磁気基盤の降起部は，地形との相関から東向き磁化

を示すグループ（父島）と現在の磁場方向の磁化を示す

グループ（母島）とに区分することが可能で、ある。この
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ような結果は東向き磁化を示す小笠原弧の古地磁気学 での縁海側に形成されると考えられていたが，今屈の研

的研究結果と矛盾するが，熱残留磁化と誘導磁化の遠い 究は，前弧域でもこのような磁鉄鉱系の岩体が形成され

を反映している可能性も考えられる。 ることを示唆するものである。前弧域は沈み込むプレー

第5章では，琉球弧とその周辺海域の磁気基盤モデル トからの水が供給されるところでもあり，このような脱

を作成し地質構造との対比からそれを 7つの構造区に 水過程が前弧域での磁鉄鉱系花筒岩の形成と関連する

区分し，それぞれの磁気基盤の特徴を求めた。 可能性も考えられる。

それによると，東海陸棚外縁部に沿って大規模な磁性 伊豆小笠原弧，琉球弧の磁・重力の解析結果からは，

岩体がフ。ロック状に配列していること，琉球孤の火山フ モホ函の起伏が長波長成分の磁気・重力異常の原因と推

ロントにそって，北部，中部，南部で磁気基盤構造が系 定される。特に，伊豆小笠原弧北部の四国海盆に面した

統的に変化していること，中部てすま，中新世の繊気主主盤 境界付近や，沖縄トラフ南部にこのような特徴が顕著で戸

構造に対比できる幅60km，長さ250kmにも及ぶ磁気基 ある。このことは，それぞれの部分では，地殻の厚きが

盤隆起帯が存在することが明らかとなった。東海陸棚外 比較的薄しそのためモホ面がキューリ一等温面深度以

縁部の磁気基盤の p/J比は5070程度であり，低ρ／J比 浅に位置するためと推察される。今回の研究により，本

を示す。また，中部にみられる磁気基盤隆起帯は，現在 州弧・千島孤での代表的な磁気異常が正磁化のモデルに

の火山フロントに対し海溝側に位置し，北部での新！日火 より説明できることから，池殻深部の磁性岩体の磁化は

山帯の位置関係とは逆転していれこのことから，本隆 熱残留磁化よりも，むしろ誘導磁化や粘性残留磁化に起

起帯の南東側への相対的変移があったことが推察され 因すると考えられる。しかし，このような機構で，磁気

る。大陸斜面から海側にかけての磁気基盤構造による 異常を説明するには，温度の影響による磁化率や粘性残

と，中部から北部にかけて奄美海台，大東海嶺の延長部 留磁化の上昇機構を考える必要がある。

が，琉球弧に付加しており，また，中部では，海溝紬付

近の海洋地殻が断層により落込んでいる様子が確かめ

られた。

第6章では，大東海嶺の磁気異常がほぼ現夜の磁場方

向で説明できること，また，長波長成分の異常からもと

めた，磁化層とモホ函深度との起伏が比較的よく一致す

ることを示した。この結果，大東海嶺の磁気異常は，誘

導磁化もしくは，粘性残留磁化によるものであることが

推論される。また，磁化層の原因岩体としては，磁鉄鉱

系の花岡岩と推察される。

今回の研究により，地形，地磁気，重力異常，から求

めた日本列島とその周辺島弧の地殻構造の特徴がより

明確に捉えられた。特に，低ρ／J比の磁性岩体の分布が，

西南日本の内帯，伊豆一小笠原弧の前弧域，東海陸棚外縁

隆起帯，などに存在することが推察され，また，大東海

織の地殻も低p/J比の岩体から構成きれることがわ

かった。このような低p/J比の岩体は，磁鉄鉱系の花街

岩に対応するものと考えられる。従来の岩石磁気学的研

究では，このような，磁鉄鉱系の花岡岩は島弧一海溝系



Annex -1 : Colour image maps of the geophysical data on the Izu-Ogasawara (Bonin) Arc. Grid interval is 50km. 
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